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 The theoretical and practical importance of relational exchanges is well known.  
However, customers are often annoyed at companies’ relationship building attempts.  In 
addition, the literature has three core problems: (1) the relational concept is not well defined; (2) 
little research has accounted for relationship dynamics; and (3) relational constructs’ 
conceptualizations have become ambiguous.  The purpose of this dissertation is to build an 
integrative and comparative framework that not only delineates relationship stages, but also 
identifies the unique roles of all relational forms (e.g., firm-firm).  Specifically, three research 
questions are addressed: (1) How is a relationship defined? (2) How is a relationship created? 
and (3) How does a relationship evolve?  These research questions are addressed in three essays.   
  
 Essay 1 develops the relationship definition, creation, and evolution framework based on 
the field’s 50 most influential articles and validated by survey data from 34 authors.  Scholars 
define a relationship as “at least one interaction with future interactions expected”.  Information 
sharing and cooperation are necessary elements for relationship creation.  Correspondence 
analysis (CA) was used to map 271 constructs to the evolutionary framework.  Using data 
provided from structured interviews, Essay 2 considered one relational form (i.e., customer-
retailer) and compared the perspectives of relational parties (i.e., manager, sales-associate, and 
customer) on the research questions.  A relationship is defined as “at least one exchange between 
parties that share information”.  Twenty-one elements are noted as required for relationship 
creation.  Relational constructs were mapped to the evolutionary framework using CA.  Essay 3 
addressed the relationship evolution question by developing and testing a conceptual model of 
relational exchange using survey data from 1407 customers in the context of their relationships 
with a coffee house chain.  Respondents were segmented based on their relationship stage, and 
multi-group moderation analysis was performed.  Nine of 41 structural paths are invariant across 
relationship stages.   
 
The essays illustrate the difference in perspectives of academics, practitioners, and 
customers as it relates to the research questions.  Information sharing is noted as a key element of 
relationships in all essays.  Support is also gained for the necessary use of relationship stage as a 
moderator in relational exchange research.       
 














Relationship marketing has become a widely popular research topic and strategic tool 
based on the notion that deep, lasting, and profitable business relationships are better in the long-
run than arms-length transactions.  Countless studies are devoted to understanding the successful 
evolution of buyer-seller relationships in a variety of exchange contexts.  Likewise, billions of 
dollars are spent every year by organizations around the world to implement a mixture of 
systems designed to retain and develop long-term customer relationships.   
Despite the resources that have been dedicated to more fully understanding RM, some 
serious issues exist relating to its research, application, and effectiveness.  First, a consensus has 
not been reached in the literature on the conceptual definition of a relationship (Damkubiené and 
Virvilaité 2007).  Second, “Few authors have attempted to address the question of when a 
relationship truly exists…Where does transactional marketing end and a relationship begin?” 
(Barnes 1994, p. 565).  Third, the literature is even less clear about how relationships evolve.  
The vast majority of studies do not consider relationship stage when collecting and analyzing 
relational data (e.g., Palmatier et al. 2006a).  So even though thousands of studies have examined 
buyer-seller relationships, the interpretation and application of their findings is severely limited.  
In addition, the application of findings across studies is hindered by the wide variety of exchange 
contexts and relational forms that have been examined.1  The extreme interest in and wide 
application of RM has led to a literature body that is inundated with fragmented constructs, 
leaving the literature disjointed and unorganized.  Lastly, the importance of these issues is 
exacerbated by the fact that companies are incurring massive costs to implement RM systems 
that often show no return, or even worse yet, produce negative customer response (Cao and 
Gruca 2005).  
 
 The objective of this dissertation is to develop and test an integrative, conceptual 
framework of buyer-seller relationship definition, creation, and evolution.  The framework is 
based on the field’s 50 most influential pieces and validated with three studies: (1) Essay 1 uses 
survey data provided by Top RM researchers to make comparisons in the framework across 
relational forms, (2) Essay 2 will consider one relational form (i.e., customer-retailer) and 
compare the perspectives of the relevant parties involved in this type of multi-level relationship 
(i.e., retail manager, sales-associate, and customer) across the framework, and (3) Essay 3 solely 
addresses the relationship evolution issue by validating a portion of the framework using survey 
data from customers in the context of their relationships with a local coffee house chain. 
 
The remainder of this dissertation is organized around these three essays.  Essay 1 will 
provide a background to RM, elaborate on the motivations for this research, and develop the 
framework to be addressed by each study.  Results and a corresponding discussion will also be 
provided.  Essays 2 and 3 will outline their specific research questions, explain research 
methods, present results, and discuss interesting findings.  A concluding section will integrate all 
the findings and provide broad conclusions.          
                                                            
1 Examples of exchange contexts include services, retailing, and business-to-business.   Relational forms include 







THE DEFINITION, CREATION, AND EVOLUTION OF BUYER-
SELLER RELATIONSHIPS: COMPARATIVE REFLECTIONS OF 
THE FIELD’S LEADING SCHOLARS 
INTRODUCTION 
Relationship marketing (RM) has become a key strategy for practitioners as well as a 
focal point for researchers over the past 20-plus years.  Over two-thirds of U.S. supermarkets 
employ some type of RM program aimed at creating enduring relationships with their customers 
or business partners (Badillo 2001).  Likewise, the relational paradigm has received a 
considerable amount of attention in the marketing literature, especially in the business-to-
business (B2B), services, retailing, sales-force, and brand domains.  A keyword search for the 
presence of “relationship marketing” in academic journal abstracts alone results in over 2,000 
articles.  With over 300 constructs studied, much has been learned regarding the drivers of 
relational behavior that leads to long-lasting competitive advantages (e.g., Kalwani and 
Narayandas 1995; Cannon and Homburg 2001).   
 Despite the abundance of literature on the topics of relational exchange and relationship 
marketing, the field is still in need of an integrative framework that not only incorporates past 
empirical studies across relational contexts, but also outlines the role of different relational forms 
in the process of relationship development.  An integrative model that accounts for differences in 
relationships across stages is paramount for relationship management (e.g., Wilson 1995), 
though most empirical pieces ignore the process perspective and study relationships in cross-
section.  A few conceptual process models have been created that highlight the development of 
relationships through stages (e.g., Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987), but these frameworks do not 
incorporate the last decade-plus of research on the topic.2  Wilson (1995) recognized the need for 
an integrative process-model, but his model was limited primarily to B2B relational studies and 
was developed prior to the paradigm’s major extension into business-to-consumer (B2C) 
relationships.  In addition, Palmatier, Dant, Grewal, and Evans’ (2006) meta-analysis integrates 
empirical findings from 94 articles published since 1987, illustrating the different factors of 
relationship effectiveness over several different relational contexts (i.e., services/products, 
channel/direct, individual/organizational).  However, their integrative model takes a very static 
perspective, ignoring the model’s (i.e., antecedents, mediators, and outcomes) differences across 
the developmental stages of a relationship. 
 
    The objective of this essay is to join and expand the “integrative pursuits” of Wilson 
(1995) and Palmatier et al. (2006a) by 1) reviewing and integrating past relational exchange 
research 2) formulating and developing a model of relational exchange that integrates two vital 
elements – stages and forms 3) identifying and comparing current perspectives of relational 
exchange researchers and 4) pinpointing and discussing key issues for the future development of 
the field.  The framework presented in this research (see Figure 1 below) provides a current, 
working definition of a relationship, as well as an analysis of relational parties’ differing 
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(5) Which type of relational form does each construct apply to?  How do the different types 
of relationships develop over time?   
 
(6)  What areas and issues of RM need to be addressed in the future? 
 
The remainder of this essay is organized around four main sections: background, motivation, 
methods, results, and a discussion.  The background section presents the evolution of RM, as 
well as a brief overview of relational exchange research and RM strategy.  The second portion of 
the background section describes the managerial application of RM and its questionable link to 
firm profitability.  The third section of the background reviews the literature, illustrating the 
diverse theoretical background and application of the RM paradigm in academic research.  The 
motivation section presents current issues in RM research that are the impetus for this 
dissertation.  Next the study is described in detail and the research questions listed above are 




Evolution of Relationship Marketing (RM) 
 
Many academics and practitioners would consider relatively intense attention given to 
buyer-seller relationships a symptom of a paradigm shift for the marketing discipline, a change 
of focus from a transactional perspective to a relational one.  However, in his monograph, 
Palmatier (2008a) highlights that relational exchange is not a new concept, but rather has been 
the overriding model for most of history.  Relational exchange was routine for producers and 
consumers as well as among traders even before marketing was considered a discipline (Bartels 
1962).  Before the Industrial Revolution, most buyers and sellers met face-to-face and developed 
strong relationships that supported customization and individualization.  Relational norms, such 
as cooperation and information exchange, as well as trust were the popular governance 
mechanisms of the day, as buyers repeatedly purchased from sellers that they were familiar with 
and knew.  Retaining customers and brand loyalty were also common practices as many 
producers branded their products with their family’s last name for quality assurance and 
identification purposes (Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995a).           
 
The Industrial Age of the early 1900s ushered in a new focus on transaction efficiency as 
mass production and mass consumption came to the forefront.  Producers found themselves 
overproducing to realize economies of scale, but then were forced to rely on middlemen to sell 
the excess inventory.  With the separation of buyer and seller, the introduction of the middleman, 
and excess inventory, a transactional perspective took precedence as the importance of a “sale” 
increased.  Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995a, p. 406) elaborated on the effect that the Industrial Age 
had on marketing practice:    
 
“This period also gave rise to modern marketing practices, such as sales, advertising and 
promotion, for the purpose of creating new demand to absorb the oversupply of goods 
that were being produced. … Thus emerged the transaction orientation of marketing 






with building ongoing relationships. This shift was further accentuated during the Great 
Depression of 1929, when the oversupply of goods in the system heightened the pressure 
on marketers to find and persuade customers to buy their products. Thus the transaction 
orientation has been a major influence in marketing thought and academic research 
throughout the industrial era.”  
 
Nearly a century later, academics find themselves coming full-circle, attempting to 
understand the dynamics and intricacies of buyer-seller relationships that were the model of 
exchange for people of earlier times.  For nearly a century, the focus of marketing study has been 
on the unit of exchange, the product, and the surrounding transaction.  Now marketing scholars 
and practitioners are in a sense, taking a step back, and refocusing on what was once realized as 
the heart of exchange – the interaction of the partners involved.  “In short, relationship marketing 
is a reincarnation of the marketing practices of the pre-industrial era where producers and 
consumers interacted directly with each other and developed emotional and structural bonds in 
their economic market behaviors,” (Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995a, p. 403).   
 
What can be credited for RM’s comeback?  The increasingly large impact of the service 
sector is noted as one reason for the reemergence of a relational perspective in marketing.  In 
fact, the RM term is largely accredited to Berry and his application of buyer-seller relationships 
in the services context (1983).  Services are prone to relational exchanges by their very nature in 
that their production often requires direct contact of the producer and consumer, and production 
and consumption normally occur simultaneously requiring the cooperation and contribution of 
the consumer.  Another explanation for the shift back to relational marketing activities is 
technological advancement.  Technology has allowed mass communication and information 
sharing on an individualized basis and has created an opportunity for direct contact between 
buyers and sellers despite geographical boundaries.  Lastly, increased global and local 
competition has impacted the comeback of RM practices as sellers are looking progressively 
more for avenues to lower customer churn rates and increase customer loyalty. 
 
Relationship marketing has evolved as a scholarly and practical term for integrating the 
relational exchange focus of nearly a century ago with the efficiency and effectiveness 
performance model that permeated marketing thought post-Industrial Revolution.  As defined by 
Palmatier (2008a p. 5), relationship marketing is “the process of identifying, developing, 
maintaining, and terminating relational exchanges with the purpose of enhancing performance”.  
Though the term originated in the services literature (Berry 1983), RM is applicable to all 
business relationships (i.e., B2B, B2C, and intraorganizational).  Relationship marketing has 
become a widely popular strategic tool based on the notion that deep, lasting, and profitable 
business relationships are better in the long-run than arms-length transactions.  With the focus on 
retaining customers by creating and developing mutually beneficial relationships, RM is about 
more than customer satisfaction.  The foundation of RM is the formation of bonds that unite the 
buyer and seller together (Roberts, Varkie, and Brodie 2003).  The idea is that a long-term, 
relational perspective realizes benefits for both parties that they would not achieve otherwise.  
Couple the beneficial aspect of relationships with the fact that it costs three to six times as much 
to service new customers than existing customers (Guyer 2004) and RM seems like a recipe for 






program introduced in 1981.  Since American Airlines’ introduced the first loyalty program in 
1981, firms from all industries and backgrounds have hopped on the “relationship marketing 
bandwagon” in hopes of improving profits and market share.   
 
Application of RM 
This portion of the essay will discuss how organizations are implementing RM programs 
and the positive outcomes that result from these efforts for both the buyer and the seller.  In 
addition, this section will also briefly discuss the negative side of RM, highlighting the cost of 
ineffective and sometimes inappropriate RM programs.  The section concludes with best 
practices for companies to increase the effective implementation of RM programs.  The purpose 
of the following paragraphs is to demonstrate that even though RM is an extremely popular 
strategy with immense potential for contributing to a company’s long-term viability, its current 
performance signals that much work remains to be done on understanding how RM programs 
lead to committed and profitable customer relationships.   
Implementation of RM 
Just as before the Industrial Revolution, companies are actively engaged in developing 
relationships with their customers and supply chain members.  However, factors such as 
technology have drastically changed how companies conduct relational exchanges in today’s 
global economy.  In the last twenty years, customer relationship management has evolved as an 
exceedingly important managerial practice that utilizes technology to help develop business 
relationships.  Specifically, customer relationship management (CRM) is defined as “the 
managerially relevant application of relationship marketing across an organization focused on 
customers, which leverages IT to achieve performance objectives” (Payne and Frow 2005).  
Customer relationship management is tactical rather than strategic, and a, if not the most 
important means to implement RM.  Customer relationship management allows companies to 
collect and analyze information that helps them target the best customers and then more 
effectively meet their needs in order to encourage long-lasting repatronage.  Customer 
relationship management is a tool that firms use to establish and grow relational bonds between 
their organization and others.  Berry (1995) proposes that the type of bond used by the firm 
determines the relationship’s potential for sustaining a competitive advantage.  Often CRM 
includes a variety of financial, social, and structural relationship marketing programs created to 
bond the buying party to the seller’s organization.  Though other typologies have been proposed 
in the literature to describe RM practice, most applications of relationship marketing converge on 
one of these three elements or some combination of them (Palmatier 2008a).         
Financial Programs 
 
Financial programs provide economic incentives to customers to encourage repeat 
purchasing.  Incentives come in the form of loyalty programs, discounts, give-a-ways, or tangible 
rewards.  Another benefit of loyalty programs is the quality and quantity of customer transaction 
data collected from purchases and inquiries made by loyalty members.  This information is 
utilized for targeting and segmentation purposes, promotional and product offers, as well as for 






disadvantage of financial programs is that they are easily copied by the competition and therefore 
serve no basis for a sustainable competitive advantage.  In fact, it was not long after American 
Airlines introduced its loyalty program that its major competitors followed its example.  In 
today’s cut-throat competitive environment, financial programs are probably better utilized as a 
“defensive tactic” to prevent losing customers to the competition and as a source for attracting a 
base of customers (though, mostly deal prone) with the hope of developing relationships with 
them in the future (Johnson and Selnes 2004; Palmatier 2008a).     
 
In fact, researchers are uncertain as to what value financial programs provide to firms in 
the long-run.  A recent study shows that financial programs fail to realize any profit in the long-
term in any context (Palmatier, Gopalakrishna, and Houston 2006).  Using data from the United 
States across multiple industries, another study found that tangible rewards had no significant 
impact on customers’ perceptions of relationship investment by the retailer, which ultimately 
impacted behavioral loyalty to the firm (De Wulf, Oderkerken-Schröder, and Iacobucci 2001).  
However, some research has found that loyalty program members are more likely to continue 
purchasing in the future (Bolton, Kannan, and Bramlett 2000) as well as increase their purchases 
from the firm in the future (Verhoef 2003).  In a recent study using longitudinal data, Liu (2007) 
found that loyalty programs increased the purchase frequency, transaction size, and behavior 
loyalty over a two-year period of customers that exhibited low and moderate patronage levels 




Social programs include both personalization and customization of the exchange 
experience for each individual customer as well as social interaction between the customer and 
other customers and/or boundary personnel.  Social programs can range from personalized 
emails with suggestive selling based on past purchase activity to a personalized and heart-felt 
birthday party for a customer.  Even though less attention has been devoted to the social aspect 
of RM, social programs show the highest profit potential of all three relationship marketing 
programs, with an approximate return of 180% (Palmatier et al. 2006b).  Furthermore, 
relationships formed with individuals, often due to social interaction, have greater potential to 
lead to positive relational behaviors and financial outcomes than individual-to-firm relationships 
(Palmatier et al. 2006a).  Price and Arnould (1999) discovered that commercial friendships are 
strongly correlated with a customer’s intention to recommend and loyalty.  Jones, Mothersbaugh, 
and Beatty (2000) found that interpersonal bonds developed between boundary-spanning 
employees and customers act as a switching barrier, helping prevent deflection in the face of low 
core-service satisfaction.  In another study, interpersonal communication proved to be a clearly 
dominant precursor to customers’ perceived relationship investment by retailers across many 
industries and countries; though preferential treatment showed no significant impact on 
perceived relationship investment in most samples (De Wulf et al. 2001).  This finding is 
important in that a customer’s perception of the relational investment made by a seller has a large 
effect on relationship quality and behavioral loyalty.  In addition, social events coordinated by 
companies, such as brandfests, have proved to increase a customer’s integration into a brand 
community, strengthening the relationships he has with the product, brand, company, and other 






 However, one of the main disadvantages with successful social program implementation 
is that intense social interaction between customers and employees usually leads to “salesperson 
owned loyalty” that is based on the relationships developed between customers and boundary 
spanners.  The benefits of these social interactions are lost when the salesperson leaves the 
company, and even worse yet, can be transferred to the competition if the salesperson joins a 




Structural relationship programs are often touted as carrying the most potential for a 
long-lasting competitive advantage.  These programs are based on relationship-specific 
investments (RSIs) made by the selling firm that create and deliver value for the customer that he 
cannot realize elsewhere.  These programs typically require rather large upfront investments but 
provide unique value to the customer that binds him to the organization and discourages 
deflection.  These investments are usually apparent to customers and increase their perception of 
relationship investment on the part of the seller, provoking customers to reciprocate with 
relational behaviors (e.g., De Wulf et al. 2001).  However, structural programs should be 
reserved for high frequency customers to make sure that companies reap a return on the large 
initial investment.  Research shows that structural programs implemented for low-frequency 
customers barely break-even, while investments made in customers that purchase frequently 
realize returns around 120% (Palmatier et al. 2006b).  
 
   Chiu, Hsieh, Li, and Less (2005) also studied all three relational bonds and their role in 
providing both utilitarian value (i.e., instrumental, functional, and cognitive value) and hedonic 
value (i.e., noninstrumental, experiential, and affective value) to the customer.  Their research 
found that both utilitarian and hedonic value lead to customer loyalty for customers that are 
committed to a relationship with a firm.  Both financial and structural bonds affect utilitarian 
value, while both social and structural bonds affect hedonic value.  For customers who were 
satisfied with the firm but also patronized other firms, only social bonds affected value, while for 
customers who were dissatisfied with the firm, structural bonds affected utilitarian value which 
ultimately affected customer loyalty (Chiu et al. 2005).     
Benefits of RM 
Whether a firm’s RM efforts include financial, social, or structural components, the 
program is implemented in hopes of realizing long-term financial gains and a sustainable 
competitive advantage.  Over the last 20 years, more than $56 billion has been invested by 
companies in the hopes that deep and lasting relationships would be established with customers, 
leading to positive financial results (Gartner 2005).  Effectively implemented RM programs have 
the potential to provide benefits for not only the seller but also for the buyer, further binding 
them to the seller.  These benefits are discussed below.   
Seller Benefits 
 
The beneficial outcomes, especially to firms, of establishing long-term relationships with 






include positive relational behaviors, such as loyalty and company promotion, as well as positive 
financial outcomes, such as increased revenue and decreased costs.  Relational behaviors on the 
part of customers often serve as the source of improved financial performance for the firm.  In 
his monograph, Palmatier categorizes relational behaviors into one of four types: cooperative, 
relational loyalty-favored status, referrals, and empathetic (2008a) (Table 1).  Cooperative 
relational behaviors include those actions implemented by the customer that help both parties 
achieve mutual goals.  Customers involved in a mutually beneficial relationship with a seller are 
more likely to be flexible, disclose information, reciprocate, and acquiesce to the seller’s requests 
in an effort to maintain the relationship.  Relational loyalty or favored status describes a 
customer’s preference for a seller and their devotion to give the seller advantages that the 
customer does not give to other sellers.  This relational loyalty is not due to purchase inertia, but 
rather a preference for purchasing from the favored seller due to the relational bonds that have 
been established between the two partners, similar to Oliver’s ultimate loyalty (Oliver 1999).  
Referrals include positive comments made about the seller by a customer to a current or potential 
customer.  This relational behavior can include referrals, testimonials, evangelism, and advocacy.  
The unique aspect of referrals is their ability to acquire new customers for the firm, growing the 
firm’s customer relationship portfolio.  Empathetic relational behaviors are a much less 
researched topic and include giving the seller the benefit of the doubt, attributing performance 
failure to outside causes, or being sensitive to the seller’s hardships.   
 
The ultimate objective of relationship marketing is positive financial outcomes for the 
seller.  Palmatier (2008a) also classifies the financial outcomes that are most often studied into 
the following four categories: sales-based, profitability-based, aggregate, and knowledge-based 
(Table 2).  Sales-based outcomes focus on the positive effect that RM has on revenue.  Specific 
examples of these types of measures include sales growth, sales diversity, customer retention, 
and share of wallet.  Profitability-based measures include price premiums and reduced selling 
costs.  One of the most useful metric tools for assessing the positive financial influence of 
relationship marketing is aggregate outcome measures, such as customer lifetime value (CLV) 
and return-on-investment (ROI).  These measures provide a more accurate portrayal of the 
overall financial impact by considering not only the revenue generated from RM programs, but 
also the costs invested in their implementation.  Many argue that CLV is the best metric to gauge 
the effectiveness of RM efforts, but it is very hard to implement in practice.  Lastly, knowledge-
based outcomes include those that cannot be assessed by financial measures.  Examples of 
knowledge-based outcomes include the “softer” benefits provided when customers share 
information with sellers to help with activities such as new product development and adoption 
and market expansion.  Tables 1 and 2 provide a comprehensive summary of beneficial RM 
outcomes that have been studied in the field’s most influential pieces over the last twenty years, 
across all relational contexts, using the classification system offered by Palmatier (2008a).     
 
Seller firm benefits have received the most attention in the literature, the “voice of the 
customer is absent from much of relationship marketing” (Buttle 1996, p. 230).  Customer 
benefits are important in the sense that a meaningful relationship will continue only if it is 
mutually beneficial (Wilson 1995).  Dwyer et al. (1987) notes that buyer-seller relationships 
often involve comparable benefits between both partners, such as reduced uncertainty, managed 






Table 1: Relational Benefits of RM for Sellers 
 
OUTCOME DESCRIPTION SAMPLE ARTICLES 
Cooperative 
Acquiescence The degree to which a partner accepts or adheres to another partner’s request 
Bendapudi and Berry (1997); Morgan and 
Hunt (1994) 
Coproduction Customer involvement in the production of goods and services Gruen, Summers, and Acito (2000) 
Cooperation Parties work together to achieve mutual goals Morgan and Hunt (1994); Bendapudi and Berry (1997); Anderson and Narus (1990) 
Coordination Parties work well together in accomplishing a collective set of tasks 
Mohr, Fisher, and Nevin (1996); Mohr and 
Nevin (1990) 
Control Reduction Partners withhold the use of power Smith and Barclay (1997) 
Forbearance from 
opportunism Act in a spirit of cooperation, not cheating Smith and Barclay (1997) 
Functional Conflict When disputes are resolved amicably Morgan and Hunt (1994); Anderson and Narus (1990) 
Collaborative 
Communication 
Frequent, bidirectional, formal, and 




Formal and informal sharing of timely 
information including disclosure of plans, 
goals, and expectations 
Smith and Barclay (1997); Anderson and 
Narus (1990); Anderson and Weitz (1992) 
Influence Acceptance Partners voluntarily change their strategies to accommodate the desires of others Smith and Barclay (1997) 




Consumer overlooks and downplays any 
competitors’ advertisements or negative 
information he may receive 
Dick and Basu (1994); Bhattacharya and 
Sen (2003); McAlexander et al. (2002); 
Bendapudi and Berry (1997) 
Reduced search 
motivation 
Consumer's decreased motivation for searching 
for information about alternative Dick and Basu (1994) 
Loyalty 
Intention (or actual activity) by the customer to 
perform a diverse set of behaviors that signal a 
motivation to maintain a relationship with the 
focal firm, including increased share of wallet, 
positive WOM, and repeat purchasing 
Bhattacharya and Sen (2003); Sirdeshmukh, 
et al. (2002); Ganesh, Arnold, and Reynolds 
(2000); De Wulf et al. ( 2001); Price and 
Arnould (1999); Chauduri and Holbrook 
(2001); Oliver (1999) 
Repeat Purchasing 
Patronage in the 
future; 
Customer Retention 
Consumers actual purchase of the offering 
again or repeat usage 
Sirdeshmukh et al. (2002); Bolton et al. 
(2000); Verhoef  (2003); Gruen et al. (2000) 
Anticipation of future 
interaction 
Buyer intention or seller’s anticipation of 
interaction in the future 
Crosby, Evans, and Cowles (1990); Doney 
and Cannon (1997); Garbarino and Johnson 
(1999); Jones et al. (2000) 
Relationship 
Investment 
Resource, effort, and attention devoted to a 
relationship that does not have outside value Smith and Barclay (1997) 
Long-term orientation 
The perception of interdependence of outcomes 
in which both buyer and seller are expected to 




Word of Mouth 
(WOM) 
Advocacy 
Promotion and defense of the company to 
significant others by the customer 
Dick and Basu (1994); Bhattacharya and 
Sen (2003); Sirdeshmukh et al.(2002); 
McAlexander et al. (2002); Bendapudi and 
Berry (1997); Price and Arnould (1999) 
Recruitment of other 
customers 
The recruitment of new customers for the 






buyers, especially in consumer markets, often realize benefits unrelated to the performance of the 
exchange.  Table 3 provides a summary of buyer benefits of RM that have been proposed in the 
literature, either conceptually or empirically.  This presentation is comprehensive in the sense 




    Buyer benefits seem to take on a different form depending on the relational context.  In 
the consumer context, Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995b) propose that the main reason customers 
engage in relational pursuits with companies is to reduce their choices.  The authors propose that 
consumers enter into stabilized relationships because the ongoing association simplifies their 
purchase and consuming tasks, simplifies information processing, and improves psychological 
comfort and cognitive consistency.  As buyer-seller relationships grow, buyers become more 
knowledgeable about the firm and its offerings which helps reduce risk.  Buyers become habitual 
purchasers and rely on this knowledge and experience with the company to make automatic 
decisions instead of weighing further alternatives.  This previous experience and knowledge 
diminishes the uncertainty associated with purchasing from a new company (Sheth and 
Parvatiyar 1995b).     
 
In the first empirical investigation of customer benefits, Gwinner et al. (1998) identify 
three relational benefits in a service context apart from the core service provision – confidence, 
social, and special treatment.  Confidence benefits can be described by comfort or the feeling of 
security that customers feel from engaging in an exchange with a service provider with which 
they are familiar.  Social benefits include fraternization and friendship with employees, as well 
as being personally recognized by the service provider.  Special treatment benefits include both 
monetary and nonmonetary benefits.  Monetary benefits include discounts or price breaks for 
relational customers, whereas nonmonetary benefits include time savings realized from receiving 
quicker service as well as customized service.  Customized service consists of tailoring of the 
service to meet customers’ individual needs, preferential treatment, and history development 
(i.e., reduced hassle for the customer because the service provider already has background 
information about the customer and their preferences).  Confidence benefits were found to be the 
most important and most common of all the benefit types across all service types, followed by 
social then special treatment benefits.      
 
In addition to Gwinner et al.’s benefit classification, Beatty, Mayer, Coleman, Reynolds, 
and Lee (1996) and Reynolds and Beatty (1999) categorized customer benefits from the 
customer-salesperson relationship into functional and social benefits.  In Reynolds and Beatty’s 
(1999) retail clothing study, they defined functional benefits as time savings, convenience, 
fashion advice, and better purchase decisions.  Social benefits included enjoying the 
salesperson’s company, having a close relationship with the salesperson, enjoying time with the 
salesperson, and being friends with the salesperson (Reynolds and Beatty 1999).     
 
Though a good deal of debate still exists regarding whether inanimate objects can be 






consumers receive from relationships with products or brands.  In a breakthrough piece, Fournier 
(1998) established that brands can be reciprocating relational partners.  Specifically, brands 
contribute to the formation of customers’ self identity, add meaning to their lives, and increase 
their self-esteem (Fournier 1998).  Oliver (1999) refers to this outcome of a deeply loyal 
relationship with a product as “immersed self identity”.  These unique benefits are in addition to 
the benefit of predictability that long-term relationships with branded products bring.  Similar to 
the benefits gleamed from relationships with brands and products, strong attachments with 
companies also assist customers in creating a sense of self and social identity (Bhattacharya and 
Sen 2003; Bergami and Bagozzi 2000; Ashforth and Mael 1989).  Relationships with brands and 
companies give consumers an avenue to express their individuality, similar to the concept of 
extended self (Belk 1988).    
 
Table 2: Financial Benefits of RM for Sellers 
 
OUTCOME DESCRIPTION SAMPLE ARTICLES 
Sales-based 
Increased Revenue Increase in sales or revenue  Reichheld (1993) 
Increase Share of Wallet 
Ratio of a customer’s purchases of a particular product or 
service category from supplier X to the customer’s total 
purchases of that category from all suppliers 
Sirdeshmukh et al. (2002); 
(Verhoef 2003) 
Market Share A particular brand’s sales taken as a percentage of sales for all brands in the product category 
Chaudhuri and Holbrook 
(2001) 
Profitability-based 
Price Premium Higher relative price compared to the leading competitor Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001) 
Higher efficiency and 
decreased costs in serving 
the customer 
Focusing resources, retaining customers is cheaper, relying 
on the customer for coproduction 
Sheth and Parvatiyar 
(1995b); Berry (1995); 
Reichheld (1993) 
Other Outcomes 
Channel performance  Channel outcomes characterized by effectiveness, equity, efficiency, and profitability Mohr and Nevin (1990) 
Higher effectiveness in 
serving the customer 
Better meeting the customer’s needs, serving customers 
that matter 
Sheth and Parvatiyar 
(1995b) 
Long-term investments in 
the company’s stocks Customers long-term investment in the company’s stock McAlexander et al. (2002) 
 
The buyer benefits of interorganizational relationships are in a sense a little less 
pronounced in the literature.  This might be due to the fact that in interfirm relationships, buyer 
and seller benefits are more similar in nature than in B2C contexts.  Often, in B2B contexts, the 
buyer’s benefits of having a relationship with a seller translate into obtainment of performance 
objectives (Smith and Barclay 1997) and positive financial outcomes of its exchanges with its 
customers downstream.  In this sense, interorganizational relationships are creating value that is 
ultimately passed down to the end consumer.  One specific example of buyer benefits in 
interfirm relationships is the ability of small firms to establish or increase control over larger 








Table 3: Buyer Benefits of RM 
 
BENEFITS SAMPLE ARTICLES 
Business-to-Business Form 
Reduced uncertainty 
Assurance of quality of goods and services Moorman, Deshpandé, and Zaltman (1993); DSO (1987) 
Exchange efficiency and effectiveness DSO (1987) 
Managed dependence DSO (1987) 
Increased control Heide and John (1992) 
Lower purchase prices and operating costs Wilson (1995) 
Product profitability and performance Morgan and Hunt (1994) 
Customer-Organization Form 
Help create a sense of self and self-identity Bhattacharya and Sen (2003); Bergami and Bagozzi 
(2000); Ashforth and Mael (1989) 
Simplifies consuming tasks and information processing Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995b) 
Improves psychological comfort 
Reduces risk Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995b) 
Definition of specific need and customized solution Vargo and Lusch (2004); Davis and Manrodt (1996) 
Customer becomes a coproducer in the development and 
realization of  value Vargo and Lusch (2004); Gruen et al. (2000) 
Customer-Individual Form 
Fraternization with service employees Gwinner et al. (1998); Reynolds and Beatty (1999) 
Friendship with service employees Price and Arnould (1999); Gwinner et al. (1998); 
Reynolds et al. (1999) 
Intimacy with service provider, Affection from service 
provider, Social support, Reciprocal gift-giving Price and Arnould (1999) 
Personal recognition by service employees Gwinner et al. (1998) 
Sense of well-being 
Improvement in quality of life 
Simplification of one’s life 
Bitner (1995) 
Advice from service providers Reynolds and Beatty (1999) 
Reduced stress from knowing what to expect, consistent 
level of quality services, feeling comfortable Bitner (1995); Gwinner et al. (1998); Berry (1995) 
History Development Gwinner et al. (1998) 
Better purchase decisions Reynolds and Beatty (1999) 
Discounts/Price breaks Gwinner et al. (1998) 
Quicker service Gwinner et al. (1998); Reynolds and Beatty (1999) 
Convenience 
Time saved not having to search for service provider 
Gwinner et al. (1998); Reynolds and Beatty (1999); Berry 
(1995) 
Tailoring/Customization of the service to meet individual 
needs, Preferential Treatment Gwinner et al. (1998) 
Customer-Object Form 
Part of consumer’s social support system Adelman, Ahuvia, and Goodwin (1994) 
Helps feel connected and joined to others 
Creates feelings of acceptance, openness, and belonging 
Schultz, Kleine, and Kernan (1989); Thomson (2006); 
McAlexander et al.  (2002) 
Shared consumption of the brand and experiences in brand 
communities McAlexander et al. ( 2002) 
Help form self-identity and social identity Oliver (1999); Fournier (1998) 
Help fulfill needs of self-esteem, self-efficacy, self-
actualization Fournier and Mick(1999); Fournier (1998) 
Satisfies need for autonomy 
Helps feel appreciated, empowered, and understood Thomson (2006) 
Increase the quality of life Fournier and Mick (1999) 
Adds meaning to life Fournier (1998) 
Understanding and appreciation of the product and brand  McAlexander et al. (2002) 






Costs of RM 
With scores of studies devoted to providing evidence of the effectiveness of RM and the 
$12.6 billion spent on CRM software every year, it would appear that the development of buyer-
seller relationships is not only a popular strategy, but also a ticket to assured profitability (Myron 
2007).  However, despite the evidence for profitable returns on CRM and the increasing demand 
for the technology that supports it, it is uncertain whether RM leads to positive financial 
outcomes.  Approximately 70% of CRM programs result in either losses or no improvement in 
firm profitability (Gartner Group 2003).  This statistic is especially disturbing when the cost of 
implementing the programs is estimated at three to five times the cost of CRM software 
(Mitchell 2002).   
What is the issue?  A few recent researchers that have addressed this question point to 
CRM implementation problems (e.g., Reinartz, Krafft, and Hoyer 2004; Jayachandran, Sharma, 
Kaufman, and Raman 2005).  Specifically they offer the explanation that companies are not 
“firing” unprofitable customers or aligning their organizational structure and reward system 
around CRM activities.  Other studies have pointed to the fact that trusting and committed 
relationships do not always translate into repeat patronage (Moorman, Zaltman, and Deshpandé 
1992; Grayson and Ambler 1999).  Reinartz and Kumar (2000) found that some long-term 
customers are not always more profitable than short-term customers, as costs do not necessarily 
decrease for the long-term group.       
 
Other researchers have taken a more pinpointed perspective and propose that CRM 
practices are largely a failure due to the lack of center on customers’ feelings about RM tactics 
(Fournier, Dobscha, and Mick 1998; Mitchell 2002).  Specifically, Fournier and her colleagues 
(1998) say that customers are not interested in developing relationships with companies and that 
they are becoming increasingly repulsed by the bombardment of companies’ RM tactics.  Many 
long-term customers feel disrespected by many CRM practices, such as the elicitation of their 
personal information (e.g., address, email, etc.), and therefore, find it hard to trust businesses 
(Fournier et al. 1998).  In addition, if RM advances are directed at the wrong consumers, the 
tactics can frustrate consumers and turn them away.  Noble and Phillips (2004) found that 
consumers do indeed practice what the authors term, relationship hindrance, and reject loyalty 
program offers for a variety of reasons.      
Best Practices for RM 
The above factors make it obvious that future research on the RM-performance linkage is 
warranted.  The picture painted in the previous paragraphs leave practitioners scrambling for 
advice on the best path to take as it relates to creating, developing, or terminating relationships 
with current or prospective partners.  Palmatier (2008a) provides a laundry list of “best 
practices” for marketing managers regarding creating and developing relationships and targeting 
and adapting relationships.  Notable suggestions include the following: 
• “…focus the largest portion of RM investments on selecting, training, and motivating 







• “…investments dedicated to specific programs should be allocated primarily to social 
and structural programs…minimize the proactive use of financial RM programs (e.g., 
price reductions, rebates) and instead consider these programs only as price/volume 
discounts or competitive responses.” (Palmatier 2008a, p.88). 
 
• “Those RM programs focused on increasing the amount, frequency, and quality of 
communication with customers are especially effective and should be initiated early 
in the relationship lifecycle, because communication is a strong driver of relationship 
quality and future relationship growth (relational velocity).” (Palmatier 2008a, p.89). 
 
• “To enhance the effectiveness of RM, sellers should actively target investments 
toward customers with a high relationship orientation (need and desire for a 
relationship).” (Palmatier 2008a, p. 90).   
 
• “Sellers should focus RM efforts on growing rather than maintaining relationships, 
because relationship maintenance often leads to decline and represents a poorly 
performing relationship…transactional format may generate the highest returns for a 
seller.” (Palmatier, 2008a, p. 92).   
RM Research 
 Just as RM has become increasingly popular in managerial practice, the paradigm has 
received a great amount of theoretical attention in the marketing literature.  This section of the 
essay will present a brief background of RM research, illustrating the literature stream’s vast 
complexity and diversity.  The first topic will present the evolution of relational exchange theory, 
introducing the various theoretical perspectives that have guided RM research.  Two new 
theories of interfirm and interpersonal RM will also be discussed.  The second topic of this 
section will focus on the diversity of RM research, discussing the domains, nature, forms, and 
perspectives from which relationships have been studied.  The goal of this portion of the essay is 
to not only present a brief background of RM research, but also to illustrate the overwhelming 
complexity of the literature on the topic. 
Theoretical Evolution 
Even though the term “relationship marketing” is credited to Berry and his work in 
services, the underlying notion behind the concept was recognized as early as the 1950s in work 
attempting to understand the role that power, dependence, and social factors, such as 
communication, played in business-to-business relationships (e.g., Alderson 1958).  
Relationships were actually first mentioned in the context of interorganizational exchange (i.e., 
B2B) as early as 1979 (Arndt 1979), and several theoretical frameworks have been used to 
contribute to the development of the discipline.  Palmatier outlines the evolution of theoretical 
frameworks that have molded RM research over the years (2008a) (see Table 4 and Palmatier 
2008a for more detail).  Sociology and psychology influenced the “rational-mind” theory of 
institutional economics in the 1950s and 1960s.  Exchange theory dominated the 1970s as the 
exchange relationship was dubbed the core of marketing (e.g., Kotler 1972; Bagozzi 1974).  






the 1970s and1980s.  The 1980s and 1990s ushered in the marriage of transaction cost analysis 
and relational norms which led to the introduction of governance structures other than vertical 
integration (e.g., Heide and John 1988; 1992).  The commitment-trust theory of relationship 
marketing was introduced in the 1990s and has been the most influential piece to-date to the 
advancement of RM (Morgan and Hunt 1994).  The past decade has seen a variety of theoretical 
frameworks evolve, such as network theory that places marketing institutions in a web of 
interrelated, multilevel business relationships (e.g., Palmatier 2008a).  A resource-based view 
(RBV) has also been recently applied to RM, in which a firm’s internal and external relationships 
are viewed as valuable, rare, and unique assets that serve as a source of a sustainable competitive 
advantage (Palmatier, Dant, and Grewal 2007; Conner 1991).  
Most recently, Palmatier and his colleagues (2007a) integrate four theoretical 
perspectives and empirically and comparatively examine the usefulness of these theories in 
explaining interfirm relational performance.  Their results propose that a RBV, which integrates 
the other three theoretical frameworks, more consistently explains relationship performance and 
financial outcomes.  Specifically, commitment, trust, and RSIs were found to be key drivers of 
relational and financial performance, fully mediating the effects of important antecedents, such 
as interdependence and relational norms.  This causal ordering of relationship performance 
supports the RBV in that commitment and trust act as the governance structure while RSIs are 
the “rare, valuable, and difficult to duplicate” assets that assist in realizing a sustainable 
competitive advantage (Palmatier et al. 2007a).            
 
Theory of Interfirm RM 
 
In an attempt to further contribute to the theoretical development of relationship 
marketing theory, Palmatier puts forth a theory of interfirm relationship marketing and a theory 
of interpersonal relationship marketing (2007; 2008a; 2008b).  His interfirm theory suggests that 
interfirm relationship performance is a function of three factors: relationship quality (i.e., the 
makeup of the relational bonds between partners), relationship breadth (i.e., the number of 
relational bonds between boundary-spanning representatives of the firms), and relationship 
composition (i.e., the decision making capability and influence of the representatives at the 
partner firm).  Combinations of these factors determine how successful interfirm relationships 
are at withstanding strain (i.e., relationship strength) and achieving objectives (i.e., relationship 
efficacy).  A strong presence of all three factors is vital for interfirm relationships to excel 
(Palmatier 2008b). 
 
Theory of Interpersonal RM 
 
Palmatier’s (2007c) theory of interpersonal relationship marketing integrates consumer 
gratitude, trust, commitment, and reciprocity and seller relationship marketing activities to 
explain short-term and long-term performance outcomes.  Consumers are modeled to respond to 
RM efforts made by the firm with gratitude which then translates into trust and commitment and 
reciprocal behavior in the future (e.g., repeat purchases and positive word of mouth).  In a sense, 
felt gratitude by a consumer acts as a catalyst for increasing their trust, commitment and 






over the long-term.  Consumer gratitude is positioned as a key driver for positive short-term and 
long-term firm performance.  Incorporating Palmatier’s theory of interpersonal RM into 
multilevel interfirm relationships will further expand our understanding of interfirm relational 
performance.  
 
Table 4: Theoretical Evolution of RM Research 
 
Period Key Contribution 
1950s and 1960s Incorporated sociological and psychological aspects with the institutional economic perspective of rational economic actors 
1970s 
Focused marketing thought by applying “exchange theory” to two important 
questions: (1) Why are exchange relationships created? and (2) How are 
exchange relationships created, developed, or evaded? 
1970s and 1980s Introduced power and dependence as the critical factor in understanding relational exchanges  
1980s and 1990s Initiated the focus on the role that relational norms play in directing the behavior of parties in relational exchange 
1990s 
Utilized transaction costs analysis to illustrate that relational norms can serve 
the same function as vertical integration by decreasing opportunistic behaviors 
and transaction costs  
1990 to 2000 Introduced the trust-commitment framework of relational exchange that steered the vast majority of RM research for the next decade  
2000s 
Incorporated several theoretical perspectives of relational exchange into a 
resource-based view that proposes that relational investments (i.e., 
communication, training) and bonds (e.g., trust, commitment) impact 
performance 
2000s 
Utilized social network theory to incorporate both firm-firm, individual-
customer, and individual-individual relational forms; introduced relationship 
breadth and composition as important variables in understanding relational 
exchanges 
2000s Formed a new intrapersonal theory of relational exchange based on a quasi-Darwinian perspective that involved gratitude, guilt, and reciprocity  
        Note: Adapted from Palmatier (2008a).  
Diversity of RM Research 
Relationship marketing’s diverse theoretical background only begins to paint the picture 
of the complexity in which buyer-seller relationships have been studied and analyzed.  Over the 
years, the relational paradigm has received a considerable amount of attention in the marketing 
literature in a variety of domains.  In addition, as research has increased in each of these 
domains, we have found that different forms and different perspectives of relationships exist.  
The following paragraphs will explain the diversity of RM by giving a brief overview of these 
topics.3   
Domains and Nature of Relationships Studied 
 
  Early on, most relational exchange research was conducted in the business-to-business 
(B2B) realm (e.g., Anderson and Weitz 1992; Heide and John 1992; Gundlach, Achrol, and 
                                                            






Mentzer 1995; Palmatier et al. 2006b), but the services (e.g., Bendapudi and Berry 1997; 
Gwinner et al. 1998), retailing (e.g., De Wulf et al. 2001; Szymanski and Hise 2000), sales-force 
(e.g., Grewal and Sharma 1991), organizational behavior (e.g., Ganesan and Weitz 1996), and 
brand domains (e.g., Fournier 1998; Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001) have increasingly received 
attention in the RM literature.  As the relationship concept has spread to multiple domains, the 
types of relationship partners that have received attention have also increased.  For example, 
relationships can be of the following nature: interpersonal, interorganizational, 
intraorganizational, or individual-to-entity.  Interpersonal relationships are bonds that develop 
between two individuals, though those individuals can be two consumers or a consumer and a 
firm representative.  Interorganizational relationships are bonds that are developed between 
organizations of people, formed from a collection of interpersonal relationships as well as 
individual-to-firm relationships (Palmatier 2007, 2008).  Intraorganizational relationships are 
deep seeded in organizational theory and human resource management behavior and deal with 
internal marketing and the relationships that develop among employees of an organization and 
between employees and the organization itself.  Individual-to-organizational relationships exist 
in both B2C contexts as well as B2B.  In the consumer context, these relationships include those 
between customers and the organizations as a whole as well as between customers and the 
products of the organization.  In the B2B context, employees of one organization can develop 
relationships with another organization as a whole.     
 
Forms and Perspectives of Relationships Studied 
 
The expansion of the relationship concept and the nature of relationships has led to the 
study of a variety of relational forms.  A relational form is a unique combination of types of 
relational partners, such as the following: firm-firm (interorganizational in nature), customer-
organization (individual-to-entity in nature), customer-object (individual-to-entity in nature), and 
customer-individual (individual-to-individual in nature).  As you will see in the motivation 
section of this essay, research has shown that vast differences exist as it relates to relationship 
development across these forms.  For example, in a recent meta-analysis Palmatier and his 
colleagues (2006a) bring to light the important differences that exist in the antecedent-mediator-
outcome model of relationship marketing across relational forms.  For example, the authors 
found that the impact of relational mediators on cooperation is greater when the relational object 
is an individual versus the firm.   
 
In addition, the complexity of RM increases further when you consider that many 
relationships consist of multilevel relationships, in which several separate relationships operate 
simultaneously as part of the exchange (e.g., Palmatier 2008a).  For example, a consumer can 
have a relationship with the selling organization as a whole and also have a relationship with an 
employee of the firm and the product.  Several studies have found support for the concept of 
multilevel or compound relationships.  Sirdeshmukh et al. (2002) discovered differences in 
consumers’ perceived trustworthiness and trust in management policies and practices compared 
to their perceived trustworthiness and trust in front-line employees.  These differences impacted 
consumers’ perceptions of relationship value and their loyalty to the focal firm as a whole.  In a 
B2B context, Doney and Cannon (1997) found that industrial buyers had trust both in the selling 






different ways.  In the branding context, McAlexander et al. (2002) propose that a consumer’s 
integration into a brand community is based on a customer’s experience with a multitude of 
relationships – customer-brand, customer-product, customer-firm, and customer-customer – and 
that these relationships develop interdependently of one another and are mutually reinforcing.  
Though not much work has been done to understand the different roles that simultaneous 
relationships play in multilevel buyer-seller relational exchanges, the differences apparent in 
these studies attest to the need to consider all such relationships.        
 
The final notable factor that increases the complexity of understanding buyer-seller 
relationships is that each relationship can be characterized from two different perspectives – the 
buyer and seller.  The very nature of relationships leads to mutual benefits and burdens, and 
understanding both parties’ perspectives is vital to ensuring relationship creation and evolution.  
That is, even though the point of RM is ultimately long-term profit for the selling organization, it 
is imperative that the customer is obtaining value from the relationship or the relationship will 
cease to exist (Palmatier 2008a).  Most of the studies on RM have taken a one-sided perspective, 
focusing on the antecedents to positive performance outcomes for the seller.  Outcomes of 
importance include market share, price premiums (e.g., Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001), 
customer retention and customer share (e.g., Verhoef 2003), purchase and anticipated future 
interaction (e.g., Doney and Cannon 1997; Crosby et al. 1990), and long-term orientation (e.g., 
Ganesan 1994).  Business-to-consumer relationship researchers are focusing on the outcomes of 
the relationship from the customer’s perspective increasingly more, though much more work still 
needs to be conducted (e.g., Gwinner et al. 1998; Bitner 1995).  A few studies have gone so far 
as to take a dyadic perspective and assess the perspectives of both parties in the relationship 
(e.g., Anderson and Narus 1990; Anderson and Weitz 1992; Price and Arnold 1999; Smith and 
Barclay 1997).  This dyadic approach increases the depth of our understanding of the very 
relationships we study, but also adds to the complexity of relational exchange research. 
 
Summary of Background 
The notion of RM has been around for quite a while, though it has received renewed 
attention from both practitioners and academics.  Firms have dedicated large amounts of 
resources to develop and implement programs designed to create and nurture long-term relational 
exchanges.  However, debate has recently surfaced that questions the profitability of such efforts.  
On the academic front, researchers have thoroughly studied the relational exchange across 
numerous contexts, forms, and perspectives.  However, as the breadth and depth of knowledge 
on the relationship concept expands, it becomes increasingly more difficult to synthesize these 
developments.  Practitioners and academics are both left trying to better study and understand a 
concept that is becoming increasingly complex.  
MOTIVATION 
While the previous section focused on presenting a foundational background of RM in 
practice and theory, this portion of the essay will describe in detail four issues in the literature 
that serve as the motivation for Essays 1, 2, and 3.  Specifically, the purpose of these essays is to 






development is the focus of relational exchange research, yet the literature still does not support 
a consensus view of the relationship concept or the elements that distinguish a relationship from 
a transaction;  2) The literature is overwhelmingly comprised of studies investigating 
relationships from a static perspective;  3) The relationship paradigm has been applied to a 
variety of exchange contexts and relational forms, yet no integrative framework exists that 
collapses this research across the relationship continuum as well as delineates how the 
relationship progresses differently across relational forms; and 4) The corresponding literature is 
inundated with fragmented constructs and definitions attempting to bridge concepts over many 
different contexts, not only leaving the literature disjointed and unorganized, but also causing the 
sometimes inappropriate application of constructs across forms.   
These deficiencies are the motivation for this research and are expanded upon below.  To 
assist in illustrating several of the points presented in the motivation section, various summary 
descriptions of the top-50 cited studies related to relationship marketing will be presented.  
Though these articles represent only a small percentage of the literature addressing relational 
exchanges, they are the foundational pieces on which the literature is based.  From this point 
forward, this sample of articles will be referred to as the “Top-50”.   
 
Issue One – Ambiguous Relationship Concept 
The study of buyer-seller relationships is popular both as a focus of academic inquiry and 
management practice.  As discussed above, countless pages of scholarly journals have been 
devoted to understanding how relationships flourish and the consequences of managing them 
effectively as well as poorly.  A plethora of constructs exist to help explain how relationships 
evolve and deteriorate.  However, it is surprising to note that only one article is devoted to 
clearly defining the relationship concept (Damkuviené and Virvilaité 2007).   There is an 
obvious dearth of attention in the literature dedicated to actually pinpointing what it is that 
academics and practitioners are interested in understanding – the relationship.  The concept has 
never been conceptualized, dimensionalized, and measured.  Even though countless studies claim 
to model factors of relationship success, technically, none of them even measure the relationship 
concept.  This short section of the essay will present the relationship definitions that have 
occurred in the literature as well as pose important questions related to defining a relationship.  
 
Several articles have gone so far as to define a “relationship” in their study, though most 
do not and those that do typically do not elaborate.  Table 5 presents a summary of relationship 
definitions from related literature.4  By looking at the table below, it is apparent that the literature 
has not clearly defined the nature of the relationship concept.  Damkuviené and Virvilaité (2007) 
performed a literary analysis of relationship definitions and determined that the literature 
supported a two element definition of a relationship: (1) a relationship is repeated interaction and 
(2) a relationship is an emotional bond between parties.  The authors highlight that an emotional 
bond is necessary for a “real” relationship.  The lack of consensus in the relationship definition 
perpetuates considerable implications for the future of RM research and practice.  Are we to 
study and promote interactions between partners or the development of emotional bonds?  If a 
                                                            







relationship is defined as a series of interactions, then behavioral outcome measures should be 
utilized.  However, if a psychological or emotional attachment is necessary for a relationship to 
exist, then this necessitates the inclusion of outcome variables, such as affective commitment in 
relational models.  Likewise, these two drastically different perspectives hold remarkably 
different implications for relationship managers.   
 
The lack of precise conceptualization of a relationship has left many important theoretical 
questions for RM researchers unanswered.  For example, are we to assume that because the 
relationship concept has not been given attention in top-marketing journals that nothing can be 
gained from devoting the effort to nail down the concept?  Academics have claimed to be 
studying “relationships” for the last 25 years, but not once (to the best of the author’s 
knowledge) has this construct ever been included in a model.5  Does that mean that a relationship 
should be equated with outcomes typically measured – loyalty, commitment, customer retention?  
Is it just an issue of semantics?  How should a relationship be defined – by behavioral outcomes, 
cognitive and affective antecedents, or normative descriptors?  By definition, do relationships 
have to be mutually beneficial or are “enslavements” (i.e., relationships characterized by 
nonvoluntary union governed entirely by the desires of the relationship partner and that involve 
negative feelings but persists because of circumstances) also considered relationships (Fournier 
1998, p. 362)?  In addition, the relational exchange literature posits that a continuum exists 
between purely discrete transactions and relational exchanges (e.g., MacNeil 1978, 1980; DSO 
1987).  However, as Barnes (1994, p. 565) points out, “Few authors have attempted to address 
the question of when a relationship truly exists.  What is the true nature of a relationship?  Where 
does transactional marketing end and a relationship begin?”  What are the conditions that must 
exist between both parties for a relationship to exist?  In addition, at what point in DSO’s (1987) 
framework does a relationship exist – does the awareness or commitment phase signify a 
relationship?     
Summary of Issue One 
Even though much work has been done regarding RM, a need still exists to pinpoint 
exactly what is meant by a “relationship” and how two parties create a relationship.  An 
integrative review of historical definitions illustrates the disparity that exists in researchers’ 
opinions on the concept.  No major study exists to offer suggestions on how relationships should 
be viewed; therefore, an important place to start is gaining an understanding of how they are 
viewed.  By considering how the various relationship researchers across domains of study 
perceive the concept, the various RM studies can be better understood in light of their view.  An 
integrated and current definition of the relationship concept needs to be formed that at the same 
time accounts for differences across perspectives.   
Issue Two – A Static Perspective 
A seminal article in relational exchange research (DSO 1987) proposed that a relationship 
is an evolutionary process and includes four stages – awareness, exploration, expansion, and  
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Table 5: Summary of Relationship Definitions 
 
Relationship Definition Article 
Relationships have to be meaningful for both sides. Fournier (1998) 




A relationship is of extended duration and composed of multiple interactions. De Wulf et al. (2001) 
There must be a current behavioral investment in the relationship, a psychological 
bond of commitment, and a relationship that endures over time. 
Gundlach et al. 
(1995) 
Relationships are constituted of a series of repeated exchanges between two parties 
known to each other. Fournier (1998) 
A relationship exists when an individual exchange is assessed not in isolation, but, 
as a continuation of past exchanges likely to continue into the future. 
Bendapudi and 
Berry (1997) 
A connection between two entities (entities can be organizations, people, societies, 
or even nation-states), such that the entities have explicit roles and there are 
expected norms of behavior. 
Ross and 
Robertson (2007) 
A relationship is an interaction of mutually committed sides.  Relationships 
develop during a particular time and are a sequence of particular actions (episodes 
of interaction).   
Hakansson and 
Snehota, 1995 
A relationship reflects a situation when both sides make commitments to each 
other.  The minimum requirement is to purchase services at least two times.  
Relationships develop over a period of episodes.  
Liljander and 
Stranvik (1995) 
If an organization does not feel any consumer response based on his behavior or 
attitude, after the organization has made direct marketing attempts, it means that no 
relationship is present. 
Liljander and 
Stranvik (1995) 
A mutual dependence is a must, but it is not the only sufficient condition for a 







A relationship is a sequence of continuous and long-lasting interactions.  A special 
status for each partner should exist that is valued by both sides. Barnes (1995) 
Marketing relationships are processes that are achieved through mutual exchanges 
and promise keeping.  A relationship is not an exchange.  A relationship is based 
on trust, and if developed will lead to future exchanges.   
Grönroos (1994) 
Relationship develops through mutually beneficial exchanges.  In order for a 
relationship to exist, individualization of an offer, intimacy to a consumer, mutual 
interaction, and continuous periods of exchange are necessary.  
Bhattacharya and 
Bolton (2000) 
A true relationship needs an obvious mutual dependence, meaning that both sides 
have to act, form, and reform the relationship. Hinde (1979) 
Note: Adapted from Damkuviené and Virvilaité (2007). 
 
commitment (while allowing for dissolution at any stage) – with each stage characterized by 
different conditions.  The assertion that relationships, including relational exchanges, are 
dynamic phenomena would undoubtedly be accepted by the vast majority of academic scholars 
(Palmatier 2008a).  However, research overwhelmingly takes a very static approach to 






when collecting and examining data and analyze all respondents or participants together, 
regardless of the strength of their relationship (e.g., Palmatier et al. 2006b; Taylor and Baker 
1994).  This section will first focus on the importance of studying relationships from a dynamic 
perspective, providing support from conceptual as well as empirical studies.  Then, the potential 
consequences of adopting a static perspective for relational exchange research will be discussed.   
A Dynamic Perspective – Conceptual Support 
A few studies have either addressed the progression of a relationship via conceptual 
models or have cited the importance of a dynamic perspective.  Perhaps the most notable of these 
studies is DSO’s (1987) piece on the developmental stages of buyer-seller relationships.  The 
stages are described below, making special note of their characteristic conditions and illustrating 
how relationships change over time.  In the awareness stage, at least one party recognizes that the 
other party is a “feasible exchange partner”, though no interaction takes place at this stage.  
Dwyer et al. (1987) refer to the exploration period as the “search and trial phase”, a prolonged 
period of trial, where purchasing or no purchases may occur.  This stage is further defined by 
five sub-processes, depending on how far the interaction between the parties evolves: attraction, 
communication and bargaining, development and exercise of power, norm development, and 
expectation development.  The parties move past the attraction phase when they perceive that the 
benefits of engaging with the other party outweigh the costs.  The parties progress to the next 
phase when bilateral and reciprocal communication of needs, wants, issues and priorities has 
taken place.  The next sub-process involves the recognition of interdependence between the two 
parties, coupled with the exercise of just power (i.e., voluntary compliance of one party to 
another’s requests for the purpose of obtaining mutual goals).  Dwyer et al. (1987) point out that 
the exercise of just power might be the fundamental difference between the exploration and 
expansion phase.  In the norm development sub-phase, parties develop expectations for behavior.  
The last sub-process involves forming judgments regarding the reliability and integrity of the 
other party (i.e., assessing the trustworthiness of the other party).  During the expansion phase, 
the processes at work during the exploration phase continue to increase the relational bond 
between the parties – attraction deepens, benefits broaden, cooperation increases, and trust 
strengthens.  However, it is not until the commitment phase that parties implicitly or explicitly 
pledge to continue the relationship.  Commitment does not necessarily mean that the parties have 
stopped assessing the potential benefits of exchange with other parties, but that the parties have 
been so satisfied with their interactions in the past that they do not actively pursue other options.   
 Since DSO (1987) seminal piece, other researchers have supported the notion that 
studying relationships with a dynamic perspective in mind is pivotal for truly understanding the 
intricacies of relational exchange (e.g., Johnson, Herrmann, and Huber 2006; Bell, Auh, and 
Smalley 2005).  Anderson and Narus (1990, p. 55) propose that “Longitudinal research should be 
directed at sets of ‘core’ constructs, making possible better inferences about both their 
development over time and their causal sequence”.  A year later, the authors note the importance 
of analyzing the position of customers in the relational development process when studying 
relationships (Anderson and Narus 1991).  Similarly, Reinartz et al. (2004) recognized that 
relationships evolve through distinct stages, and that this fact has implications for CRM 
processes in that firms should interact and manage customers differently at each stage of the 






relationships are indeed an ever-changing phenomenon, requiring continuous adjustments by 
managers in the aspects on which they focus.  Borrowing from the sociology literature, Fournier 
says, “Relationships are process phenomena: they evolve and change over a series of interactions 
and in response to fluctuations in the contextual environment” (1998, p. 344).  Doney and 
Cannon (1997) call on researchers to determine how trust develops over time and to determine if 
the drivers of trust differ depending on the stage of the relationship.   
A Dynamic Perspective – Empirical Support 
A relatively small body of empirical work exists that studies relationships from a 
dynamic perspective.  These studies vary in their method of incorporating this dynamic aspect.  
A few studies are longitudinal in nature, whereas others account for relationship evolution by 
measuring the age of the relationship.  Still others segment customers based on key relational 
variables or a “stages” variable.  One of the newest methods for studying the dynamic aspect of 
relationships is latent growth curve modeling.  Examples of studies utilizing these various 
approaches will be discussed below.    
Though a longitudinal approach would be the best method for studying relationship 
evolution, the difficulties and costs of implementing this research methodology are obvious.  
Nevertheless, a few longitudinal studies offer some insight into how relationships change 
overtime.   Homburg, Koschate, and Hoyer (2006) found that the influence of affect on product 
satisfaction is stronger earlier on in the relationship, but the impact of cognition on satisfaction 
judgments increases as the relationship continues.  Johnson et al. (2006) studied the same 
consumers across time and found that loyalty intentions are determined by perceived value early 
on in the product life cycle, whereas, over time, affective commitment drives intentions.  Though 
these authors were not studying relationship lifecycles, the findings still increase our 
understanding of how consumers’ relationships with products evolve over time.  These two 
longitudinal studies represent the exception rather than the rule in RM research.  Most empirical 
research examining relationship lifecycle effects takes other approaches to incorporating the 
process perspective into their work.   
 
For example, researchers are accounting for relationship age increasingly more (e.g., 
Verhoef 2003; Mohr et al. 1996).  While age is not always an appropriate and adequate reflector 
of relationship growth (e.g., Cannon and Perreault 1999), it at least helps us understand how 
relationships change over time.  For example, relying on the age of the relationship to determine 
the role that relational variables play later on in a relational exchange, Hibbard, Brunel, Dant, 
and Iacobucci (2001) found that the strength of the positive relationship between trust, 
commitment, communication, shared values, and mutual dependence (antecedents) and positive 
performance (outcome) weakened over the course of a relationship.  Specifically, the correlation 
between two relational variables (i.e., trust and communication) and performance increased 
initially, and then declined over the latter portion of the relationship.  Doney and Cannon (1997) 
controlled for the customer’s purchase experience with its supplier in their study of antecedents 
and consequences of trust of a supplier firm and a salesperson.  Past purchase experience was 







 Another common method for assessing how relationships look differently depending on 
their stage of evolution is to study consumers at different points along the relationship 
continuum, comparing the groups on important variables and behaviors.  In an attempt to better 
understand customers’ reactions to brandfests, a particular social RM program employed by 
consumer firms, McAlexander et al. (2002) broke customers into two groups based on their level 
of relational connectedness with the company before the brandfest.  They found that for new 
brand users, brandfests were instrumental in making them feel like part of a community and 
increased their satisfaction with the product as they learned how to utilize it in new ways.  For 
experienced customers, the brandfest reaffirmed the community ties by giving them the 
opportunity to mentor and “perform” for the novice users.  Garbarino and Johnson (1999) took a 
similar approach, but segmented their sample into transactional (i.e., individual ticket buyers) 
and relational (i.e., theatre ticket subscribers) customers.   They found that for transactional 
customers, overall satisfaction is what determined future intention, while for relational 
customers, commitment and trust drove customers’ intentions to continue patronizing the 
company.   
 
Besides longitudinal design, accounting for relationship age, or segmenting customers 
based on relationship progression, researchers can also assess relationship lifecycle effects by 
incorporating relationship stages into their research design.  Jap and Ganesan (2000) looked at 
the moderating effect of four stages on the relationship between retailer TSIs (transaction-
specific investments) and control mechanisms (antecedents) and retailer’s perception of supplier 
commitment (mediator).  Results indicated that in the exploration phase, supplier TSIs positively 
affect a retailer’s perception of a supplier’s commitment, whereas in the buildup phase, relational 
norms have the strongest effect.  In addition, Reinartz et al. (2004) studied how the performance 
of CRM differed at each stage of relationship management – initiation, maintenance, and 
termination – and found that CRM leads to positive performance in the maintenance stage and to 
a lesser extent in the initiation phase.        
 
  A relatively new technique for studying buyer-seller relationships across relationship 
lifecycles is latent growth curve modeling.  Advantages of this analysis tool include determining 
the trajectory of relational constructs (i.e., their level, acceleration, and velocity) over time.  
These models give special insight into the “growth” of relationships – that is, at what rate are 
relational constructs, such as commitment and trust, increasing or decreasing.  In an exploratory 
study, trust was found to increase for the first six years of a relationship while commitment 
peaked at year four and then started to decay (Palmatier, Dant, Grewal, and Houston 2007).  In 
addition, only the acceleration and velocity of commitment, not the level, was found to have a 
significant and positive effect on performance.  In other words, level of commitment – what is 
most usually measured in relational exchange studies – had no effect on sales growth or no value 
in predicting the future state of the relationship.  Therefore, studying only the level of relational 
constructs, specifically commitment, could lead to “terribly misleading predictions” (Palmatier 
2008a, p. 40).  The findings tell us that it is not so much the level of relational variables or the 
stage of the relationship, but the trajectory of the relationship that is important.  Two different 
relationships can exhibit the same level of commitment, but one have a positive trajectory and 
the other a negative relational velocity.  Therefore, relationship management should focus more 






marketing research that has addressed the dynamic aspect of relationships.  In addition, Palmatier 
(2008a) provides an integrative summary of the scholarly works that lay out the relationship 
evolution process.  Table 7 joins his conclusions with others and highlights the different 
components of each relationship stage.   
 
Table 6: Summary of Research on Relationship Dynamics 
 
 Technique Method 
DSO (1987) Stages (awareness, exploration, expansion, commitment, dissolution) Conceptual 
Heide (1994) Stages (Initiation, maintenance, termination) Empirical 
Wilson (1995) 
Stages (partner selection, defining purpose, 
setting relationship boundaries, creating 






Lewicki and Bunker (1996) 
Stages based on trust development 




Rosseau, Sitkin, Burt, and 
Camerer (1998) Stages: early, middle, later  Conceptual 
Jap and Ganesan (2000) Stages: exploration, buildup, maturity, decline Empirical 
Hibbard et al. (2001) Age: quartile 1, quartile 2, quartile 3, quartile 4  Empirical 
Mittal, Katrichis, and Kumar 
(2001) Longitudinal Empirical 
Verhoef, Franses, and Hoekstra 
(2002) Age Empirical 
Slotegraaf and Inman (2006) Longitudinal Empirical 
Bell et al. (2005) Variables: perceived switching costs and expertise Empirical 
Johnson et al. (2006) Longitudinal Empirical 
Eggert, Ulaga, and Schultz (2006) Stage: build-up, maturity, decline Empirical 
Raimondo, Miceli, and Costabile 
(2008) Age Empirical 
   Note: Adapted from Palmatier (2008a). 
Consequences of a Dynamic Perspective 
Despite the growing body of empirical support and overwhelming academic consensus 
for accounting for relationship lifecycle effects in marketing research, the vast majority of 
research on the topic has taken a very static perspective when attempting to build relationship 
models (e.g., Palmatier et al. 2006a; Crosby et al. 1990; Chiou and Droge 2006; Stock and Hoyer 
2005; Bell et al. 2005; Morgan and Hunt 1994).  For example, in the Top-50, only 14 percent of 






accounting for relationship lifecycle effects is similar to not including an important moderator in 
a study.  Many potential consequences can be cited for studying relationships from a cross-
sectional perspective, such as insignificant results and inconsistencies between studies.  
Szymanski and Henard’s (2001) meta-analysis of satisfaction confirms these inconsistencies; 
they cite the considerable variability of findings relating to the antecedents and consequences of 
customer satisfaction, specifically in the direction, statistical significance, and/or magnitude of 
the relationships.  A case-in-point is presented here to illustrate.  Chiou and Droge (2006) find 
support for trust’s driving influence on overall satisfaction in a high-involvement, high-service 
product market.  In addition, Anderson and Narus (1990) found support for a similar relationship 
in manufacturers’ relationships with their partners.  Likewise, partners’ trustworthiness and 
trustworthy behaviors were found to also be antecedents of mutual satisfaction (Smith and 
Barclay 1997).  However, Garbarino and Johnson (1999) found evidence for the opposite effect 
(i.e, that overall satisfaction drives trust).  Ganesan (1994) also found (partial) support for this 
causal ordering.     
While it is difficult to determine the exact cause of these inconsistencies (i.e., they could 
also be due to context differences), it is possible that one of the underlying reasons for 
inconsistencies across relationship marketing models is that different stages of the relationship 
continuum are being studied but not account for.  For example, Chiou and Droge (2006) 
(mentioned in the previous paragraph) pooled all respondents together, regardless of their degree 
of loyalty.  It is likely that if the authors had separated respondents into different groups, based 
on their degree of loyalty, relationship stage, or relationship duration, they might have found 
different antecedents and varying strength of the antecedents on relationship outcomes for the 
various groups.  Earlier in a relationship, it is likely that pre-encounter trust drives satisfaction 
(e.g., Singh and Sirdeshmukh 2000), whereas later in a relationship satisfaction drives trust (e.g., 
Geyskens, Steenkamp, and Kumar 1999; Singh and Sirdeshmukh 2000; Garbarino and Johnson 
1999), instead of the opposite result found by Chiou and Droge (2006).   The stage of the 
relationship is likely to moderate any antecedent-mediator-outcome relationship model.  The 
majority of studies are performed like Chiou and Droge (2006) – without considering the 
lifecycle effects of a relationship.  Ignoring the relationship continuum is likely to lead to 
inconsistencies across studies.  Jap and Ganesan (2000, p. 241) illustrate the importance of a 
stages perspective: “The contrast in results from the total sample to the phase-by-phase analysis 
underscores the powerful effect of the relationship context in determining key relationship 
outcomes and highlights the need for tailoring interorganizational strategies according to the 
relationship phase”.   
Summary of Issue Two 
Therefore, research needs to revisit RM from a process perspective.  One goal of this 
essay is to integrate major findings and more appropriately place them in their relative position 
on the relationship continuum.  Nearly twenty years has passed since DSO (1987) relationship 
development framework was proposed, and the time has come to see how the various concepts 
studied since then fit within their original framework.  Furthermore, by mapping constructs to a 
location along this continuum, a logical picture is also likely to present itself that helps illustrate 
the important conditions and drivers of each stage of a relationship.  Each stage can be more 






empirically validating the existence of a relationship’s various stages and their components.  
While stages have been proposed (e.g., DSO 1987), a need still exists to examine them 
empirically.   
Table 7: Relationship Stage Components 
 
 Exploratory or Identifying 
Stage Expansion or Developing Stage 












s • Relationship begins 
• Discovery and testing 
phase 
• Limited confidence in 
partner’s ability and 
trustworthiness 
• Initial levels of trust and 
commitment are 
calculative 
• Growth after initial experiences 
are beneficial 
• Evidence for trustworthy 
judgments about partner 
• Escalation of trust, satisfaction, 
and commitment 
• Increased affective attachment 
and interdependence 
• Receiving acceptable levels of 
satisfaction and benefits 
• Implicit or explicit pledge of 
continuity 
• Calculative trust is replaced by 
knowledge- and affect-based 
trust 
• Increased commitment and 
RSIs 
Issue Three – Application across Exchange Contexts and Relational Forms 
Relationship marketing has been rapidly integrated into the services, branding, and 
retailing literature (i.e., B2C domains).  This extension has propelled the study of relationships 
into a variety of different contexts (e.g., services, channels), as well as across many different 
relational forms (e.g., firm-firm, customer-object).6  One unfortunate consequence of the 
increasing popularity of relational exchanges in theory and practice is that the literature is a 
jumble of disjointed studies leaving researchers trying to make sense of an ever-broadening and 
deepening body of research.  The second negative outcome of the widespread application of RM 
is the sometimes inappropriate transfer of findings from one exchange context or relational form 
to another.  The goal of this section is to not only make the diversity of RM research more 
apparent and illustrate the need for an integrative framework, but also reiterate the point that 
differences exist across relational forms and accounting for these differences is important. This 
section will more fully discuss the diversity of RM research as well as clarify the need for an 
integrated, yet contingent framework across relational contexts and forms.   
Diversity of RM Contexts 
To say that the RM literature is “diverse” is an understatement.  A keyword search of 
“relationship marketing” in abstracts alone results in 2,268 publications.  That is quite an 
accomplishment for researchers, considering that the topic is only 25 years old.  Marketing 
relationships have been studied across various contexts, hundreds of settings, and many 
relational forms.  As mentioned in the background section, relational exchanges were first 
studied in the channels and distribution literature, but the paradigm quickly spread throughout 
the sales force (e.g., Grewal and Sharma 1991), services (Berry 1983), retailing (e.g., De Wulf et 
al. 2001), and branding literature (Fournier 1998).  Because of the general applicability of RM, it 
                                                            
6 Exchange contexts are defined by the nature of the object of exchange (e.g., services versus products) and the types 
of entities involved in the exchange (e.g., consumers buying directly from a company versus through a channel 






has also been studied in countless settings.  Table 8 summarizes the various contexts and settings 
that buyer-seller relationships have been studied in over the last twenty years in the Top-50.   
Table 8: Summary of the Research Contexts in the Top 50 
 
B2B B2C 
 Organization Product/Brand Individual 
Relationships studied 
• Retailers and their 
vendors 
• Manufacturer and 
their distributors 





• Professional services 
• Computer and 
electronic 
technology 
• Food and apparel 
retailing 
• Retail banking 
• Auto repair 
• Healthcare 
• Hospitality (hotels) 
• Travel (airline) 
• Telecommunications 
(cellular) 
• Financial services 
• Recreational and 
entertainment 
services 
• Power utility service 




• Variety of consumer 
brands 
‐ Cleaning products 
‐ Canned goods 
‐ Appliances 
‐ Soft drinks 








  Combination 





Diversity of Relational Forms 
The diversity of RM literature is also characterized by the vast number of relational forms 
(e.g., customer-object) that have been analyzed.  Figure 2 breaks down the Top-50 cited articles 
related to relational exchange in terms of the relational forms investigated, either conceptually or 
empirically, while Figure 3 illustrates how the diversity of RM research has increased overtime.  
To a large extent, relational exchanges were first heavily studied in interorganizational contexts 
(Figure 3).  In the eight year period after DSO’s (1987) seminal piece, relational exchanges 
studied in the B2B format made up 61% of the influential pieces from that time period.  
However, in the following eight year period, relationships examined in the B2B form only made 
up 13% of the Top-50.  This fact illustrates how the influence of relational exchange research has 
expanded into new domains, such as B2C.  In fact, 62% of the Top-50 studies investigated 
relationships in the consumer domain.   
Firm-Firm Relational Form 
 
Even though RM has inundated consumer markets to the point that many people 
associate the term only with B2C relationships, the interorganizational climate is very conducive 
to the development of many different types of relational exchange.  Relational exchange is often 
the foundation of an organization’s structure.  Morgan and Hunt (1994, p.21) present 10 specific 
types of relational forms that are relevant to firm relationships, focusing on lateral, supplier, 
buying, and internal partnerships:   
 






Spekman, and O’Neal 1988; O’Neal 1989); (2) relational exchanges involving service  
providers, as between advertising or marketing research agencies and their clients  
(Beltramini and Pitta 1991; Moorman et al. 1992); (3) strategic alliances between firms 
and their competitors, as in technology alliances (Nueno and Oosterveld 1988); (4) 
alliances between a firm and nonprofit organizations, as in public purpose partnerships 
(Steckel and Simons 1992); (5) partnerships for joint research and development, as 
between firms and local, state, or national governments (Comer, O’Keefe, and Chilenkas 
1980); (6) long-term exchanges between firms and ultimate customers, as particularly 
recommended in the services marketing area (Berry 1983); (7) relational exchanges of 
working partners, as in channels of distribution (Anderson and Narus 1990); (8) 
exchanges involving functional department (Ruikert and Walker 1987); (9) exchanges 
between a firm and its employees, as in internal marketing (Arndt 1983; Berry and 
Parasuraman 1991); and (10) within-firm relational exchanges involving such  
business units as subsidiaries, divisions, or strategic business units (Porter 1987).  
 
In addition to the variety of relationships that can exist between firms and their partners, 
B2B, as well as B2C exchange, can be characterized by multilevel or compound relationships 
(Ross and Robertson 2007), in which several separate relationships are part of the relational 
exchange.  For example, in the B2C context, a customer’s relationship with an organization can 
be made up of several discrete relationships with the company’s brands, its sales-staff, and its 
corporate identity.    
 
Customer-Individual Relational Form 
 
 A plethora of studies exist that independently attest to the various types of relational 
forms that are possible in B2C relationships (i.e., customer-sales-associate, customer- 
organization, customer-brand/product, and customer-customer).  Interpersonal relationships, 
specifically those between customers and sales-staff or between a customer and a service 
provider, have received a considerable amount of attention because this literature stream was a 
logical extension of the sales force literature (e.g., Grewal and Sharma 1991).  Many works have 
illustrated the importance that personal interaction plays in attracting, maintaining, and 
developing customer relationships (e.g., Bendapudi and Berry 1997).  For example, trust in the 
salesperson has been shown to lead to commitment to the firm (Casielles, Váquez, Álvarez, and 
Díaz Martín 2005).  The relational quality of a customer’s relationship with his insurance agent 
was found to positively influence the customer’s anticipation for future interaction with the firm 
(Crosby et al. 1990).  The quality of the relationship was determined by the mutual disclosure 
and contact intensity between the customer and the agent, as well as by the customer’s 
perception of the cooperative intentions of the agent.  Price and Arnould (1999) discover that 
customers’ feelings of friendship developed between themselves and their hairstylists are 
strongly linked to service satisfaction, intention to recommend, and even more strongly linked to 
loyalty.  Though to a lesser extent, interpersonal relationships developed between customers, 
built on the foundation of shared consumption, have also been addressed in the literature.  Muniz 
and O’Guinn (2001) propose that brand communities exist as social relationships develop 
amongst users of a brand.  Consumers’ ties to these communities have a strong influence on their 






dissemination of company information (e.g., Brown, Sherry, and Kozinets 2003), easy access to 
learn consumer evaluations of products and competitive offerings (e.g., Franke and Shah 2003), 
brand-related purchase behavior, company promotion and recommendation, and customer 
retention (e.g., Algesheimer, Dholakia, and Herrman 2005).  However, McAlexander et al. 
(2002) propose that customer-customer relationships are just one type of relationship that 
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Customer-Object Relational Form 
 
Though still causing some debate amongst scholars (e.g., Vargo and Lusch 2004), the 
relationship metaphor can be further extended to include having a relationship with an object or 
branded product.  Belk (1988) and Ahuvia (1992) highlighted the important role that consumer-
product relationships can have in customers’ lives, as did Fournier’s (1998) consideration of a 
brand as a legitimate and active relationship partner. The view that a relationship can be formed 
between an inanimate object, such as a product or a brand, and a customer is a logical extension 
of theories of animism (Gilmore 1919; Nida and Smalley 1959) and brand personality literature 
(Aaker 1997).  Brand personality refers to the set of human characteristics that a customer 
ascribes to a brand.  Aaker (1997) demonstrated that consumers do in fact animate brands with 
life-like qualities, such as sincerity, excitement, competence, sophistication, and ruggedness.  
Theories of animism provide mechanisms in which brands can be brought to life.  The first 
means of brand animation is that a brand can possess the spirit of a past or present person that is 
linked to the brand, either through advertisement or by a more personal nature.  For example, 
consumers often give a brand the same personality of a spokesperson or of a known friend that 
uses the brand quite frequently (Fournier 1998).  The second manner in which a brand can be 
personified is complete anthropomorphization of the brand item itself.  Human characteristics 
aligned with the image the firm desires to convey to consumers are instilled in the brand 
character.  Examples include Tony the Tiger, Pillsbury Doughboy, and Arby’s Oven Mitt 
(Fournier 1998).  If brands can be personified and legitimized as a reciprocating partner, then 
customers can have relationships with them (Fournier 1998). 
  
Even though brands can be seen as exhibiting human characteristics, to be an active 
member of a relationship, a brand must do its part in actively affecting, defining and redefining 
the relationship (Hinde 1979).  A company can support a brand in this role through the various 
marketing communication tools.  Price, promotion, distribution, and product characteristics 
constitute the brand’s behavior in the relationship, and therefore afford it an active role in the 
dyad.  Once the brand is accepted as a partner, a relationship forms from a series of repeated 
exchanges between the brand and the consumer (e.g., purchases, consumption experiences, 
storytelling, and advertisements).  A broad variety of relationships can develop from these 
repeated interactions (e.g., friendships, childhood buddies, best friendships, causal friendships, 
marriage of convenience, committed partnership, enslavement, and secret affairs).  A high 
quality relationship though, between the brand and the consumer, can be measured by the 
presence of love, self-connection, commitment, interdependence, intimacy and brand partner 
quality.  These brand-customer relationships are the ones that lead to stable and durable long-
term bonds, which provide lasting value for both consumer and firm (Fournier 1998).  
Specifically, brand trust and brand affect have been found to have an indirect, positive 
relationship on objective financial performance, such as market share and price premiums 
(Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001).   
 
Customer-Organization Relational Form 
 
In addition to objects and sales-associates, consumers can also have relationships based 






values, social responsibility efforts, and its identity (Brown and Dacin 1997).  McAlexander et 
al. (2002) emphasize that consumers’ relationships with a company develop interdependently of 
the relationships formed with the company’s products, its brand, and its customers.  Even though 
the product is representative of the producing company, the identity of the product or brand is 
distinct from the company’s identity.  For example, the identity of Marlboro is different from 
that of Philip Morris, as is the identity of Great Value compared to Wal-Mart’s identity.  
Components of a company’s identity include its operating principles, mission, leadership, and 
demographic characteristics.  Consumer-company identification is an important element in the 
evolution of consumer-firm relationships (Bhattacharya and Sen 2003).  Consumers often align 
themselves with the identities of organizations to help support or form their own identities.   
When consumers identify with a company, they are likely to become loyal to the company, 
engage in social and physical promotion of the company, recruit other customers for the 
company, and show strong resilience to negative information (Bhattacharya and Sen 2003).  In a 
non-profit context, Arnett, German, and Hunt (2003), found some evidence that identity salience 
(i.e., the important of the organization to the identity of the individual) positively affected the 
individual’s donation to and promotion of the organization. 
Differences across Relational Forms 
The literature makes it clear that relational exchanges do exist in many different contexts, 
settings, and forms.  However, evidence from the literature also supports the notion that these 
various relationships manifest themselves differently.  Only a few studies have investigated the 
unique contribution of various relationships (i.e., multilevel relationships) in a single study (e.g., 
Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002; Doney and Cannon 1997; McAlexander et al. 2002), but those that 
have discovered that the processes in which the various relationships operate are different.  For 
instance, Sirdeshmukh et al. (2002) found that trust in front-line employees does not lead to 
loyalty, but trust in management policies and practices does lead to loyalty.  In a B2B context, 
Palmatier, Scheer, and Steenkamp (2007) found that a customer’s salesperson-owned loyalty and 
not his loyalty to the selling firm affects sales growth and selling effectiveness.  Integrating past 
research to pinpoint some of these difference, Palmatier et al. (2006a) conducted a  meta-analysis 
of 97 articles and summarizes many of the inconsistencies in the traditional relationship strategy-
mediator-outcome framework that occur across different exchange contexts or different 
relational forms.  For example, the authors found that the impact of relational mediators on 
cooperation is greater when the relational object is an individual versus the firm, and that the 
relationship between commitment and customer loyalty is significantly greater in service versus 
product exchange contexts.  While trust was the biggest driver of customer loyalty in a channel 
exchange context, commitment had the strongest effect on customer loyalty in a direct exchange 
context.  Likewise, the overall effect of all mediators on loyalty is significantly different for B2B 
versus B2C relationships.  
Summary of Issue Three 
  The diversity of RM research is only increasing as the relational exchange paradigm 
continues to be applied across various contexts and forms.  This diversity makes it hard for 
researchers working in the area to synthesize the literature.  In addition, as Palmatier et al. 






context and relational form, and care must be taken when extending findings across these 
varying situations.  A specific goal of this essay is to develop a framework that not only 
integrates studies across relational forms, but also differentiates between relational forms.  
Furthermore, this framework will provide researchers, for the first time, with a simultaneous 
assessment of both relationship stages and relational forms.  This approach will pave the way for 
more fully understanding how multilevel relationships operate in concert across the relationship 
continuum.   
 
Issue Four – Fragmentation of Constructs 
A natural occurrence of the paradigm’s extension into various domains, contexts, and 
forms has been the fragmentation of countless constructs as they are applied from study to study.  
The relational exchange literature is characterized by an immense amount of constructs that have 
each developed multiple conceptual definitions as they are stretched to the various contexts.   In 
the Top-50 articles alone, 362 relational constructs are analyzed, and very few of the constructs 
precisely overlap in terms of conceptualization.  Constructs often labeled the same are 
conceptualized differently, or are labeled differently, but conceptualized identically (Palmatier et 
al. 2006a).   In addition to the widespread application of constructs, research has uncovered new 
facets, sub-categories, and specific types of constructs overtime, in an attempt to increase their 
precision, but also leaving an ambiguous literature stream.  This section will more fully describe 
the fragmentation of relational constructs in terms of their application across relational forms and 
their increased specificity in conceptualization.  The purpose of this section is to illustrate the 
need for a collapsed, integrative framework of relationship evolution that organizes this large 
body of research.   
Use of Constructs across Relational Forms 
Using the Top-50 as a sample, Table 9 outlines the use of the main relational constructs 
across relational forms.  The constructs are listed in order of decreasing prevalence in this 
literature set (prevalence determined by the number of times a version of the construct was 
empirically or conceptually examined), with satisfaction being the most studied construct.  This 
table shows that 40% of articles studying interfirm relational exchanges examine satisfaction, 
whereas, 79% of articles studying relationships between consumers and organizations investigate 
satisfaction.  Several notable conclusions can be drawn from these results:  
 
(1) Trust, relational norms, communication and information sharing, and relationship-
specific investments are investigated in the majority of interfirm relationships. 
 
(2) Satisfaction, loyalty, and performance/value are studied in the majority of consumer- 
organizational relational exchanges. 
  
(3) Satisfaction and emotion/identity are the most studied constructs in consumer- 
product/brand relationships.  
 
(4) Articles that study compound consumer relationships study trust and customer  







(5) Satisfaction is the most prevalently studied construct across all relational forms and 
contexts, whereas relational costs and relationship marketing strategies have received 
the least amount of attention in the field’s most influential articles. 
 
Sirdeshmukh and his colleagues expand on the potential consequences of the blanket application 
of constructs across contexts:  “We recognize that the distinct characteristics of consumer-firm 
exchanges, including unique structural aspects, asymmetric relationship motivations, and desired 
end states make the direct translation of constructs from other contexts difficult at best and 
inappropriate at worst. … Our qualitative and quantitative procedures inform us that 
operationalizations from interorganizational contexts cannot be easily adapted to consumer-firm 
contexts” (Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002, p. 16). 
Specificity of Relational Constructs 
 Relational constructs have been applied across a variety of relational forms.  One of the 
consequences of this application has been the growing specificity of constructs.  This section will 





The application of constructs across forms and contexts, as well as the increased desire to 
more fully understand specific relational constructs, has lead to numerous different 
conceptualizations and definitions of the field’s core constructs.  Jacoby and Chestnut’s (1978) 
review of the loyalty construct found 53 different conceptual definitions.  In a review of the Top-
50 relational exchange studies, loyalty exhibited 22 different conceptualizations (with only one 
definition found more than once), satisfaction had 14 different conceptualization (with seven 
definitions used more than once), trust had 24 various definitions (with five definitions used 
more than once), and commitment was conceptualized 16 different ways (only 3 definitions were 
used more than once).7  Again, even though this sample represents only a small percentage of 
RM literature, these articles have been the most influential at directing relational exchange 
theory and development.  Noting their influence, this review is shocking in the sense that 
researchers have been building upon such a fragmented and ambiguous set of constructs and 
findings.  “Some researchers have argued that the resulting conceptualizations are so “stretched” 
that they have limited usefulness for conceptual and/or empirical work,” (Sirdeshmukh and 
Singh 2000, p.154).  It is important to note these conceptual differences when analyzing results 
and applying findings from one study to another as uncertainty exists as to whether researchers 
are actually studying the same phenomenon or process.8     
 
                                                            
7 The count for satisfaction does not include “miscellaneous” and “specific” satisfaction, but rather more popular 
definitions of satisfaction.   
8 The point made here is in addition to the fact that the various operationalizations of the constructs only complicate 























Satisfaction   40% 79% 67% 100% 43% 
Trust  60% 36% 33% 100% 57% 
Loyalty  0 57% 33% 50% 29% 
Relational Norms  60% 0 0 50% 14% 
Characteristics of Selling 
Partner  
20% 21% 0 50% 29% 
Customer Benefits  20% 21% 0 50% 71% 
Performance and Value  20% 50% 33% 100% 14% 
Commitment  47% 43% 17% 0 0 
Communication and 
Information Sharing  
60% 7% 0 100% 14% 
Relationship Specific 
Investments 
53% 7% 0 0 29% 
Emotion and Identity  0 14% 67% 0% 43% 
Relational Behaviors  7% 29% 17% 50% 43% 
Power/Dependence 40% 7% 0 0 14% 
Coproduction/Involvement 7% 14% 0 0 0 
Relationship Marketing  0 21% 0 0 29% 
Relational Costs  13% 7% 0 0 43% 
Note: This analysis does not include the “Other” category presented earlier in Figure 2 (i.e., 
Vargo and Lusch (2004), DSO (1987), and Szymanski and Henard (2001)). 




To illustrate more fully the extent of fragmentation of core relational constructs, Tables 
10, 11, 12, and 13 provide summary information from the Top-50 related to the four most 
important relational constructs – satisfaction, trust, loyalty, and commitment.  Each table shows 
the main sub-categories of each construct by presenting the following specifics: (1) broad sub-
categories of constructs that have been collapsed based on their conceptualizations; (2) common 
aliases used to label these concepts; (3) various definitions used to conceptualize the construct 
sub-categories; and (4) the prevalence of each sub-category relative to the other sub-categories of 
the construct.  The tables make it evident that wide differences exist in construct definitions 
between and within sub-categories.  For example, a close examination of these constructs’ 
definitions reveals that confusion exists regarding the exact distinction between loyalty and 
commitment.  Relational loyalty includes definitions such as, “commitment of the consumer 
toward the brand,” (Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001) and “commitment to continuing a 
relationship with a partner” (Price and Arnould 1999), whereas commitment is defined as “a 
consumer’s enduring desire to continue a relationship with a retailer accompanied by this 
consumer’s willingness to make efforts at maintaining it” (De Wulf et al. 2001).  In addition, 
these tables allude to the various affective, behavior, and cognitive components of each of the 
constructs.  These tables illustrate the importance of really understanding the conceptualization 






theoretical models.  As constructs have been applied across contexts and forms, their 
conceptualization has changed, making empirical findings less generalizable and less useful for 
future research.  This fragmentation can hinder researchers’ attempts to build a common body of 
work as different studies work with different conceptual definitions (Bigley and Pearce 1998).    
 
Specificity of Constructs over Time 
 
In addition to the variety of confusing definitions that have developed over the years as 
concepts have been applied from one relational context to the next, researchers have uncovered 
an increasing number of dimensions, types, and sub-categories of each construct.  Figures 5, 6, 7, 
and 8 integrate the material presented in Tables 10, 11, 12, and 13 with a timeline to more fully 
illustrate how the main relational constructs have changed over the last twenty years.  Each 
figure shows an increasing specificity over time with which each construct has been studied in 
the field’s most influential pieces.  As relational exchange research becomes more popular and 
more prevalent, not only does the presence of these constructs increase in the literature (i.e., the 
number of occurrences), but the specificity of the constructs also increase (i.e., the number of 
sub-categories).  Taking satisfaction as an example, in the time period between 1987 and 1991, 
relationship and service provider satisfaction were the only sub-categories of satisfaction studied 
in the Top-50.  However, the next five-year period saw the introduction of five more sub-
categories of satisfaction to the literature.  Satisfaction’s conceptualization expanded into more 
specific, and sometimes vastly different, definitions.   Likewise, the first three periods saw 
increased specificity for trust, loyalty, and commitment constructs.9   
Summary of Issue Four 
The review above demonstrates the current fragmented state of relational exchange 
constructs.  Over time, the specificity of constructs has increased resulting in ambiguous 
definitions and numerous sub-categories.  Constructs are identified identically, but 
conceptualized differently.  On the other hand, some constructs are conceptualized similarly, but 
identified as discriminant concepts.  In addition, “so many different constructs, based on a 
variety of different theories, have been shown to be relevant to understanding relationships that 
there is a need to unify and integrate research findings in this area,” (Cannon and Perreault 1999, 
p. 440).  A particular objective of this essay is to organize the literature, accounting for the 
differences in construct conceptualization and dimensionality in a unifying framework (e.g., 
Wilson 1995) of relationship evolution.  While it is important to collapse constructs and 
understand how broad categories map to the relationship continuum, important information can 
be lost with an integrative approach.  Therefore, it is important to understand how specific 
construct sub-categories map to the relationship continuum as well.  The framework presented in 
this essay will give researchers a better idea of where the specific constructs utilized in their 
study appear in relationship development.      
                                                            
9 Please note the drop-off in terms of specificity in period four.  This decline is not necessarily due to the decreasing 







Table 10: Specificity of Satisfaction Construct 
 
Construct Sub-








When actual outcomes exceed expectations (Szymanski and Henard 2001). 
A summary cognitive and affective reaction to a service incident based on 
a comparison between expectations and perceived performance (Spreng, 





Core service satisfaction, 
Overall satisfaction 
An overall evaluation of performance based on the core service provided 
(Jones et al. 2000). 
Feelings of satisfaction in relation to the core service provided (Garbarino 




Satisfaction with people, 
Service provider 
satisfaction, Satisfaction 
with the salesperson 
Positive evaluation and perception of the quality and skills of the 
employees (Garbarino and Johnson 1999). 
Emotional state that occurs in response to an evaluation of interaction 






Consumer's affective state resulting from an overall appraisal of his 
relationship with a retailer (De Wulf et al. 2001). 




Facility satisfaction, cost 
satisfaction, attribute 
satisfaction, satisfaction 
with complaint handling 
Satisfaction with billing, product benefits, overall quality, and overall price 
(Bolton et al. 1999). 
Satisfaction with the firm's strategies utilized to reestablish itself after 





with past outcomes 
An overall evaluation of the total purchase and consumption experience 
with a good or service overtime (Garbarino and Johnson 1999). 






satisfaction, satisfaction as 
novelty 
Right decision, enjoyment, good experience (Oliver 1993). 
Pleasurable fulfillment of some need, desire, goal or so forth (Oliver 
1999). 
A satisfaction based on the serendipitous discovery of benefits over time 





















Perceived credibility and benevolence of the salesperson (Doney and Cannon 
1997). 
Belief that one relationship partner will act in the best interests of the other partner 






Willingness to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has confidence 
(Moorman et al. 1993). 
Expectations held by the consumer that the service provider is dependable and can 
be relied upon to deliver its promises (Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002). 
Consumer perceives that the focal partner has an intention and ability to keep its 
promises; fulfillment of the promised service in a reliable and honest manner 






trust in partner 
credibility 
Partners perceive each other as having the skills, abilities, and knowledge 
necessary for effective task performance (Garbarino and Johnson 1999). 
The willingness of the customer to rely on the ability of the brand to perform its 
stated function (Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001). 









Consumer perceives that the provider is motivated by a genuine concern to place 











Table 12: Specificity of Loyalty Construct 
Construct Sub-








repeat purchasing,  
Customer plans to continue patronizing a firm (Garbarino and Johnson 1999). 
Low relative attitude accompanied by high repeat patronage; inertia (Dick and 
Basu 1994). 
High purchase frequency and share of wallet for a particular retailer (De Wulf et 
al. 2001) 






Loyalty to a liking, "I buy it because I like it" (Oliver 1999). 
Loyalty to information such as price, features, and so forth (Oliver 1999). 
Sustained long-term preference for the company's products over those of its 
competitors (Bhattacharya and Sen 2003). 
11.1% 
Relational Loyalty Loyalty, attitudinal loyalty 
Commitment of the consumer toward the brand (Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001). 
Commitment to continuing a relationship with a partner (Price and Arnould 1999). 
Behavioral intention to maintain an ongoing relationship with a service provider 






A deeply held commitment to rebuy or repatronize a preferred product/service 
consistently in the future, thereby causing repetitive same-brand or same brand-set 
purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing efforts having the 
potential to cause switching behavior (Oliver 1999). 
A consumer who fervently desires to rebuy a product or service and will have no 









Favorable correspondence between relative attitude and repeat patronage (Dick 
and Basu 1994). 
Customer's lack of plans to switch service providers or patronize a competitor in 


























When the member is psychologically bonded to the organization on the basis of 
how favorable it feels about the organization (Gruen et al. 2000). 
A partisan, affective attachment to the goals and values of an organization, to 
one's role in relation to the goals and values, and to the organization for its own 




Implicit or explicit pledge of relational continuity between exchange partners 






commitment to the 
relationship 
Consumer's enduring desire to continue a relationship with a retailer accompanied 
by this consumer's willingness to make efforts at maintaining it (De Wulf et al. 
2001). 
Occurs when customer is motivated to maintain the relationship because they 
genuinely want to (Ganesh et al. 2000). 
A desire to develop a stable relationship, a willingness to make ST sacrifices to 




Behavioral component that reflects an allegiance to a channel relationship (Mohr 
and Nevin 1990). 










The extent to which different parties in the relationship work well together in 
accomplishing a collective set of tasks (Mohr et al. 1996). 
When the member is psychologically bonded to the organization on the basis of 







Summary of Issues 
 The time has come to revisit the foundations of RM in the form of a broad conceptual 
framework, incorporating constructs from numerous contexts and relational forms.  First, a 
current, integrative definition of the relationship concept needs to be proposed.  Second, the 
elements necessary for relationship creation must be outlined.  Third, a consistent, underlying 
relationship continuum which maps past studied should also be formulated.  While assimilative 
in nature, the framework must also allow for the intricacies of relationship evolution to be 
specified, noting differences across sub-categories of constructs as well as relational forms.  By 
more accurately understanding how the relationship concept, the formation process, as well as 
the “stages” that follow differ across relational forms, it is then possible to more effectively 
analyze and understand the facilitating conditions of relation progression or digression.   
METHOD 
 To validate the framework, the field’s most influential pieces were used (i.e., Top-50).  
This particular sample of articles was chosen because they are the foundation on which relational 
exchange research is based.  These are the studies that researchers have looked to the most in 
developing other RM research; therefore, choosing these articles as a sample will indirectly 
include other articles.  A citation analysis was conducted to determine the 50 most-cited articles 
related to relational exchange.  Because DSO (1987) is the seminal piece for relationship 
development, only articles since 1987 were considered.  The citation record for each article was 
calculated by averaging the citation counts given by EBSCOHost and Google Scholar.  To 
account for the age of the publication, the total number was then divided by the number of years 
the article had been circulating, rounding the number of years to the nearest quarter.  Appendix D 
provides details of the citation analysis and the articles.       
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                   Figure 6: Specificity of Loyalty           Figure 7: Specificity of Commitment  
                                    over Time     over Time 
 
Research Design 
To validate and assist in the development of the framework, the authors were recruited to 
participate by completing a questionnaire.  Utilizing the opinions and reflections of the field’s 
top scholars was an important component of developing the framework for several reasons: (1) 
Mapping the constructs requires a deep understanding of their conceptualization, measurement, 
and the study’s setting.  No one is more capable of knowing and applying this information than 
the authors; (2) The top authors in the field have the scholarly expertise required to make 
informed judgments about their area of research; and (3) By asking the authors to reflect on the 
constructs they studied, it allowed for the framework to include both past knowledge (i.e., old 
constructs) and recent developments in the field.  In this way, the questionnaire exploits the 
knowledge that the authors have gained since their publication.  An electronic questionnaire was 
created for each author of 47 articles.10   
Questionnaire 
The questionnaire included four sections.  The first section included a cover letter 
explaining the nature, importance, and purpose of the questionnaire and their participation.  The 
second section was customized for each article, asking the authors to reflect back and perform 
four tasks related to their constructs as they conceptualized them; their conceptualizations were 
provided for them.  The first task asked them to identify in which stage(s) of DSO’s (1987) 
framework they believed each of their constructs appeared.  Brief definitions of the stages were 
provided, as well as a “Does Not Apply” option.  The second task asked them to think about the 
characteristics of their sample, if applicable, and to indicate which stage(s) of the framework was 
represented in their respondents; a “Don’t Know” option was included.  Task three asked them to 
characterize their constructs as having (1) affective, (2) behavioral, and/or (3) cognitive 
components as well as in which relational forms they believed they were present.  The last task 
in this section requested that they list any articles that directly complement their study.   
                                                            
10 Three papers were not included in the survey portion of the project:  Rust and Zahorik (1993), Belk (1988), and 




































































 The second part of the questionnaire was designed for the authors to assess the present of 
relationship marketing research.  It gathered their opinion on two issues central to the 
relationship paradigm: (1) the definition of a relationship and (2) the requirements of exchange 
partners in relationship creation.  In the definition task, they simply indicated which of the 
commonly noted elements they believe to be a necessary component of the definition of a 
relationship.  The list of elements was determined from a review of the literature and author 
conceptualization, though the respondents could also suggest elements that were not listed.  The 
second task asked the authors to think about what is absolutely necessary for each of the 
exchange partners to perform to create a buyer-seller relationship (i.e., what is required by each 
partner to make the move from a discrete transaction to a relational exchange).  This task 
differed from the one above in the following ways: (1) it distinguished between the common and 
unique roles and activities undertaken by each partner in the relationship, and (2) it focused on 
specific activities, norms, and costs potentially carried out or incurred by one or both exchange 
partners.  Items for this task were accumulated from the relational exchange literature and author 
conceptualization, though the respondents could also suggest other activities, norms, or costs.11  
To make the task easier for the author and to utilize their expertise, the authors were asked to 
complete these tasks while considering either the B2B or B2C context.  In addition, they were 
requested to provide one specific example that was illustrative of the type of relational form that 
they would be thinking of when completing the two tasks in the second section.  They were 
given the following choices of relational forms: firm-firm, customer-company, customer-retailer, 
customer-brand, customer-salesperson, and customer-customer.  The final section focused on 
discovering issues related to the future of relational exchange and acquiring permission to quote 
the author’s comments or name.   
 
 The questionnaire was created in an Adobe Acrobat form so that all correspondence and 
data collection could be carried out electronically (Appendix A).  After the questionnaire was 
completed, the questionnaire was pre-tested by two faculty members, not working in relational 
exchange research.  After incorporating their suggestions, the questionnaire was then sent to two 
authors on the sample list for further pre-testing.  One author declined to participate in pre-
testing, but the remaining author’s suggestions were discussed via telephone.  After 
implementing the author’s suggestions, the questionnaire was again pre-tested by the same 
author and further suggestions were discussed via telephone.  Several months before the 
questionnaires were sent out, faculty in the department were requested to send emails to authors 
that they knew describing the questionnaire and its importance and requesting that they 
participate.  Twenty authors responded back positively to these faculty requests, covering 24 of 
the 47 articles (four authors had multiple papers).  One month after the recruitment email was 
sent out by faculty, another email went out to the authors who had agreed to participate 
informing them of when the questionnaire would be sent out.  One hundred and three 
questionnaires were delivered via email with an email message introducing the questionnaire and 
                                                            
11 The respondents were also asked to keep in mind the following when they completed this task: (1) The activities, 
norms, and costs listed were associated with the relationship and not a specific exchange; (2) In B2B, both exchange 
partners (i.e., the buyer and the seller) may be represented by one of multiple parties (e.g., an executive, a brand 
manager, a branded product, or a frontline employee/sales-staff).  In B2C, only the seller is typically represented by 







providing specific instructions.  Twenty-five questionnaires were returned in the weeks 
following the first email (response rate of 24%).  Six weeks later, a reminder email went out to 
the authors who had not yet responded, with a special reminder for those authors who had 
previously agreed to participate.  Nine more questionnaires were returned (total response rate of 
33%).  As for the authors who had agreed to participate, only 55% of their questionnaires were 
returned.   Several authors declined to participate for reasons such as the following: relational 
exchange was no longer their area of research, the questionnaire was too long, or they believed 
their study did not fit into the framework.    
 
Sample Characteristics 
The articles relating to the returned questionnaires were representative in nature to the 
sampling frame in terms of publication date, relational form studied, and methodology.  In 
addition, over half of the sampling frame’s constructs were included in the sample.  The 
paragraphs below discuss the representativeness and the construct categories of the sample in 
more detail.   
Sample Representativeness 
The descriptives presented below demonstrate the representativeness of the sample.  Of 
the 47 articles that were included in the sampling frame, the questionnaires returned represented 
26 articles.  Therefore data was received for 55% of the 47 articles represented in the original 
sampling frame.  Sample descriptives are presented in Table 14, as well as comparisons between 
the sample and the sampling frame.  The publication dates represented in the sample are similar 
to that of the sampling frame, except that earlier articles are underrepresented and recent 
publications are overly represented.  This mismatch is most likely because the more time that has 
elapsed since the publication, the less likely the author is working in the same area or the less 
comfortable he/she feels in answering the questionnaire.  Even with this consideration, the 
percentages are still similar.  The sample is a very close representation of the sampling frame as 
it relates to the relational form addressed; therefore the sample represents the diversity of 
relational exchange research well and provides a broad dataset for comparisons.  The only 
notable difference is that no data was collected on an article that addressed a B2C (Individual) 
relational form; though, this relational form is included in B2C (Combo) articles (e.g., 
Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002).  Also, the comparison made between the sample and the sampling 
frame in relation to methodology does not exhibit large differences.  The biggest difference is 
that nearly twice the percentage of conceptual articles was included in the sample as was in the 
sampling frame.  As it relates to the stage of the relationship studied by the articles sampled, at 
least one author of 64% of the sample identified the stage their respondents represented.  Though 
this was a post-hoc assessment of the characteristics of their sample (and it has no bearing on the 
results of the questionnaire since authors were asked to map their constructs, not their findings),  
it provides us with some interesting insight: (1) Thirty-three percent of those that responded to 
this question acknowledged not knowing what stage of relationship they had studied; (2) Sixty-
three percent of those that responded to this question noted that their sample was probably 
represented by multiple relationship stages; however, very few of the studies accounted for this 






The majority of studies sampled (or assumed to sample) respondents in the latter stages of a 
relationship – expansion and commitment.    
Table 14: Sample Descriptives 
 
Publication Date % of Studies in Sample versus % in Sampling Frame 
1987-1991 4% versus 10.5% 
1992-1996 27% versus 34% 
1997-2001 54% versus 45% 
2002-2006 15% versus 10.5% 
Relational Form Addressed % of Studies in Sample versus % in Sampling Frame 
Firm-Firm 38%  versus 32% 
Customer-Organization 31% versus 30% 
Customer-Object 8% versus 13% 
Customer-Individual 0% versus 4% 
B2C (Combo) 15% versus 15% 
Other 8% versus 6% 
Methodology % of Studies in Sample versus % in Sampling Frame 
Conceptual 15% versus 28% 
Quantitative 73% versus 60% 
Qualitative 4% versus 4% 
Meta-analysis 4% versus 2% 
Quantitative/Qualitative 4% versus 6% 
Stages Represented by Respondents % of Empirical Studies in Sample 
Exploration and Expansion 5% 
Exploration and Commitment 5% 
Expansion and Commitment 24% 
Exploration, Expansion, and Commitment 10% 
Awareness, Exploration, Expansion, and 
Commitment 19% 
Commitment 5% 
Did not Know 33% 
Sample Construct Categories 
 The sample of 26 articles provided 271 constructs that were collapsed into 17 broad 
categories; the list of categories is presented in Table 15 below.  The constructs were organized 
into categories using a systematic process.  A simple content analysis was performed based on 
the primary elements of each construct’s conceptual definition, and constructs were then grouped 
together based on the similarity of their conceptualizations.  A discussion of these construct 
categories and their sub-categories, as well as a brief literature review regarding their importance 
in relational exchange research is presented in Appendix E.     
RESULTS
The results will be presented in four parts.  Part One will develop a consensus definition 
of a relationship and illustrate its variation across relational forms.   Part Two will address the 
relationship creation issue by summarizing the necessary requirements and discussing 
differences across forms.  Part Three will map sample construct categories and sub-categories to 




presented; the basic framework will show how construct categories map to the relationship 
continuum, whereas the expanded framework will provide more detail by mapping construct 
sub-categories.  In addition, a more exhaustive and extensive framework that maps all the 
sample’s constructs to the relationship continuum, illustrating the differences in the framework 
across forms, and comparing the affective, behavior, and cognitive components across the stages 
is presented in Appendix F.  Part Four will highlight the key issues of RM identified by the 
leading scholars in the field.   











Relational Behaviors  
Customer Benefits  
Relational Costs  
Idiosyncratic Investments  
Relationship Marketing  




Part One – Relationship Definition 
By identifying and comparing current perspectives of relational exchange researchers, a 
core definition of a relationship was created as well as unique definitions for the various 
relational forms.  The goal was to create a current definition of a relationship based on leading 
scholars’ opinion.  Authors provided opinions as to the essential elements of the definition of a 
“relationship”.  Before they provided their opinion on the relationship concept and requirements 
(to be discussed subsequently), they identified which relational form with which they were most 
comfortable.  They were asked to consider this relational form when specifying both definitional 
elements and creation requirements.  Table 16 presents the percentage of people that included 
each element in the relationship definition.  Only half of the items were acknowledged as 
necessary by at least 50% of the respondents, and are shown below (in decreasing order with the 
first listed being the most prevalent):  
 
• Future interactions are expected to occur 
• At least one interaction 
• Parties must know the identity of each other 
• Interactions are interrelated 
• Future interactions are expected to occur over an extended period of time 
• At least one economic exchange 
• Parties must believe a relationship exists 
• Party roles have expected norms of behavior 
 
Interestingly, only one of the items – Other potential partners are excluded – was not included as 
a necessary element by any of the respondents.  Table 16 illustrates differences in the percentage 




least 50% of the group’s respondents identified as necessary, the following definitions would be 
created for each group: 
 
• Firm-Firm: A relationship is at least one economic exchange with the expectation of 
future interrelated interactions over time between parties that know the identity of each 
other and believe a relationship exists.   
 
• Customer-Organization: A relationship is at least one economic exchange with the 
expectation of future interrelated interactions over time between parties that know the 
identity of each, share information, and have expected norms of behavior.   
 
• Customer-Object:  A relationship is at least one interaction with the expectation of 
future interrelated interactions between parties that know the identity of each other, 
believe a relationship exists, and have expected norms of behavior.   
 
• Customer-Individual:  A relationship is mutually beneficial and involves at least one 
economic exchange with the expectation of future interrelated interactions over time 
between parties that trust each other, share information, and have mutually agreed upon 
roles.  
 
Figure 8 portrays a consensus “core” definition that was recognized by at least 50% of the 
respondents in each category.  The figure also graphically compares the distinguishing elements 
of each group’s definition.  
 
Part Two – Relationship Creation 
The goal of this portion of the study is to identify the unique requirements of each partner 
(i.e., buyer and seller) in relationship creation (in terms of activities, adherence to norms, and 
acquired costs), and to compare these requirements across forms.  In addition, this section will 
discuss the reciprocal nature of relationships as it relates to the obligations of each partner in 
creating the relationship.  The section will first discuss what is generally required to occur to 
create a relationship and the differences across relational forms.  Then, the section will discuss 
the reciprocal nature of these requirements as well as the unique responsibilities of buyers and 
sellers.    
General Requirements  
 Table 17 presents a general summary of the activities, norms, and costs that are 
absolutely necessary to occur for a relationship to exist.  This table identifies whether each item 
is a required element of a relationship, regardless of which party is responsible.  The “No” 
columns signify the percentage of respondents in that group that identified the element as not 
required of either party.  The “Some” columns portray the percentage of respondents in the group 
that identified the element as a necessary requirement by the buyer, seller, or both.  The elements 
are listed so that the most commonly noted requirements are at the top of the table.  The number 
by the element in the first column identifies the number of respondent groups in which 50% or 
more of the people classified it as a requirement.  For example, information sharing and 




respondents.   Continual maintenance costs, sharing risk, formal communication, and goal-
sharing were identified as necessary by three of four respondent groups.  Table 18 presents the 
core requirements that all relational forms share, as well the unique requirements for each 
relational form.   
















At least one economic exchange 61 50 70 33 100 
At least one interaction 79 92 70 67 100 
Future interactions are expected to 
occur 89 92 90 67 100 
Future interactions are expected to 
occur over an extended period of time 61 50 70 33 100 
Interactions are interrelated 64 83 40 67 100 
Parties must know the identity of each 
other 75 83 70 100 0 
Parties must trust each other 39 33 40 33 100 
Parties must share information 46 42 50 33 100 
Parties must sacrifice for each other 21 25 10 33 0 
Parties must feel an emotional bond 21 17 10 33 0 
Parties must believe a relationship 
exists 57 58 40 100 0 
Parties have mutually agreed upon roles 29 17 30 33 100 
Party roles have expected norms of 
behavior 50 42 50 67 0 
Interdependence on other party 46 67 30 33 0 
Other potential partners are excluded 0 0 0 0 0 
Mutually beneficial 32 33 30 0 100 
Reciprocity of Requirements 
 In addition to knowing the necessary elements of relationship creation, it is also helpful 
to understand the degree of reciprocity in partner requirements.  For the firm-firm respondents, 
all noted requirements were necessary for both buyer and seller.  B2C relationships were not 
characterized as reciprocally as B2B relationships however.  Though buyers shared some of the 
responsibility with sellers, they were never assigned a unique role in the relationship across all 
B2C forms.  Of the requirements necessary for a customer-organization relationship to exist, 
informal communication and goal sharing were noted as both partners’ responsibility, whereas 
formal communication was a responsibility of the seller.  Respondents were split equally as to 
whether maintenance costs were a seller or buyer necessity.  Customer-object relationships rely 
much more on the actions of the seller.  Only four of the 13 required elements were required by 
both partners, whereas the seller was responsible for nine unique elements.  Both partners were 
expected to be flexible, share goals, share risk, and forgive.  Similarly, though not to such an 
extreme, seller responsibilities were also more heavily weighted in customer-individual 




were shared by both partners (i.e., formal communication, cooperation, information sharing, 
RSIs, and maintenance costs).  The specific percentages assigned to each partner across all 
relational forms can be found in Appendix G. 
          
Figure 8: Core Relationship Definition and Contingent Definitions 
 
Part Three – Relationship Evolution 
Reviewing the past twenty years of RM research allowed the most influential studies to 
be mapped to the original relationship development framework proposed by DSO (1987).  Not 
only did the results largely confirm the content of the stages proposed in this seminal piece, but 
they also added further depth and specificity to the original framework.   
   
To develop the framework correspondence analysis was utilized to map the constructs to 
the DSO’s (1987) four stages.  Correspondence analysis is an increasingly popular 
interdependence technique that is based on the association between two categorical variables.  
One advantage of this method is that the relationship between two variables can be presented 
graphically.  A contingency table (cross tabulation of the two variables) is used as input for the 
analysis, and the chi-square metric is calculated to determine similarity measures.  Cells that 
have high similarity scores indicate that the two variables are located close together on the map, 
whereas high negative similarity scores indicate less association between variables, and therefore 
the variables should be far apart (Hair, Black, Babin, and Anderson 2010).   
 
FIRM-FIRM
At least one economic exchange
Future interactions are expected to occur over    
an extended period of time
Interactions are interrelated
Parties must know the identity of each other




At least one economic exchange
Future interactions are expected to occur over 
an extended period of time
Parties must know the identity of each other
Parties have expected norms of behavior
Parties must share information
CUSTOMER-INDIVIDUAL
At least one economic exchange
Interactions are interrelated
Future interactions are expected to occur over 
an extended period of time
Parties must trust each other 
Parties must share information





Parties must know the identity of each other
Parties must believe a relationship exists
Party roles have expected norms of behavior
Parties must share information
CORE
At least one 
interaction
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Table 17: Percentage of Respondents Identifying Creation Requirements 
 
 All Firm-Firm Cust-Org Cust-Obj Cust-Ind 
Requirement No Some No Some No Some No Some No Some 
4. Information sharing 32 68 27 73 40 60 50 50  X 
4. Cooperation 32 68 18 82 50 50 50 50  X 
3. Continual maintenance costs 42 58 33 67 50 50 100 0  X 
3. Sharing risk 52 48 46 54 60 40 50 50  X 
3. Formal communication 50 50 82 18 30 70 0 100  X 
3. Goal-sharing 48 52 50 50 50 50 50 50 X  
2. Forgiveness of mistakes or 
errors in judgment 
44 56 27 73 60 40 50 50 X  
2. Relationship-specific 
investments 
50 50 60 40 57 43 0 100  X 
2. Informal communication 46 54 33 67 50 50 100 0 X  
2. Restraint in the use of power 54 46 45 55 70 30 50 50  X 
2. Activities to safeguard the 
relationship 
50 50 30 70 74 26 0 100 X  
2. Solve problems for other 
party 
58 42 55 45 70 30 50 50  X 
2. Flexibility 52 48 27 73 80 20 50 50 X  
2. Harmonization of conflict 69 31 64 36 90 10 50 50  X 
1. Mutuality 68 32 36 64 100 0 100 0 X  
1. Sacrifice short-term goals for 
long-term goals 
56 44 55 45 60 40 50 50 X  
1. Joint problem-solving 64 36 36 64 90 10 100 0 X  
Sharing resources 69 31 55 45 90 10 100 0 X  
Monitoring costs 67 33 60 40 74 26 100 0 X  
Personal contact 73 27 55 45 80 20 100 0 X  
Engagement in helpful 
activities outside of normal role 
72 28 73 27 70 30 100 0 X  
Expression of gratitude 79 21 90 10 70 30 100 0 X  
Frequent communication 84 16 91 9 80 20 100 0 X  
Sharing confidential/private 
information with other party 
81 19 82 18 80 20 100 0 X  
Solidarity 80 20 64 36 100 0 100 0 X  
Spreading positive WOM 88 12 100 0 78 22 100 0 X  
Evangelizing for the other party 92 8 100 0 90 10 100 0 X  
Exclusivity with partner 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0 X  
 
Table 18: Relationship Creation Requirements 
 





Info Sharing √ √ √ √ 
Cooperation √ √ √ √ 
Maintenance costs √ √  √ 
Goal sharing √ √ √  
Sharing risk √  √  
Formal communication  √ √ √ 
Restraint in the use of power √  √ √ 




Table 18 continued 
RSIs   √ √ 
Forgiveness √  √  
Flexibility √  √  
Solve problems   √ √ 
Informal communication √ √   
Joint problem-solving √    
Mutuality √    
Harmonization of conflict    √ 
Sacrifice   √  
Note: Checked elements are those that 50% of the respondents in the corresponding group   
identified as a necessary responsibility on the part of either the seller or the buyer.   
Basic Framework 
The basic framework portrayed how categories of constructs mapped to the various 
stages.  As previously mentioned constructs were collapsed into broad categories based on their 
conceptualization (e.g., satisfaction, trust, relationship benefits). A contingency table was then 
created between the categories of constructs and the various stages (Table 19).  The cell counts 
tell the number of times that a particular category of construct first appeared in a particular stage.  
The majority of the constructs mapped to exploration and expansion (31% and 30% 
respectively), whereas 22% of the constructs mapped to the awareness stage and 16% mapped to 
the commitment stage.  Correspondence analysis was run using SPSS, and a significant chi-
square test (χ2 = 154.193; df = 45; ρ = .000) shows that the row (construct category) and column 
(stages) variables are related.  To determine the dimensionality of the solution, singular values of 
each dimension where compared (Table 20).  Singular values are similar to eigenvalues in that 
they measure the variation explained by each dimension.  The general rule of thumb is that 
dimensions should be considered for inclusion in the model if singular values are greater than .2; 
however, the benefits gained from a higher explanation of variance need to be weighted against 
the loss of interpretability that multidimensional solutions create.  Therefore, since the first two 
dimensions account for such a large percentage of the variance (89.2%), meet the singular value 
cut-off (>.2), and increase the interpretability of the solution, two dimensions were used for the 
correspondence plot.   
The correspondence plot (Figure 9) can be interpreted by comparing the locations of the 
construct categories and the stages.  Each construct category can be “mapped” to a particular 
stage based on the proximity of it to the stage relative to the proximity of it to other stages.  
Categories are mapped to their closest stage.  The close proximity indicates that the construct 
category occurred more frequently in that stage than in other stages.  Table 21 illustrates which 
construct categories mapped to the various stages.  The solution accounts for an adequate amount 
of variance in the construct categories and stages.  All variances explained are over the 50% 
mark, except for relational norms.  Both dimensions only account for 25.7% of the variance in 






Correspondence analysis was also utilized to create a second framework, which mapped 
construct sub-categories to stages.  This framework was created to present more detail, but at the 
same time also provide general conclusions as it relates to the location of “broad” constructs 
along the relationship continuum.  Not all sub-categories of the 16 construct categories were 
mapped.  Twenty-nine of the sub-categories were chosen based on their prevalence in the 
sample, and this included 65% of the number of constructs that were mapped in the basic 
framework.  A contingency table was then created between construct sub-categories and the 
various stages (Table 22).  The majority of these constructs mapped to the expansion and 
exploration phases (34% and 27%, respectively), whereas 21% of the constructs mapped to the 
awareness stage and 18% mapped to the commitment stage.  Correspondence analysis was again 
run using SPSS, and a significant chi-square test (χ2 = 159.299; df = 84; ρ = .000) shows that the 
row (construct sub-category) and column (stages) variables are related.  To determine the 
dimensionality of the solution, singular values of each dimension where compared.  Two 
dimensions were chosen to plot the sub-categories based on the decision rules described above 
(Table 20).   





Awareness Exploration Expansion Commitment TOTAL 
Performance 1 5 7 0 13 
Benefits 0 9 8 2 19 
Costs 0 1 1 0 2 
Behaviors 1 1 0 4 6 
Identity 0 1 2 3 6 
Coproduction 2 2 3 0 7 
Commitment 2 1 3 10 16 
Communication 6 2 2 1 11 
Norms 4 12 4 2 22 
Power 3 4 1 0 8 
RM 0 2 1 1 4 
SP Character 14 1 0 0 15 
Loyalty 0 0 3 4 7 
RSI 4 8 5 0 17 
Satisfaction 5 13 25 5 48 
Trust 7 7 1 4 19 
TOTAL 49 69 66 36 220 
 
Again, the correspondence plot can be interpreted by comparing the location of the stages 




proximity.  Figure 10 presents the correspondence plot, and Table 23 breaks down which 
construct sub-categories map to each of the four stages.12     
 
Table 20: Comparison of Dimensions for Correspondence Analysis 
 










Accounted for by 
Dimension 
1 .347 .495 1 .445 .443 
2 .247 .892 2 .409 .831 
3 .076 1.00 3 .174 1.00 
 
Table 21: Mapping of Construct Categories to Stages 
 
Awareness Exploration Expansion Commitment 
• Trust 
• Communication 
• Selling Partner 
Characteristics 
• Relational Norms 
• RSI 
• Coproduction and 
Involvement 
• Power/Dependency 
• Satisfaction  
• RM 
• Customer Benefits 
• Relational Costs 
• Performance and Value 
• Commitment 
• Loyalty 
• Relational Behaviors 
• Identity 
 
To understand how well the correspondence plot accounts for the variance in the data, it 
is helpful to assess the proportion of each variable’s variance that is explained by the dimensions.   
The two-dimensional solution should account for at least 50% of each sub-category’s inertia.  
For most sub-categories, the inertia explained by the two dimensions is very high; only four of 
the 29 sub-categories are below 50% -- overall satisfaction, relationship satisfaction, managed 
behavior, and special treatment benefits.  Most of these four sub-categories map to the middle of 
the correspondence plot, which graphically illustrates the inability of the solution to map these 
particular sub-categories.  The two dimensional solution accounts for the inertia in the stages 
variable well, except for the exploration stage (24.7%).  Despite those sub-categories and stages 
that fall below the desired .50 explained variance mark, the two-dimensional solution still 
presents a satisfactory interpretation of the data.  
 
The expanded framework shows how construct sub-categories stretch over the 
relationship continuum.  This detail is masked in the basic framework, as multiple sub-categories 
of a construct are mapped as one construct.  Table 23 compares the basic framework with the 
expanded framework results; we see that differences exist in the framework depending on the 
level of detail that is used.  Trust, satisfaction, power/dependence, relational behaviors, customer 
benefits, and performance all map to various stages of the framework when sub-categories are 
analyzed.  For example, in the basic framework, satisfaction maps to the expansion stage.  
However, when satisfaction is divided into sub-categories, the various satisfaction constructs 
span the relationship continuum.  Overall satisfaction maps to the exploration phase, while core 
product/service satisfaction, positive disconfirmation, relationship satisfaction, and other specific 
                                                            





types of satisfaction map to the expansion phase.  Satisfaction with people maps to the 
commitment phase.  Another discrepancy exists between the basic and expanded framework in 
terms of trust.  When all types of trust are combined, the construct maps to the awareness stage, 
but when the category is split apart, differences exist.  Competence trust occurs in the awareness 
stage, but benevolence trust maps to the exploration phase.   
 




  In addition to understanding how the various relational constructs map to the 
framework, it is helpful to ascertain how the relationship evolves in terms of the affective, 
behavior, and cognitive components that have been studied.  Authors identified the components 
of their constructs based on the conceptualization presented in their article.  A cross-tabulation of 
the components of each construct and the stages that the constructs were mapped to was created.  
Figure 11 shows the prevalence of the various conceptual components across the relationship 
evolution process.  The figure presents the percentage of times each component is mentioned in 
the various stages.  For example, in the awareness stage, almost 50% of the conceptual 
components are behavioral, whereas in the commitment stage only 30% are behavioral.  The 
figure illustrates the increasing prevalence of affective dimensions as a relationship evolves.  
Behavioral elements decline as a relationship progresses, whereas cognitive aspects stay 
relatively steady throughout the stages of a relationship.     
 
Part Four – Current Issues in Relational Exchange Research 
 Authors were invited to provide comments on the research questions addressed in the 
questionnaire.  Several authors agreed that their comments could be quoted, whereas only two 







































authors agreed that their comments and name could be quoted.  The comments are organized 
below, based on the following topics: the nature of a relationship, other disciplines that could 
assist in the development of relational exchange theory, and issues that need to be addressed in 
future research.   
 




Awareness Exploration Expansion Commitment TOTAL 
Positive Performance 0 2 4 0 6 
Objectives met 1 1 2 0 4 
Special treatment benefits 0 4 1 2 7 
Social benefits 0 2 4 0 6 
Customer promotion 0 3 3 0 6 
Exclusivity 0 0 3 0 3 
Identity 0 0 2 3 5 
Coproduction 2 2 3 0 7 
Affective commitment 1 0 2 3 6 
Desire to maintain 0 1 1 5 7 
Information sharing 3 2 1 0 6 
Dialogue 2 0 0 1 3 
Flexibility 1 1 0 1 3 
Behavioral management 1 5 2 0 8 
Dependence 2 1 1 0 4 
SP expertise 3 0 0 0 3 
SP benevolence 1 0 0 0 1 
SP integrity 4 0 0 0 4 
Loyalty 0 0 3 4 7 
RSI 3 5 3 0 11 
Pos. Disconfirmation 0 1 3 0 4 
Relationship satisfaction 0 2 1 0 3 
Core satisfaction 0 0 4 0 4 
Overall satisfaction 1 1 2 1 5 
Specific satisfaction 0 2 6 0 8 
People satisfaction 0 1 0 2 3 
Benevolent trust 3 4 1 1 9 
Confidence trust 3 2 0 3 8 
Confidence benefits 1 0 0 3 4 





     
 
 
Nature of a Relationship 
 Several researchers commented on the complex nature of relationships in the business 
context, making remarks about their valence, types, status, and requirements.  For example, one 
B2C respondent said, “Not all relationships are positive; negative ones are also possible.”  A 
B2B respondent concurred, “Not all relationships are positive, but they are relationships.”  
Barton Weitz, a B2B respondent, focused on the types of relationships that present themselves 
across the relationship continuum.  He commented, “I think there is a spectrum of types of 
relationships ranging from mere acquaintances to committed relationships.  The most common in 
terms of number are acquaintances … Of course, the most interesting are committed 
relationships.”  One author mentioned the status of a relationship as an important consideration, 
noting the differences between ‘active’, ‘dormant’, and what he referred to as ‘residual’ 
relationships.  Relationships become ‘dormant’ when the expectation of a future exchange 
ceases.  ‘Residual’ relationships occur in a B2C context only and exist when the relationship is 
expected to be maintained even when further economic exchanges are not immediately expected.   
In addition, a few authors noted how little is required to form a relationship.  One B2B 
respondent commented, “In my view all that is absolutely necessary for a relationship is to be 

















































something more than a transaction…it may not be a strong/good relationship but it is a 
relationship.” A B2C respondent added, “Very little is absolutely necessary; however, many of 
the ‘not necessary’ components may be highly likely, or even expected.”   
Table 23: Mapping Construct Sub-Categories across Stages 
 
Category Basic Awareness Exploration Expansion Commitment 




   
Communication Awareness Dialogue, Info-sharing    
Dependence Exploration Dependence    
Trust Awareness Competence Benevolence   
Relational Norms Exploration  Management, Flexibility   
Relationship-
specific Inv. Exploration  RSI   
Coproduction/ 
Involvement Exploration  Coproduction   
Performance Expansion  Meets objectives Meets desires  






Customer Benefits Expansion  Special Treatment Social Confidence 
Relational 
Behavior Commitment   
Promotion, 
Exclusivity  
Commitment Commitment    Affective, Desire 
Loyalty Commitment    Behavioral 
Identity Commitment    Identity 
Discipline Integration 
 One B2C respondent described current RM theory this way: “Much of what makes 
relationship marketing so interesting is that, at its best, it draws on a wide array of social sciences 
incorporating the objective utility of economics, the in working of the human reactions of 
psychology, as well as the cultural normative influences of sociology.”  The authors identified 
many different disciplines and literature streams that marketers should look to for continued 
development in relationship marketing: 
• Anthropology 








• Organizational behavior and psychology 
• Operations management 
• Contract law 
• Political science 
• Complexity theory 
• Evolutionary economics 
• Micro-economics 
• Population ecology 
• Ecology 




Figure 11: Prevalence of Conceptual Components across Stages 
Areas for Future Research 
While RM research has come far in the last twenty years, unexplored aspects of relational 
exchanges are coming to the forefront constantly.  Relationship marketing stands to be a very 
interesting and important area of research as much work remains to be done on the topic.  
Several areas were cited by the authors as potential research topics for RM.  Most of the topical 
areas could be collapsed into one of five categories: relationship dynamics, relationship 
dissolution, relationship performance, multi-level relationships, and customer proneness or 
hindrance in establishing relationships.  The comments made by the field’s leading scholars will 
be expanded upon below.   
One of the most commonly mentioned issues that needs to be addressed by future RM 
researchers is establishing the link between financial performance and RM strategy.  Several 
authors mentioned that understanding how to extract value from relationships is of upmost 
importance.  Another issue that was frequently mentioned was the need to investigate the 
dynamic nature of relationships.  For example, authors specifically cited that understanding how 
the relationship changes over time is important, especially how buyers’ needs change over time.  
A third issue that received a good deal of attention is relationship dissolution and the factors that 
lead customers to terminate relationships.  In addition, a better understanding of when companies 
should terminate a relationship is needed.  A few authors noted the importance of multilevel 






















last main category of issues that need further attention in the literature is the inherent customer 
characteristics or situations that make buyers more likely or less likely to actively engage in 
relational behavior.   
DISCUSSION 
 This research creates and validates an integrative, conceptual model of relationship 
definition, creation, and evolution based on past RM research and current scholarly opinion.  No 
other research has simultaneously considered how relationships change overtime and the 
differential impact that relational forms play.  In addition, this essay puts forth a core definition 
of the relationship concept formed from current scholarly reflection while also highlighting the 
various perspectives that exist across research camps.  Finally, this research pinpoints the 
boundary conditions of a relationship by outlining the joint and unique responsibilities of each 
partner in relationship creation.  This research holds value for relational exchange researchers as 
well as implications for practitioners, and this portion of the essay will discuss a few of the 
study’s interesting findings.     
The Relationship Definition – An Expectation 
 The objective of this study was to discover what it meant exactly to have a “relationship” 
in the business context.  However, the answer that this research uncovered is shocking.  The core 
definition that was proposed by the leading scholars does not set a relationship too far apart from 
what is understood to be multiple transactions.  Across all relational forms, a relationship can be 
defined as “at least one interaction with the expectation that future interactions will occur”.  
Therefore, the only element separating a discrete interaction from a relationship is the 
expectation that other interactions will take place.  The definition does not even necessitate 
multiple transactions, only the belief that they will occur in the future.  Therefore, a relationship 
is characterized by only two components, a behavioral and cognitive component.  Relationships 
are not necessarily mutually beneficial; nor do partners necessarily trust each other.  Likewise, 
nothing is bonding the partners together.  The only thing that makes a relationship anything 
different than a discrete transaction is an expectation that it will happen again.     
 
  Since an expectation is the defining element of the relationship concept, it would be 
helpful to more fully understand this expectation.  For example, what constitutes this 
expectation?  Which party has to be expectant?  Firms are usually expectant, if not hopeful, of 
future interactions with a customer.  However, hope does not capture the same concept as 
expectation.  What factors would cause a seller, especially in the B2C context, to be expectant 
rather than just hopeful?  Several studies have measured a buyer’s expectations of future 
interaction (e.g., Doney and Cannon 1997).  In particular these authors found that information 
sharing, selling partner characteristics, and trust are important antecedents of a buyer’s 
anticipation of future interaction in a B2B context.  Another important question is where along 
the relationship continuum this expectation is formed.  Considering the antecedents that Doney 
and Cannon (1997) found to influence a buyer’s anticipation, it is possible that this expectation is 
first formed in the exploration phase of the framework.  But how does the core definition account 
for the expansion and commitment stages of a relationship – only by an increased anticipation 
level?  Does measuring a relationship by the level of expectation capture the relationship’s 




satisfaction, trust, and commitment reflects the valence of a relationship (i.e., good or bad) (De 
Wulf et al 2001).   
Relationship Creation – Adherence to Norms 
 In light of the core definition proposed by the respondents of the questionnaire, it is not 
surprising that very little was noted as a requirement for relationship creation.  Only two 
elements were specified by the majority of respondents, across all relational forms – cooperation 
and information sharing.  Interestingly, both of these elements are norms, which by definition are 
expectations of behavior.  Therefore, these two relational norms are the most important, in terms 
of partners adhering to, early in a relationship.  Information sharing has been noted as a vital 
element in many studies of relational exchange (e.g., Doney and Cannon 1997; Palmatier 2008a; 
Holden and O’Toole 2004), while cooperation has received much less attention, especially in 
B2C relational forms.      
 
In addition, the two core creation requirements provide insight into the core relationship 
definition elements – specifically an expectation of future interaction.  When information sharing 
and cooperation are expected and performed, partners might then develop the perception that 
future interaction with the other party is a possibility.  However, if the first interaction between 
parties does not involve information sharing and cooperation between partners, than it is less 
likely that the parties will expect interactions to occur again.  Therefore, for a relationship to 
begin, it becomes imperative that sellers promote information sharing and cooperation during the 
first interaction.  These elements are something a seller can control much more so than elements 
like satisfaction.  In addition, it is these relational norms that lead to the creation of a relationship 
and not the satisfaction with the first interaction.  Therefore, even in the event of an initial 
product or service failure, a relationship can still be formed as long as the customer experiences 
information sharing and cooperation.        
Relationship Evolution – Distinguishing Characteristics 
 A relationship is in fact a dynamic process that develops over distinct stages that are each 
characterized by the appearance of unique constructs.  The stages perspective set forth by DSO 
(1987) was largely confirmed by the opinions of leading researchers of the various relational 
exchange domains.  By mapping the constructs from their studies to DSO (1987) framework, 
they concurred with the perspective that distinctive stages of a relationship exist.  In addition, 
several of the authors provided qualitative comments that confirmed their belief that 
relationships need to addressed from a dynamic perspective.  However, the research presented 
here does more than confirm the stages framework that was proposed by DSO (1987); this essay 
integrates the work from the last twenty years and compares it to their framework, adding not 
only depth to their work but also reflection on the propositions that they made nearly two 
decades ago.  The new framework showcases a deeper understanding of relationships as it 
includes categories of constructs that have been developed since the publication of the original 
framework.  For instance, identity and coproduction are relatively new and important concepts 
that are included in the framework presented here, but absent from earlier frameworks.  In 
addition, the framework presented here is more than just proposition.  The framework was 
validated by a survey of leading scholars in the field; these researchers represent a number of 




 Another important point of the framework created in this essay is how its makeup differs 
from that presented by DSO (1987).  Though the content and character of many of their stages 
are confirmed by this essay’s results, several notable differences exist.  One of the framework’s 
most notable deviations from that proposed so long ago is the increased importance ascribed to 
the awareness stage.  Very little is said about the awareness stage by DSO (1987), just that at this 
point, parties recognize each other as potential exchange partners and no interaction has taken 
place.  However, in the framework I develop, much more is occurring at the awareness stage that 
is laying the foundation for the development of a relationship.  Buyers are evaluating selling 
partner characteristics, such as their expertise and integrity before an exchange even takes place.  
In addition, competence trust and communication facets, such as information sharing, begin to 
occur.  Partners are utilizing their perception of seller characteristics to assess whether the other 
has the knowledge and skills necessary for effective task performance.  In addition, parties are 
forming expectations about the other party’s intentions to openly share information.  Dependence 
also first appears in the awareness stage, as parties start to compare the outcomes available from 
one partner to those available from another.  Dwyer et al. (1987) proposes that these variables 
(communication, trustworthiness, and dependence) do not occur until the exploration phase 
because no interaction has yet taken place in the awareness stage.  However, the framework 
proposed here adds value to that of DSO (1987) in that it incorporates the knowledge gained over 
the last twenty years from the empirical and conceptual investigation of these constructs.  Much 
has been learned about communication, trust, and dependence.  My framework integrates that 
knowledge and provides a deeper understanding of the relationship development process.  
Therefore, important differences exist in my framework and that of DSO (1987).  
 
Another interesting aspect of the framework presented in this essay is that it not only 
illustrates how a relationship evolves, but also shows how the constructs themselves develop 
over the course of a relationship.  Several relational constructs manifest themselves differently 
across the stages.  For example, satisfaction spans several stages, and it is interesting to note the 
different role that it plays over the course of a relationship.  Satisfaction first appears in the 
exploration phase in the form of overall satisfaction.  Very early on, relationship partners take an 
overall assessment and evaluation of their total purchase and consumption experience with the 
relationship partner.  In the beginning of a relationship, partners must only feel an overall level 
of satisfaction.  However, as the relationship progresses to the expansion phase, partners make 
much more specific appraisals of various aspects of the relationship.  Performance must exceed 
expectations as it relates to the relationship in general, the core service or product, and other 
specific aspects, such as the cost and service facility.  At this point, it seems that partners 
perform an exhaustive evaluation of their level of satisfaction with particulars but also begin to 
estimate the benefits and costs of the relationship.  Finally, satisfaction with the human 
dimension of the relationship appears in the commitment stage.  This satisfaction signifies that 
the partner is satisfied with the interpersonal treatment and skilled performance of employees.  
This finding has enormous implications for employee training and development.  It is the 
performance of employees and their treatment of the customer that separates committed from 
uncommitted customers.  Therefore, managers must properly train their employees to recognize 
late-stage customers and pay special attention to their service needs. 






The Relationship Concept – A Lack of Consensus 
 Even though a core definition and set of requirements was determined for a relationship, 
the lack of consensus within and across categories of respondents is astounding.  Even within 
relational form categories, no single definitional element or requirement was chosen by all 
respondents.13  The only element in both the definition and list of requirements that showed a 
consistent, though negative, response across all respondents was the exclusivity of the 
relationship.  All respondents felt that a relationship should not be defined as an exclusive 
partnership.  Besides this constancy, vast differences in opinion existed across relational forms.  
Perhaps the most notable discrepancies in the definition of a relationship exist between the 
different B2C relational forms.  The definitions for the customer-organization and customer-
object group of respondents are rather similar.  One major difference is that customers’ 
relationships with organizations must include an economic exchange, whereas respondents feel 
that an economic exchange is not necessary for customer-object relationships.  Customers can 
form relationships with brands and products that other people own or that they see on television 
(e.g., Fournier 1998).  Interestingly, for a relationship to exist between a customer and a 
product/brand, the parties must believe that a relationship exists.  While a literature base exists to 
support the notion that customers believe they have relationships with inanimate objects, it is 
hard to understand how products or even the companies they represent can reciprocate.  Though 
only one respondent provided opinions in regards to the necessary elements of a relationship 
between a customer and a service provider, this relational form includes more elements than any 
other form.  When a customer has a relationship with an individual, much more is needed to 
define the relationship.  Perhaps this is because this type of relationship needs to qualify for both 
an interpersonal relationship (therefore including social aspects), as well a business relationship 
(therefore including exchange aspects).       
 
 Major differences also existed across relational forms in terms of the necessary 
requirements of both partners.  Relational forms differed in terms of the number, type, and 
reciprocity of requirements.  Firm-firm relationships were extremely reciprocal in nature, which 
extant literature supports.  However, very little work has been done on comparing the reciprocity 
in B2C relationships.  This essay shows that B2C relationships are not reciprocal, but that the 
seller carries most of the responsibility.  The buyer has no unique responsibilities in a 
relationship with an organization, object, or individual.  However, the customer does share 
several responsibilities with the seller.  Across all B2C relational forms, the only activities that 
are required of customers are participating in informal communication (customer-organization 
relationships) and formal communication (customer-individual relationships).  Buyers are 
expected to adhere to norms such as cooperation and information sharing.  Interestingly, 
customers are expected to be flexible, share risk, and forgive mistakes in relationships with 
products.  Customer-individual relationships also necessitate that a customer incurs continual 
maintenance costs and devotes specific investments to the relationship.  Though B2C 
relationships might not be reciprocal in nature, the findings discussed above illustrate that 
customers do have an active role in the formation of a relationship apart from making a purchase.   
                                                            
13 The customer-object and customer-individual categories did exhibit 100% agreement on several of the definitional 
elements and relationship requirements, but the number of respondents making up these percentages was so low that 





 A leading B2C author of RM concludes, “The best work in the field brings in all three of 
the disciplines that inform relationships, rather than arguing for an exclusive or predominant 
focus on one outlook”.  The integrative framework presented here does just that and combines 
the most influential studies across all domains to provide a comprehensive depiction of 
relationship definition, creation, and evolution over distinct stages.  This framework can be used 
by researchers in a variety of ways to better design and implement relational exchange studies.  
In addition, this essay illustrates the importance of accounting for relational form when 
extending constructs and conceptualizations across studies.  Not only does a relationship 
manifest itself differently across stages, but it also differs across relational forms.  This essay 
paves the way for Essays 2 and 3 and other empirical investigations of the relationship 







THE DEFINITION, CREATION, AND EVOLUTION OF 
CUSTOMER-RETAILER RELATIONSHIPS: A MULTI-
PERSPECTIVE APPROACH 
INTRODUCTION 
 Though countless studies are devoted to discussing and explaining how organizations can 
form relationships with relevant stakeholders, a consensus has not been reached in the literature 
on exactly what a “relationship” is (Damkubiené and Virvilaité 2007).  Furthermore, the 
discrepant definitions are solely formed from theory and academic reflection; the views of 
practitioners and consumers – seemingly relevant parties – are absent.  In addition, “Few authors 
have attempted to address the question of when a relationship truly exists…Where does 
transactional marketing end and a relationship begin?” (Barnes 1994, p. 565).  The literature has 
been nearly silent on defining exactly what a relationship entails and providing practical 
recommendations as how to create a relationship.  To make matters worse, the literature is even 
less clear about how relationships evolve.  The vast majority of studies do not consider 
relationship stage when collecting and analyzing relational data (e.g., Palmatier et al. 2006a).  
Not accounting for relationship stage is similar to excluding an important moderating variable 
from the analysis and masks the unique effects of constructs across stages.  Jap and Ganesan 
(2000) find striking differences in their study between the results from the total sample and those 
produced by a phase-by-phase analysis. 
 The above issues are at the heart of Essay 1 and were described in depth there, but the 
majority of RM research can be characterized by another considerable flaw.  The very nature of 
relationships leads to mutual benefits and burdens, and understanding both parties’ perspectives 
is vital to accurately characterizing relationships.  However, prior research has lagged in 
comparing the varying perspectives of the different relationship partners within a single study, 
and those studies that have gathered a dyadic perspective have found important distinctions in 
the responses of relational parties (e.g., Anderson and Narus 1990; Price and Arnold 1999).  
Therefore, relationship marketing (RM) literature is still in dire need of multi-perspective 
approaches to relational exchange research.   
This essay builds on the framework of Essay 1 by addressing the same fundamental 
issues – relationship definition, creation, and evolution – but in an expanded context viewing the 
customer-retailer relational form from multiple perspectives.  Specifically, the following research 
questions are investigated: (1) What is a relationship? (2) How is a relationship created? What 
are the responsibilities of each partner? (3) How does a relationship evolve?  What are some of 
the themes of each relationship stage? and (4) How consistent are the views of the relevant 
parties in a customer-retailer relationship?  The objective of this essay is to answer these 
questions by applying the framework created in Essay 1.  Using data provided from structured 
interviews, this essay will consider one relational form (i.e., customer-retailer) and compare the 
perspectives of the relevant parties involved in this type of multi-level relationship (i.e., retail 






 This research offers both theoretical and managerial contributions. Theoretically, it 
supports the work of Essay 1 by outlining the core relationship definition, creation, and evolution 
components from practitioner and consumer perspectives.  This framework can be used by 
researchers to better design and implement relational exchange studies focusing on customer-
retailer relationships.  Managerially, this essay delineates the vital responsibilities of each partner 
in relationship creation and reveals important differences across the perspectives of key 
stakeholders involved in the formation and development of these relationships.  
METHOD 
 Because the purpose of Essay 2 was to examine the framework provided in Essay 1 in a 
specific relational form, the data collection and analyses performed in Essay 1 were replicated as 
closely as possible.  The paragraphs below will outline the data collection procedure, detail 
respondent profiles, and describe data analysis.  This section will be followed with a presentation 
of the results.     
Data Collection Procedure 
To further validate the framework presented in Essay 1 for the customer-retailer 
relational form, three different groups of respondents (i.e., retail managers, sales-associates, and 
customers) were solicited so that the perspectives of all relevant parties in a customer-retailer 
relationship could be compared.  As part of a class project in a Retail Management class, 
students were instructed to contact at least one retail manager and one sales-associate of a local 
or regional retailer, as well as four customers.14  Students had been educated in RM theory and 
practice throughout the semester, and the project was their concluding semester assignment.  
Students participated in an hour-long training session on proper interview techniques and 
conducted four depth interviews in pairs.  Interviews lasted between 30 minutes and one hour. 
Interviews were recorded, and notes were taken during the process; interviews were then 
transcribed by the researcher (Spiggle 1994).  
The interview questions were formulated from Part Two of the questionnaire used in 
Essay One and included two main components: an introductory open-ended question and 
structured questions on relationship definition and creation.15  The introductory, open-ended 
question prompted the respondent to describe a relationship they (their store) currently had with 
a retailer (customer).  This introductory question was asked for three reasons: (1) respondents in-
depth description of the relationship provided the data from which the relationship evolution 
question would be addressed (2) respondents would then answer all remaining questions while 
considering this relationship, and (3) therefore, a frame of reference was provided for analysis 
from which the respondents preceding answers could be interpreted.  Students were given an 
example list of probing questions to elicit as much detail from the interviewee as possible.  These 
procedures are similar to those used with the critical incidence technique (Bitner, Booms, and 
                                                            
14 Customers sampled were not customers of the corresponding retailer due to the difficulty of such data collection.  
In addition, the students were instructed to interview one customer between the ages of 18 and 36 and one above the 
age of 36.   






Tetreault 1990) and other qualitative research involved with formulating relational concepts (de 
Chernatony and Riley 1998).    
The second portion of the interview was more structured in nature and addressed the 
relationship definition and creation research questions.  The respondent was instructed to keep 
the relationship described in the open-ended section in mind while responding to 28 structured 
questions regarding relationship definition and relationship creation.  The respondent simply 
answered “yes” or “no” to the relationship definition and creation elements utilized in the 
academic survey in Essay 1.  Questions were reworded and pretested to reduce academic 
vernacular.16  Four relationship definition elements were dropped from the script to more closely 
reflect the wording of employees and customers, rather than academics.17  The respondents also 
provided their opinion on what is absolutely necessary for the buyer and seller to do to create the 
type of relationship they described in the introductory section of the interview.  In total, 74 
interviews were conducted from the following respondent groups: 16 managers, 21 sales-
associates, and 37 customers. 
Respondent Profile 
To increase the representativeness of the sample, a variety of retailer types were targeted.  
The manager respondent group represented four different retail types, while the sales-associate 
group represented five types.18  Customer respondents discussed relationships with an even 
broader array of retail types (Table 24).19  A large percentage of the manager/sales-associate 
interviews came from restaurant employees, while specialty stores gained the most attention 
from customer respondents (35.1% of the interviews).  The majority of employee respondents 
represented corporate or independently owned retail establishments, whereas customer 
respondents referred to mostly chain retailers when describing their relationships (51.4%).  
Franchise retailers were least represented in the interviews.  
The majority of manager respondents were male (56.3%), while the majority of sales-
associate respondents were female (66.7%).  Customer respondents were overwhelmingly female 
(73%), though some research provides evidence that females are more likely than men to hold 
marketing relationships (Bhagat and Williams 2008).  Managers were slightly older than 
customer respondents on average (xM = 42 and xC = 36), while sales-associates had the lowest 
average age (xM = 25).   All manager respondents interacted with customers on the job (a 
requirement of the assignment), and all sales-associates had been employed by the retailer for at 
least six months.  Therefore, both employee groups were in a position to describe a current 
customer-retailer relationship.  Though there were 16 manager/sales-associate pairs from the 
same retailer, none of these pairs described the same customer-retailer relationship.     
                                                            
16 See the interview script in Appendix B for exact phrasing. 
17 The dropped elements included interdependence, expected norms of behavior, at least one interaction, and 
interactions are interrelated.  In pre-tests, consumers could not discriminate between these items and other items in 
the questionnaire.  Therefore, these items were not included to help simplify the task for respondents. 
18 Five extra sales-associate interviews were conducted.  Therefore, these interviews do not have a “matching” 
manager interview.    






Table 24: Respondent Characteristics 
 
 Managersn = 16 
Sales-
Associates 
n  = 21 
Customers 




 (e.g., Talbots and Varsity Sports) 31.3% 42.9% 35.1% 
 Restaurant  
(e.g., Bonefish Grill and Reginelli’s 
Pizzeria) 
56.3% 42.9% 13.5% 
 Drugstore  
(e.g., CVS and Thrifty Way Pharmacy) 6.3% 4.8%  
 Department store 
 (e.g., Saks Fifth Avenue and Sears) 6.3% 4.8% 10.8% 
 Category specialist  
(e.g., Ikea)   5.4% 
 Supercenter  
(e.g., Wal-Mart)  4.8% 10.8% 
 Supermarket  
(e.g., Winn Dixie)   5.4% 
 Home improvement 
 (e.g., Home Depot)   2.7% 
 Convenience 
 (e.g., Circle-K)     2.7% 
 Service 
 (e.g., Cox Communication)   10.8% 
2. Retail 
Ownership Chain 43.8% 52.4% 51.4% 
 Independent 37.5% 38.1% 35.1% 
 Franchise 12.5% 9.5% 8.1% 
3. Sex Male 56.3% 33.3% 27% 
 Female 43.8% 66.7% 73% 
4. Age  42 years 25 years 36 years 
Note: Values represent the percentage of respondent type by characteristic (i.e., 31.3%  
of managers worked at a specialty retailer).   
Data Analysis 
 Because the interview included an open-ended portion, the interviews were taped and 
transcribed by the researcher.  In addition, and consistent with qualitative research methods 
(Lincoln and Guba 1985), detailed notes were taken by the student assisting with the interview.  
The first portion of the interview (i.e., the open-ended question) was independently coded by the 
researcher and another trained coder who was not involved with the research or aware of the 
research questions.  The construct category and sub-category framework developed in Essay 1 
was used as a coding framework for the first portion of the interview, with allowance for new 
themes and/or changes to emerge (Spiggle 1994).20,21  Acceptable levels of agreement were 
                                                            
20 The original coding framework is described in Appendix E as well as in Table 32. 






reached for the first half of the interviews (Cohen’s Kappa = .86; Krippendorf’s alpha = .75), so 
the coders split the remainder of the interviews (Cohen 1960; Krippendorff 2004; Macias and 
Lewis 2004).  This data was used to answer the relationship evolution research question.  
 
The first potion of the interview (i.e., the open-ended response to the question “Describe 
a relationship you have with a current customer/retailer.”) was also coded to determine the stage 
of the relationship that was being described by the respondent so that relationship stage could be 
used as a control variable in the analysis.  Only “active stages” of the relationship were 
considered (i.e., exploration, expansion, and commitment stages).  The framework utilized for 
the relationship stage coding process was the same framework that was employed in Essay 3.22  
This framework was developed from the literature and customer focus groups and was created to 
provide accurate descriptions of relationship stages from the consumer’s perspective.  The 
precise assignment of relationship interviews to stages was of prime importance for this study.  
Therefore, all interviews were independently coded and discrepancies were discussed so that 
agreement was reached on all interviews.  The majority of relationships described by managers 
were committed relationships (56%), while the majority of relationships discussed by customers 
were those in the expansion stage (53%).  Sales-associates did not necessarily focus on one stage 
of the relationship; 43% of their interviews described the expansion stage while 38% of these 
respondents reflected upon committed relationships.  The second portion of the interview 
included structured questions to which the respondent answered “yes” or “no”.  Therefore, no 
coding was necessary.  The data from the structured portion was used to address the relationship 
definition and creation research questions.    
RESULTS 
 The results will be presented in three sections. Part One will develop a consensus 
definition of a relationship while also comparing the perspectives of the three respondent groups.  
Part Two will summarize the elements necessary for relationship creation while focusing on the 
degree of consistency between the groups’ perspectives and the reciprocity between the partners’ 
responsibilities.  Part Three will address the relationship evolution research question by 
presenting a basic and a detailed framework that maps constructs to the active stages of a 
relationship.    
Part One – Relationship Definition 
 To answer the first research question, respondents provided their opinions as to the 
essential items of the definition of a “relationship”.  These items were taken from the academic 
survey in Essay 1 and include a variety of exchange and relational elements from the literature.  
Table 25 presents the percentage of each respondent group that included each element in their 
definition.  Five of the 12 elements were identified as a necessary component of the relationship 
definition by at least 50% of all the respondents and include the following, listed with the most 
prevalently chosen item first: (a) parties must share information (b) parties must trust each other 
                                                            
22 In Essay 3, customers were presented with descriptions of relationship stages and they identified which stage best 
described their relationship with a retailer.  These descriptions were used to code the relationships in Essay 2.  See 






(c) parties must believe a relationship exists (d) at least one economic exchange and (e) parties 
must know the identity of each other.   
Table 25: Definitional Elements Identified by Respondent Groups 
Definitional Element All 
n = 74 
Managers 
n = 16 
Sales-Associates 
n = 21 
Customers
n = 37 
At least one economic exchange 66 56 76 65 
More than one economic exchange 37 25 43 38 
Future exchanges are expected to 
occur over an extended period of 
time 
38 13 38 49 
Parties must know the identity of 
each other 50 56 33 57 
Parties must trust each other 66 56 48 81 
Parties must share information 70 69 57 78 
Parties must sacrifice for each 
other 22 25 14 24 
Parties must feel an emotional 
bond 16 38 5 14 
Parties must believe a relationship 
exists 64 75 48 68 
Parties perform routine behaviors 12 31 14 3 
Other potential retail partners are 
excluded 14 13 10 16 
Mutually beneficial 45 69 38 38 
Note: The numbers represent the percentage of each respondent group that included the element. 
Table 25 also illustrates the differences in the percentages of respondents that included 
each element across managers, sales-associates, and customers.  Using the same threshold 
utilized in Essay 1 (items that at least 50% of each respondent group identified as necessary), the 
following definitions would be created for the three respondent groups: (a) Managers: A 
relationship is mutually beneficial and involves at least one economic exchange between parties 
that believe the relationship exists, share information, trust each other, and know the identities of 
each other; (b) Sales-Associates: A relationship is at least one economic exchange between 
parties that share information; (c) Customers: A relationship is at least one economic exchange 
between parties that believe the relationship exists, share information, trust each other,  and 
know the identities of each other.   
Figure 12 portrays a consensus “core” definition across all relevant customer-retailer 
respondent groups.  The core definition includes all elements that were chosen by at least 50% of 
respondents in each category.  The figure also illustrates each group’s unique definitional 
components.  Sales-associates had the simplest definition (which matched the core definition), 
which included only one exchange component and one relational component.  Managers and 
customers agreed on two additional elements – “parties must believe a relationship exists” and 






had one unique definitional element.  Mangers identified “mutually beneficial”, while customers 
chose “parties must trust each other”.   
                            
                       Note: Items are listed in order of prevalence, with the first item being chosen  
                       by the largest percentage of respondents from that group. 
          Figure 12: Core Relationship Definition and Contingent Definitions 
Part Two – Relationship Creation 
 To answer the second research question, respondents answered “yes” or “no” to the same 
relationship creation elements presented to the academic respondents in Essay 1, though they did 
so with the relationship they described at the beginning of the interview in mind. Respondents 
identified the unique requirements (i.e., activities, adherence to norms, and incurrence of costs) 
of each partner (i.e., retailer and customer) in relationship creation.  The purpose of this section 
of the analysis was threefold: (1) discover if relationship requirements differed across 
relationship stages, (2) ascertain the consistency of the perspectives of the various respondent 
groups and (3) determine how reciprocal the responsibilities are of the retailer and customer in 
relationship creation.  The results are discussed below. 
Creation Requirements across Stages 
 This study differed from that performed in Essay 1 in that respondents identified 
necessary relationship creation elements while considering a particular relationship.  This 
technique allowed for creation requirements to be analyzed while controlling for relationship 
stage to determine if differences in relationship creation requirements existed across stages.  
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between stage categories and creation elements.23  Separate correspondence analyses were 
performed for creation activities, norms, and costs.  However, an insignificant chi-square test 
resulted in each of the three analyses (Table 26).  Therefore, creation elements and relationship 
stage are not significantly associated with one another, and the correspondence plots could not be 
interpreted.24    
Table 26: Results of Creation Elements by Stages Correspondence Analysis 
 Activities Norms Costs 
Chi-square test χ
2 = 29.978, df = 54, 
ρ = .997 
χ2 = 23.417, df = 36,  
ρ = .948 
χ2 = 12.725, df = 14, 
ρ = .548  
Singular values    
Dimension 1 .136 .142 .207 
Dimension 2 .112 .096 .083 
Cumulative Inertia    
Dimension 1 .596 .686 .861 
Dimension 2 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Creation Requirements across Respondent Groups 
To determine if the perspectives of respondent groups differed in terms of creation 
elements, correspondence analysis was again utilized.  Three correspondence analyses compared 
respondent groups and creation elements; activities, norms, and cost creation elements were 
considered separately.  Insignificant chi-square tests resulted in each of the three analyses (Table 
27).  Therefore, creation elements and respondents groups are not significantly related, and 
creation activities do not significantly differ across types of respondents.  Hence, the respondent 
groups generally agree on the necessary elements of relationship creation.  When the groups are 
compared on each element, agreement is reached between all three parties 61% of the time 
(Table 28).  All parties agreed on 59% of the retailer’s responsibilities and 63% of the 
customer’s responsibilities.  When the responses of managers and sales-associates only are 
considered, the agreement is even higher at 80%.  Managers and sales-associates’ opinions are 
more consistent, with agreement on 78% of the retailer’s responsibilities and 81% of the 
customer’s responsibilities.     
Overall, respondent groups agree on creation elements.  However, a few notable 
differences in the respondent groups’ perspectives present themselves when each element is 
considered individually.  Customers do not agree with retail employees in terms of the following 
retailer responsibilities: monitoring costs, mutuality, sacrifice, personal contact, and frequent 
communication.  In addition, customers do not agree with retail employees in terms of the 
following customer responsibilities: frequent communication, spreading of positive word-of-
mouth, goal-sharing, mutuality, and monitoring costs.  Furthermore, retail employees disagree on 
a few of their own responsibilities in relationship creation: solving problems for the other party, 
helping outside of the normal role, spreading positive word-of-mouth, sharing risk, and incurring 
                                                            
23 See Essay 1, page 51, for a description of correspondence analysis. 






specific relationship investment costs.  In the event that retail employees disagree on a seller 
responsibility, the customer respondent group agrees with the sales-associate responses 83% of 
the time.  Retail employees also have differences in opinions in terms of the following customer 
responsibilities: personal contact, expression of gratitude, sharing resources, cooperation, and 
solidarity.  When retail employees disagree on a customer’s responsibility, customers tend to 
agree with sales-associates (agreement is 80%). 
Table 27: Results of Creation Elements by Respondent Group Correspondence Analysis 
 Activities Norms Costs 
Chi-square test χ
2 = 22.96, df = 54, 
ρ = 1.00 
χ2 = 11.931, df = 36,  
ρ = 1.00 
χ2 = 10.828, df = 14, 
ρ = .699 
Singular values    
Dimension 1 .124 .107 .170 
Dimension 2 .091 .058 .117 
Cumulative Inertia    
Dimension 1 .649 .772 .680 
Dimension 2 1.00 1.00 1.00 
 
Table 29 presents a general summary of the activities, norms, and costs that are a 
necessary responsibility for at least one party in relationship creation.  Respondent groups agreed 
on 70% of the elements, identifying them as necessary responsibilities for at least the retailer or 
the customer.  While managers list the most elements as necessary, customers identify the least 
amount of elements as necessary for relationship creation.  Respondent groups also agree that 
sharing confidential information and exclusivity are not necessary for relationship creation.    
Reciprocity of Requirements 
 In addition to understanding the necessary elements of relationship creation, it is also 
helpful to analyze the degree of reciprocity in partner requirements.  Reciprocity in elements is 
reached when partners share the same creation responsibilities.  In general, respondents do not 
perceive that relationship creation is a reciprocal process.  Of the 20 creation elements that were 
deemed a necessary responsibility for at least one party, only six were identified as reciprocal 
responsibilities (i.e., responsibility of both parties): informal communication, harmonization of 
conflict, restraint in the use of power, information sharing, joint problem-solving, and 
forgiveness (Table 30).25  The majority of creation elements are one-sided (i.e., the element is 
identified as being only one party’s responsibility), and the retailer carries most of the burden.  
The retailer has 10 unique responsibilities: frequently communicate, maintain personal contact, 
sacrifice, help outside the normal role, share resources, solidarity, mutuality, flexibility, 
continual maintenance costs, and safeguarding the relationship.  The customer has only one 
unique responsibility: spreading positive word-of-mouth.26 
 
                                                            
25 These elements were chosen by 50% of all respondents as a necessary responsibility for both parties. 
26 These conclusions are made by using the 50% threshold criteria.  If an element is chosen to be necessary by at 














  Manager (n = 16) Sales-Associate (n = 21) Customer (n = 37) 
 Retailer Customer Both Retailer Customer Both Retailer Customer Both 
Formal communication 44a 25b 19c 48 14 14 35 19 19 
Informal communication 69 63 63 81 67 67 62 57 59 
Frequent communication 94 69 69 71 57 57 46 30 27 
Maintain personal contact 88 69 63 62 48 43 43 32 32 
Expression of gratitude 81 50 44 76 48 43 62 57 49 
Sacrifice of ST goals for 
LT goals 88 25 25 57 33 14 49 27 24 
Forgiveness of mistakes 88 69 69 100 76 76 86 76 76 
Engagement in helpful 
activities 69 13 13 48 10 0 41 16 16 
Share resources 81 63 56 71 33 33 76 41 43 
Joint problem-solving 88 63 63 67 52 52 62 57 57 
Solve problems for the 
other party 63 6 6 38 38 10 35 35 3 
Share confidential 
information 0 6 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 
Spread positive word-of-
mouth 63 56 38 48 52 38 38 46 35 






Share risk 63 13 13 42 19 19 38 14 14 
Cooperation 100 56 56 81 43 43 89 49 49 
Goal-sharing 69 44 44 57 43 43 65 54 54 
Exclusivity  13   10   16  
Solidarity 69 63 44 57 48 43 54 43 43 
Mutuality 44 19 13 48 38 29 51 51 38 
Flexibility 88 44 44 67 33 33 57 35 35 
Information sharing 75 69 69 71 62 57 86 78 78 
Restraint in the use of 
power 75 63 56 76 67 57 86 78 78 






                    Table 28 continued 
  Manager (n = 16) Sales-associate (n = 21) Customer (n = 37) 





Harmonization of conflict 88 63 63 95 81 76 86 62 62 
Relationship-specific 
investments 69 19 19 24 14 5 38 3 3 
Monitoring costs 56 81 50 52 62 43 48 46 32 
Continual maintenance 
costs 69 38 38 76 43 33 81 32 35 
Activities to safeguard the 
relationship 50 13 13 52 10 10 65 16 19 
                 aThe percentage of respondents in the manager respondent group that identified this element as a necessary responsibility  
      for the retailer.  
     bThe percentage of respondents in the manager respondent group that identified this element as a necessary responsibility  
      for the customer.  
     cThe percentage of respondents in the manager respondent group that identified this element as a necessary responsibility  
      for both the retailer and the customer.                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                            












Table 29: Relationship Creation Requirements 
 All 
Respondents Manager Sales-Associate Customer 
Informal communication √ √ √ √ 
Frequent communication √ √ √ √ 
Expression of gratitude √ √ √ √ 
Sacrifice √ √ √ √ 
Forgiveness √ √ √ √ 
Sharing resources √ √ √ √ 
Joint problem-solving √ √ √ √ 
Spreading positive word-of-mouth √ √ √ √ 
Cooperation √ √ √ √ 
Goal sharing √ √ √ √ 
Solidarity √ √ √ √ 
Mutuality √ √ √ √ 
Flexibility √ √ √ √ 
Information sharing √ √ √ √ 
Harmonization of conflict √ √ √ √ 
Restraint in the use of power √ √ √ √ 
Monitoring costs √ √ √ √ 
Continual maintenance costs √ √ √ √ 
Safeguard the relationship √ √ √ √ 
Defending other party √ √ √ X 
Formal communication X √ X X 
Solve problems for other party X √ X X 
Sharing risk X √ X X 
Relationship specific investments X √ X X 
Share confidential information X X X X 
Exclusivity X X X X 
    Note: Checked elements are those that 50% of the respondents in the corresponding group   
    identified as a necessary responsibility on the part of either the retailer or the customer.   
When the results are analyzed by respondent group, differences in reciprocity 
perspectives become apparent (Table 28).  Managers perceive relationship creation to be the 
most “reciprocal”; 46% of the elements they deem necessary are necessary for both the retailer 
and the customer.  Managers are the only group that believes that the following are the 
responsibility of both the retailer and the customer: maintaining personal contact, sharing 
resources, cooperation, monitoring costs, and frequent communication.  The sales-associate and 
customer groups perceive relationship creation responsibilities to be less reciprocal.  Sales-
associates identify only 35% of their chosen creation elements as necessary for both parties, 
while customer respondents identify 37% of their elements as reciprocal responsibilities.  When 
compared to the core set of reciprocal responsibilities, the sales-associate and customer 
respondent groups each identify one additional element as a reciprocal responsibility, though the 
groups disagree on the element.  Sales-associates see frequent communication as a reciprocal 






Table 30: Reciprocity of Creation Elements Identified by All Respondents 




Parties Retailer Customer 
Formal communication 58 42 18 41 19 
Informal communication 30 70 62 70 62 
Frequent communication 32 68 45 65 47 
Personal contact 37 63 42 60 46 
Expression of gratitude 22 78 46 72 53 
Sacrifice ST goals for LT goals 32 68 22 61 28 
Forgiveness of mistakes 7 93 74 92 76 
Engagement in helpful activities 47 53 11 50 14 
Share resources 22 78 43 77 45 
Joint problem-solving 30 70 57 70 57 
Solve problems for the other party 55 45 5 43 7 
Share confidential information 93 7 1 1 7 
Spread positive word-of-mouth 38 62 37 47 51 
Defend the other party 46 54 27 42 39 
Share risk 55 45 15 45 15 
Cooperate 8 92 49 91 50 
Exclusivity     14 
Solidarity 41 59 46 67 49 
Mutuality 39 61 30 50 41 
Flexibility 28 72 37 68 41 
Information sharing 18 82 70 81 72 
Harmonization of conflict 8 92 66 91 68 
Restraint in the use of power 14 86 68 82 72 
Relationship-specific investments 57 43 7 41 10 
Monitoring costs 30 70 39 50 60 
Continual maintenance costs 16 84 35 82 38 
Safeguarding the relationships 39 61 15 60 16 
Note: Values represent the percentage of respondents that fit the classification for each element 
(i.e., 58% of respondents said that no party was responsible for informal communication, while 
18% said it was the responsibility of both parties.)  
Part Three – Relationship Evolution  
 This section of the analysis addresses the third research issue and validates the 
relationship evolution framework created in Essay 1 for a specific relational form.  As in 
Essay 1, correspondence analysis is used to “map” constructs to stages.  All respondents will be 
analyzed together to reflect a summary relationship evolution framework.  First, a basic 
evolution framework will be discussed that maps main construct categories to active relationship 
stages.  Then, an expanded version of the framework will be presented that illustrates how sub-
categories of constructs map to the various stages.       
Basic Framework 
 The basic framework uses correspondence analysis to map construct categories (e.g., 
satisfaction, trust) to the active relationship stages (i.e., exploration, expansion, and 






though only 14 of the 16 are included in the analysis because some construct categories were not 
represented in the interviews.  See Table 32 for a description of the construct categories, sub-
categories, and example excerpts from the interview.   The data analyzed in this part of the 
analysis is taken from the introductory, open-ended segment of the interview in which 
respondents were asked to describe a particular relationship.  This section of the interview was 
independently coded to reveal not only presence or absence of particular constructs, but the 
number of times they were mentioned in each interview (Table 33).  As previously noted, 
interviews were also coded to identify the stage of the relationship that the respondent was 
describing, using the framework for stage categorization presented in Essay 3.   
A contingency table was created that revealed the number of times that a construct 
category was mentioned in each relationship stage (Table 34).  Correspondence analysis was run 
using SPSS 12.0, and a significant chi-square test (χ2 = 123.352, df = 28, ρ = .000) revealed that 
the row (construct category) and column (stages) variables are significantly associated.  Two 
dimensions explain 100% of the variance, and each dimension’s singular value is higher than the 
suggested cut-off (>.20) (Table 31).  The correspondence plot (Figure 13) can be interpreted by 
evaluating the locations of construct categories and stages.  Categories that are nearer to stages 
on the plot are more closely associated with that stage than are other categories.  Each construct 
category is “mapped” to a particular stage based on its proximity to that stage on the plot.  
Categories are mapped to their closest stage.  Table 35 describes which construct categories 
mapped to the various stages.  Transaction elements explain the greatest amount of variance in 
the first dimension (44%), while communication contributes the largest amount of explained 
variance to dimension two (32%). 
 
Table 31: Comparison of Correspondence Plot Dimensions  










Accounted for by 
Dimension 
1 .289 .578 1 .378 .605 
2 .247 1.00 2 .306 1.00 
Expanded Framework 
 An expanded framework “mapped” construct sub-categories to stages.  This framework 
provided additional detail to the basic framework by illustrating how sub-categories of constructs 
evolved over relationship stages.  Not all sub-categories of the 14 construct categories were 
included in the analysis.  Sub-categories that were not prevalently mentioned by respondents 
(e.g., delight and core product/service satisfaction) or those that were not as relevant to the 
customer-retailer relational form (e.g., power and dependence) were not included in the analysis.  
Twenty-seven sub-categories of constructs were incorporated, and this accounted for 51% of the 
total number of construct sub-categories.  A contingency table was created between sub-
categories and stages (Table 36).  Correspondence analysis produced a significant chi-square test 






Table 32: Open-Ended Coding Framework 
Construct and 













An overall positive evaluation of the total purchase and consumption 
experience with a good or service overtime; satisfaction with past buying 
or consumer experiences 
“I’m very satisfied with 




An overall positive evaluation of performance based on the core service or 
product provided 
“They come here to be 
satisfied with food and 
drink.” 
Delight Extremely positive emotional state resulting from having one’s expectations exceeded to a surprising degree 
“surprising the customer 











Willingness of the customer to rely on the partner because it is dependable, 
can be relied upon to deliver its promises, or has good moral character 
“I trust them to bring me 




Willingness of the customer to rely on the partner because it is perceived 
as having the skills, abilities, and knowledge necessary for effective task 
performance 







Cooperation Mention by one party that either it and/or the other party “cooperates” – works with the other to achieve each others goals 
“works with me”, “we’ll 
help each other out” 
Flexibility Mention by one party that either it and/or the other party is “flexible” – makes adaptations as circumstances change 
“brushes things off”, 
“she’s very flexible” 
Solidarity Mention by one party that either it and/or the other party thinks the relationship is highly valued and important 
“customer is valued”, “this 














 Information Sharing about 
exchange issues 
Sharing information about products,  services or business related issues 
(e.g., hours of operations, customer preferences, sales); includes customer 
feedback 
“I find out what they like”, 





Sharing information that is unrelated to business issues, services, or 
products; chit-chat or small talk 
“communicate in a social 
way”, “ask how her 
daughter’s doing” 






















 Influence/Power The ability of one partner to influence the other and get it to do something it normally would not do 
“I convinced her even 
though it was expensive” 
Dependence 
When one partner recognizes the need to continue the relationship because 
the outcomes gained are better than alternatives and are needed to achieve 
goals; therefore, the partner becomes irreplaceable 






costs for seller 
The time, resources, people, assets, effort, etc. devoted by a seller  to 
continuing the relationship or making it work 
“she takes more time 




The time, effort, resources, etc. devoted by a customer to continuing the 
relationship or making it work 
“I have to sacrifice good 
parking” 
Opportunity 
costs The alternatives given up by engaging in a particular relationship 
“I go here even though 

















The knowledge and ability of the relationship partner to perform “They are very knowledgeable” 
Benevolence of 
seller 
The selling partner’s care for customers or its intentions or actions that 
show it puts the customer’s interest ahead of its own; sacrifice 
“They go out of their 





The selling partner’s motivation to resolve problems for the customer or 
reduce uncertainty 
“They go above and 
beyond to answer any 
questions I have”, “if she 
has a problem, she knows 





The selling partner’s honesty, ability to keep promises, guarding of 
proprietary information, reliability/consistency/dependability, and moral 
character 
“always truthful”, 



































The economic incentives, such as price breaks or free merchandise, that 
customers get from patronization of the retailer 
“I give him freebies like 
meals, drinks, and pool.” 
Preferential 
treatment 
The special attention or consideration given to a customer because of his 
regular patronization 
“he get served first”, “Joe 
can get away with things 




The seller’s knowledge of the customer’s individual style, preferences, 
needs, desires, likes/dislikes, etc. as it relates to being a customer 
“knows my car and knows 
what needs done”, “she’s 
very particular about her 
service” 
Familiarity with 
customer as a 
person 
The seller or buyer’s knowledge of the other party as a person – 
information about their job, family, friends, living situation, etc. 
“knows my name”, 
“knows my family”, 
“she’s a professor at 
Southern” 
Social bonding Friendship development and fraternization between the customer and seller
“we’re still friends”, 




The customer’s reduced anxiety or reduction in felt “risk” from engaging 
with a partner with whom they are familiar 
“I’m comfortable with 
him”, “confident that any 
part of the purchasing 
















Customer’s involvement in spreading positive word-of-mouth, referrals, 
promoting the company to others, evangelizing, advocating, or even 
actively recruiting other customers for the partner 





Customer’s current behavior or intentions related to engaging in relational 
behaviors such as  repeat purchasing 
“buy here all the time”, 
“keeps calling for 
business”, “will continue 
to shop here” 
Exclusive 
behavior 
Exclusive behavior on the part of the customer, which includes only 
purchasing from the selling partner and forfeiting alternative partners “only buy from here” 
Preference 
loyalty 
Sustained long-term preference for the selling partner and their products, 
services, etc. 
“this is always her first 
stop”, “like this store more 
than others” 






           Table 32 continued 
 
Profit outcomes Higher profits due to customer paying higher prices or costing the company less money to service 
“store profits in the long-




Relationship outcomes that make the selling partner more effective at its 
core tasks or develop the character of its personnel 
“helps me with my people 
skills”, “allows me to try 


















Convenience Convenience of the seller, its products or services 
“one-stop shop”, “close to 
home”, “can get in and get 
out” 
Atmosphere The positive aspects of a seller’s atmosphere (e.g., music, smell, seating, wireless Internet, bathroom) 




The positive aspects of the products (or their attributes) or product 
selection a retailer offers 
“good product selection”, 
“have fairly good 
products” 
Good value or 
price The positive aspects of the price paid for a product/service 
“lowest prices”, “best 
prices” 
Good customer 
service Good customer service, in general 






General negatives about the seller, its products, or stores 
“service isn’t always very 
good”, “crowds are 
annoying” 
Superior 
performance Superiority of the product or service relative to the competition 
“their self check-out is 
better”, “their quality is 
better” 
Desires The matching of the product or service to the customer’s desires, needs, or wants 
“meets my budget needs”, 











 Desire for 
continuity 
An enduring desire of one party to continue a relationship accompanied by 
this party’s willingness to make efforts at maintaining it 
“managers encourage this 
relationship”, “I know 
100% they’ll be here” 
Normative 
commitment 
When a partner is bonded to the other b/c they feel like they are morally 
obligated to stay with the partner 

















Either party’s appreciation (expressed or felt) for the other party or its 
actions 




Customer’s involvement in the design, development, and marketing 
processes of an organization or assistance in customizing the retailer’s 
offerings to their own individual needs 
“we sit down and design 
something” 
Emotion Both  positive and negative affective reactions to the consumption or service process or to the other party in general 
“feel bad when I can’t 
supply them”, “makes me 
feel special” 
Like Affinity of the customer towards the retailer, its products, or services it provides 
“because I like ‘em”, “like 
Target a lot” 
Love A strong affinity of the customer towards the retailer, its products, or services it provides 
“I love Target!”, “they 
love what we do” 
Identity 
The central role that the retailer plays in the development of a consumer’s 
identity, the embeddedness of the consumer in the company, or the 
consideration of the partner in proprietorial terms (e.g., my hairdresser) 
“they relate to what we’re 





Selling partner’s loyalty programs or sending of direct mail 
“send weekly coupons”, 
“send gift cards through 
the mail” 
Table 33: Construct Mentions by Each Respondent Group across Stages 
 Managers  
(n = 2, 5, 9) 
Sales-Associates 
(n = 4, 9, 8) 
Customers 
(n = 2, 19, 15) 
 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Overall satisfaction     11%  1    
13% 
1 
Core service/product satisfaction  20% 1        
Delight  20% 1        












                  Table 33 continued 
 Managers  Sales-Associates Customers 
 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Integrity trust  20% 1 
11% 





Competence trust      22% 1.5    
7% 
1 
Cooperation   33% 3.33      
7% 
1 













3    
5% 
1  




























Influence/power     11% 1     
Dependence  20% 1 
11% 
1       
Maintenance costs for the retailer  20% 3 
33% 
2   
25% 
2   
7% 
1 





Opportunity costs      13% 1  
5% 
1  
Expertise and competence of selling 
partner    
11% 














Integrity, reliability, and character of 








































                  Table 33 continued 
 Managers  Sales-Associates Customers 
 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 




2    
Tangible rewards   20% 1 
22% 













































































General loyalty 50% 1  
22% 
1     
11% 
1  




















Exclusive behavior   11% 1      
13% 
1 


























1     






1    
Convenience        42% 1.5 
20% 
1 














                  Table 33 continued 
 Managers  Sales-Associates Customers 
 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 







Good value or price   11% 1 
25% 





Good customer service 50% 1    
11% 














Superior performance        11% 1.5 
7% 
1 













2   
7% 
1 
Normative commitment         13% 1.5 









1    
Coproduction     25% 1      
















Love   11% 1      
7% 
1 
Identity   11% 1       
                  Note: Percentage is percent of respondents in each group that mentioned the construct; the numbers are the average  






Table 34: Contingency Table of Construct Categories and Stages 
 Stages 
Construct Category Exploration Expansion Commitment TOTAL 
Satisfaction 0 3 2 5 
Trust 0 10 6 16 
Norms 3 10 16 29 
Communication 18 31 37 86 
Power/dependence 0 2 1 3 
Costs 0 5 15 20 
SP Characteristics 21 34 58 113 
Benefits 8 84 159 251 
Loyalty 7 44 84 135 
Transaction elements 5 79 39 123 
Commitment 2 2 16 20 
RM tactics 0 6 1 7 
Emotion 2 13 17 32 
Performance 0 9 3 12 














































related.  A two dimension solution accounted for 100% of the variance in the data, and singular 
values were above the suggested .20 threshold (Table 31).  Therefore, the correspondence plot 
could be interpreted.   
Table 35: Basic Framework – Mapping of Construct Categories to Stages 
Exploration Expansion Commitment 
Communication 














Figure 14 presents the correspondence plot and illustrates which construct sub-categories 
map to the exploration, expansion, and commitment stages.  Table 37 breaks down which sub-
categories map to each of the three active stages.  Table 38 shows how the construct sub-
categories expand over the relationship continuum by comparing the results of the basic and 
expanded frameworks for selected construct categories.  Table 38 also illustrates the differences 
in results when main construct categories are utilized (e.g., relationship benefits, communication) 
versus sub-categories of constructs (e.g., social, special treatment, and confidence benefits).  
Communication, selling partner characteristics, and relational norms all map to various stages of 
the expanded framework when sub-categories are considered.  For example, when 
communication is mapped in the basic framework, it maps to the exploration stage.  However, 
when sub-categories of communication are analyzed, information sharing of exchange issues 
maps to the exploration stage while information sharing of personal issues maps to the 
commitment stage.  Similarly, selling partner characteristics map to the exploration stage in the 
basic framework, but the expanded framework produces a slightly different result.  Interaction 
style and benevolent characteristics map to the exploration stage where expertise maps to the 
expansion stage.              
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
 While many researchers have examined relational exchanges to understand what leads to 
loyalty behaviors on the part of customers, a basic understanding of core RM issues – 
relationship definition, creation, and evolution – is still yet to exist.  The domain lacks a 
consensual definition of the relationship concept, and literature is unclear on what exactly 
separates a transaction from a relationship.  Furthermore, studies that claim to shed light on 
relationship development are largely jaded by inappropriate research techniques that do not 
account for relationship stage effects.  Lastly, the vast majority of relational exchange research 
only considers the perspective of one party, ignoring the inherent mutual nature of relationships.  
This essay contributes to the literature by addressing these gaps in two specific ways.  First and 
foremost, this essay validates the framework created in Essay 1 in another context by addressing 
the relationship definition, creation, and evolution issues in one particular relational form (i.e., 
customer-retailer).  No prior studies have gathered practitioner or consumer opinions regarding 






compare the perspectives of multiple parties in data analysis.  A discussion of the results and 
their implications will be discussed in the paragraphs that follow. 
Table 36: Contingency Table of Construct Sub-Categories and Stages 
 Stage 
 Construct Sub-Category Exploration Expansion Commitment TOTAL 
Overall satisfaction 0 1 2 3 
Integrity trust 0 4 2 6 
Competence trust 0 3 1 4 
Cooperation 0 0 11 11 
Flexibility 0 6 4 10 
Info sharing (exchange) 17 16 14 47 
Info sharing (personal) 1 15 23 39 
Maintenance seller 0 3 12 15 
Maintenance customer 0 1 2 3 
Expertise of seller 0 5 3 8 
Benevolence of seller 5 3 12 20 
Character of seller 1 3 11 15 
Interaction style 13 19 22 54 
Special treatment  2 12 34 48 
Confidence benefits 3 62 113 178 
Promotion  2 3 5 10 
Behavioral loyalty 5 29 61 95 
Attitudinal loyalty 0 0 3 3 
Preference  0 8 11 19 
Transaction elements 5 55 29 89 
Performance 0 9 3 12 
Commitment 2 2 13 17 
Normative commitment 0 0 3 3 
Social benefits 3 10 12 25 
TOTAL 59 269 406 734 
 
Relationship Definition 
 One objective of this essay was to discover what it meant to have a relationship from the 
perspectives of the three parties involved in a customer-retailer relationship.  The core definition 
agreed upon by the majority of all respondent groups was the following: A relationship is at least 
one exchange between parties that share information.  Interestingly, this definition specifies that 
all that a relationship encompasses is an exchange plus information sharing.  Therefore, the 
overarching element that conceptually separates a discrete transaction from a relationship is 
information sharing.  Multiple exchanges are not necessary, nor are relationships necessarily 








Table 37: Expanded Framework – Mapping of Construct Sub-Categories to Stages 
 
Exploration Expansion Commitment 
Information sharing  
 (exchange issues) 
Interaction styles 



















Integrity of SP 
Promotion and recruitment 
Information sharing (personal issues) 
Cooperation 
Differences across Respondent Groups  
Important differences are discovered when manager, sales-associate, and customer 
perspectives are compared.  The core definition exactly matched the definition proposed by the 
sales-associate respondent group.  In fact, the sales-associate definition was the least restrictive 
and least similar of all the respondent groups’ definitions.  Sales-associates act as the retailer’s 
boundary agent to the relationship.  Therefore, their opinion is of extreme importance, as they are 
the individuals who interact the most with customers.  Whereas their tactical experience in 
establishing relationships with customers might be stronger than managers’, they are not as 
keenly aware of strategic issues as managers.  Therefore, sales-associates might have an idea of 
what a relationship looks like, but not necessarily what it takes to develop one.  Therefore, 
manager respondents included more elements in their definition of a relationship.  
The manager respondent group’s definition shared two additional elements with customer 
respondents: parties must believe a relationship exists and parties must know the identity of each 
other.  Both of these definitional elements are often excluded from relationship definitions, 
especially those conceptualized in a B2C context.27  Here managers and customers feel that for a 
relationship to truly exist a mutual recognition of the relationship must occur and parties must 
know the identity of each other.  These elements put a substantial requirement on the retailer 
because of the large number of customers that it serves.  Therefore, interaction must exist 
between managers or sales-associates and customers to establish both identification and 
recognition.   
  
In addition, managers and customers both included a unique element into their 
relationship definition.  Managers believe that the relationship should be mutually beneficial, 
while an overwhelming majority of customers believe that parties must trust each other for a 
relationship to exist.  These contingent definitions align with previous work in the literature.  
Managers’ opinion best represents the goals of the retail company, which is the realization of 
                                                            








Table 38: Comparison of Basic and Expanded Frameworks 
Category Basic Exploration Expansion Commitment 
SP characteristics Exploration Interaction style, benevolence Expertise Character 
Communication Exploration Info sharing (exchange)  
Info sharing 
(personal) 
Trust Expansion  Integrity, Competence  
Relation norms Commitment  Flexibility Cooperation 
Relationship 





































































beneficial RM outcomes (Palmatier 2008a).  Likewise, relational exchange research has provided 
strong evidence for the prime role that trust plays in customer’s relationship development with 
companies (e.g., Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002; Garbarino and Johnson 1999).  Therefore, it makes 
conceptual sense that managers include mutual benefit, while customers focus on mutual trust.   
 
Relationship Creation 
 One of the most notable findings related to this research question was the evidence 
provided that suggests relationship creation does not significantly differ between relationship 
stages or respondent groups.  Therefore, all data could be combined to reach a summary set of 
responsibilities that were necessary for relationship creation, regardless of the level of the 
relationship.  Unlike in Essay 1, the core set of requirements that were agreed upon by 
practitioner and customer respondents included a large number of elements (20).  This result is 
surprising, but the consistency between the three respondent groups only confirms the result.  A 
variety of activities, adherence to norms, and incurred costs are absolutely necessary in the eyes 
of practitioners and customers for relationship formation.  Some of the apparent differences 
across respondent groups will be discussed below, as well as the differing responsibilities of 
partners.      
Differences across Respondent Groups 
 Employees and customers generally agree on the elements necessary for relationship 
creation.  Agreement is highest among employee groups.  This result is expected and the 
manager/sales-associate pairs should produce more consistent responses if their culture 
appropriately aligns strategic thinking and tactical implementation.  Another notable finding is 
that managers have much higher demands for relationship creation; this group identifies four 
more elements than sales-associates and five more than customers.  Again, this finding might be 
a reflection of top-managements’ strategic influence and training on lower-level management 
that leads managers to be more cognizant of the many things that are needed for relationship 
creation.  In addition, this result might also be a result of managers’ increased experience over 
sales-associates.  Managers typically stay with an organization longer and therefore, might have 
more experience with knowing what it takes to create a real relationship versus a “fling” 
(Fournier 1998). 
Partners’ Responsibilities 
 A little more interesting story presents itself when the degree of reciprocity in 
relationship creation is considered.  For the most part, all three respondent groups perceive that a 
great deal of the burden for relationship creation falls on the retailer.  However, the customer 
does play some role in the process.  Of the elements that they designate “necessary”, managers 
have the highest percentage of reciprocal responsibilities of the three groups (nearly 50% of the 
responsibilities must be performed by both the customer and the retailer).  Sales-associates and 
customers attribute a greater percentage of the responsibility to the retailer than do managers.  
Perhaps managers understand the importance of the customer’s involvement in certain activities 
to create a mutually beneficial relationship.  For example, the manager respondent group is the 






frequent communication.  The other respondents leave these responsibilities up to the seller.  
However, these activities would be hard to implement effectively if only one party was carrying 
the load.  Since managers define a relationship as mutually beneficial, the customer’s 
involvement in these activities would be necessary to create a relationship in which both parties 
were receiving valuable outcomes 
Relationship Evolution 
This essay confirmed the findings of Essay 1 in that active relationship stages were 
marked by distinct constructs.  Furthermore, the evolution framework presented in this study is a 
combination of customers’ and practitioners’ viewpoints, highlighting the consistent themes that 
are cognizant for these parties across relationship stages in a B2C retailing context. In addition, it 
provided evidence for the process of relationship evolution and illustrated both similarities and 
differences with Dwyer et al.’s (1987) framework.28  For example, the original framework 
proposed that the exploration stage is marked by communication and it is here that partners start 
to form initial judgments about their relational partner.  These findings are confirmed in this 
study.  Another interesting comparison is that power and dependence map to the expansion stage 
in the customer-retailer framework.  In DSO’s (1987) framework, power appears in the 
exploration stage, but the authors propose that the exercise of just power serves as the 
demarcation between the exploration and expansion stages.  Therefore, the findings presented 
here partially support their proposition in that the respondent groups were keenly aware of power 
and dependence in the expansion stage.  One major discrepancy between the framework 
presented here and the work of DSO (1987) is that relational norms (i.e., solidarity, flexibility, 
and cooperation) map to the expansion and commitment stage.  Dwyer et al. (1987) suggest that 
relational norms begin to develop in the exploration stage.  While relational norms might begin 
to form in the early stages of a relationship, it is not until later that relevant parties recognized 
them and are keenly aware of their influence.   
   Aside from the comparisons that can be made to DSO’s (1987) framework, the evolution 
framework created provides additional insight into the evolution of customer-retailer 
relationships.  While the exploration stage is characterized by “getting to know the partner” (i.e., 
communication and formation of selling partner characteristic judgments), the expansion phase is 
notably marked by three types of constructs: power/dependence, transactional and performance 
elements, and traditional relational mediators (i.e., satisfaction and trust).  It is here that parties 
“know each other well enough” to adequately evaluate both exchange and relational components.  
Both positive transactional and performance elements, as well as drivers of relational outcomes 
(i.e., satisfaction and trust) are important in the second active stage of a relationship.  These 
transactional and relational elements lead to the commitment stage, which is characterized 
mostly by relational outcomes (e.g., commitment, loyalty, relationship benefits).   
Just like the framework presented in Essay 1, the evolutionary framework created in this 
study not only illustrates the progression of a relationship, but also shows how individual 
construct sub-categories map across the relationship continuum.  Several constructs manifest 
themselves differently over the relationship stages as the relevant parties focus on various 
                                                            






aspects of the relationship.  For example, different selling partner characteristics play a role as 
the relationship evolves.  Early in the relationship, interaction style (e.g., politeness) and 
benevolent behaviors (e.g., behaviors that illustrate a desire to make the customer a top priority) 
play a major role.  However, as the relationship progresses to the expansion stage, the expertise 
of the selling partner becomes the focus.  It is at this point that customers have had ample 
experience with the selling partner and can form accurate judgments about their competence 
level.  Finally, in the commitment stage, the selling partner’s dependability, reliability, and 
integrity become a distinction in the relationship.  These changes illustrate the progression of the 
relationship as it relates to partners’ increased familiarity with each other.  For example, 
judgments about interaction style are easiest to make because only one interaction is necessary, 
while judgments about expertise level require knowledge about the selling partner’s ability to 
perform effectively, and therefore, require a greater deal of interaction between the two parties.  
However, judgments about integrity and reliability often require substantial amounts of time to 
make, and therefore, are referred to more in descriptions of committed relationships. 
Another construct category that evolves over the stages of the relationship is 
communication.  Information sharing related to exchange issues (i.e., prices, sales, hours of 
operation) play an important role in the beginning of a relationship.  However, information 
sharing related to personal issues about either partner (e.g., names, hobbies, family information) 
is more closely associated with the commitment stage of the relationship.  Therefore, while 
communication is obviously an extremely important part of relationship definition and creation, 
its nature changes as the relationship progresses.  Relational norms undergo a similar evolution.  
Flexibility maps to the expansion stage while cooperation maps to the commitment stage.  These 
constructs differ in the level of “input” that is necessary from each partner.  Flexibility is a much 
more unilateral behavior that involves bending the rules and making adjustments to changing 
circumstances (Heide and John 1992).  Cooperation, on the other hand, requires that parties work 
together to achieve mutual goals (Bendapudi and Berry 1997), therefore, necessitating a greater 
amount from each party.  Cooperation is hardly something that a party can do independently of 
another party.  These changes illustrate the progression of the relationship from a unilateral 
working relationship to a unified, reciprocal partnership.          
Relationship Marketing Implications 
 The main managerial implication of this essay is that it highlights the different 
perspectives of the relevant parties as it relates to relationship definition, creation, and evolution 
of a customer-retailer relationship.  While similarities can be found throughout the perspectives, 
differences do exist, and both are important for retail managers to be not only aware of but also 
consider in implementation of RM strategies.  While the relationship definition question carries 
the least significance of the three fundamental issues for practitioners, it sheds light on the 
relatively important aspects for each respondent group.  Information sharing is key for all groups.  
Therefore, managers need to utilize all avenues of communication to create and develop 
relationships with customers.  Mass, in-store, and interpersonal communication all can be 
targeted efforts towards relationship building.  Also, understanding the pivotal role that trust 
plays in defining the relationship for customers can prove very advantageous to retailers.  






place to engender customer trust in the retailer and its employees.  Issues, such as the integrity, 
competence, benevolence, and reliability of the retailer should be given precedence.   
 Findings from the relationship creation aspect of this study show that elements of 
relationship creation are important throughout the term of the relationship, regardless of the 
relationship’s stage.  Another important implication of this section is that retail managers expect 
a lot more out of both parties for relationship creation than either their sales-associates or 
customers.  However, if management truly feels that certain activities, norms, or costs are 
imperative for relationship creation, they need to find a way to encourage customer involvement 
in reciprocal relationship responsibilities without being forceful.  In addition, an important 
disconnect was found between management and sales-associate expectations of relationship 
creation requirements.  While sales-associates’ opinions were more closely aligned with those of 
customers (which accurately reflects their boundary-spanning role), sales-associates’ opinions 
should closely match that of management.  Therefore, retail management needs to closely 
balance a top-down approach of indoctrination with a bottom-up approach that listens to the 
voice of the customer through the sales-associate.    
 Lastly, the most important managerial implication of the relationship evolution 
framework created is that different themes occur over the course of the relationship, suggesting 
that relationship stage segmentation would prove beneficial to retailers practicing RM.  Retail 
managers can customize service provision experiences as well as promotion efforts based on the 
customer’s location on the relationship continuum.  For new customers, communication must 
focus on providing and gathering information relevant to the exchange (e.g., price, product 
attributes, and customer preferences).  However, customers that have more developed 
relationships should receive more personal treatment as it relates to communication efforts.  
Employees should openly, yet tactfully, engage committed customers in conversation to get to 
know them better on a personal level.  In addition, employees can be trained to exhibit politeness 
and obviously benevolent behaviors when they interact with customers they do not recognize.  
The use of secret shoppers can assist management in assuring that employees are adopting these 
practices on a regular basis.   
CONCLUSION 
This study supplements the work of Essay 1 by analyzing the perspectives of managers, 
sales-associates, and customers on three fundamental issues that have not received enough 
attention in relational exchange research – relationship definition, creation, and evolution.  A 
consensus relationship definition is produced, which includes two key elements – exchange and 
sharing information.  We also learn that the requirements for relationship creation do not 
significantly change across relationship stages or respondent perspectives.  However, when 
elements are analyzed separately, parties do hold different expectations of their own and others’ 
responsibilities in terms of creating relationships.  Nevertheless, the opinions of these parties 
hold enough consistency to create a framework that outlines the themes that evolve over the 
course of a relationship.  These themes are significantly different throughout the relationship 
stages, as respondents focus on various parts of the relationship as it evolves.  Together, this 
essay enhances the work of Essay 1 by providing researchers and practitioners with a better 






perspectives of the parties involved in a customer-retailer relationship.  Not only does this 
application help clarify the relationship concept, but also it sets the stage for in-depth empirical 








































AN EXAMINATION OF THE EVOLUTION OF CUSTOMER-
RETAILER RELATIONSHIPS 
INTRODUCTION 
No one involved in the study of the relational exchange paradigm would argue with the 
declaration that buyer-seller relationships are indeed a dynamic phenomenon.  In fact, one of the 
first and most notable theoretical frameworks of buyer-seller relationships very much focused on 
their evolutionary nature (Dwyer et al. 1987).29  Since that time, many researchers have 
highlighted the importance of addressing buyer-seller relationships from a dynamic perspective 
(e.g., Bell et al. 2005, Anderson and Narus 1991).  A relatively small body of work has even 
incorporated the dynamic aspect into their study of relational exchanges by measuring relational 
age (e.g., Verhoef 2003), capturing relationship stage (e.g., Jap and Ganesan 2000), surveying 
longitudinally (e.g., Homburg et al. 2006), or utilizing latent growth curve modeling (Palmatier 
et al. 2007b).30   However, these studies and the small body of work that they represent are the 
exception rather than the rule, though they illustrate that incorporating relationship stage does 
substantially impact results.  Most empirical studies address their research questions from a static 
perspective when collecting and examining data, analyzing all respondents simultaneously, 
without taking into consideration their relationship stage.  As reported in Essay 1, 33% of the 
Top-50 RM authors sampled acknowledged not knowing what relationship stage they had 
empirically studied, and 63% admitted that their study included multiple stages for which they 
did not account.  These numbers are illustrative of the current condition of RM research.   
 Just as it is important to understand how relationships change overtime, understanding 
the differing role that construct sub-categories play in relationship development is also 
important.  As the field has grown, the specificity of the core relational constructs has increased 
(e.g., benevolent trust, integrity trust, and competence trust).31  However, very little work has 
been devoted to investigating how specific construct sub-categories interact differently with 
other core relational constructs over the course of a buyer-seller relationship.   
 This essay solely addresses the third fundamental issue presented in Essay 1: How does a 
relationship evolve?  Specifically, the following research questions are addressed: (1) How do 
the structural relationships between core relational constructs evolve and adapt across DSO’s 
(1987) relationship stages?  (2) What unique effects do specific construct sub-categories have 
across relationship stages? and (3) What are the implications of analyzing relational data without 
taking relationship stage into account?  The objective of this essay is to develop and test a 
conceptual model of core relational exchange behaviors, mediators, and outcomes to answer 
these questions (see Figure 15 and Table 39).  The model is based on a review of the relationship 
                                                            
29 Dwyer et al. (1987) is referred to as DSO (1987) from this point forward. 
30 See Essay 1, pages 23-26, for more detail. 





















































       OUTCOMES 
Note: All paths are hypothesized to be positive. 






Table 39: Conceptual Definitions 
Construct Conceptual Definition Citation 
Employee trustworthy 
behaviors 
Perception of employees’ “motivation to place the consumer's 
interest ahead of self-interest” and “anticipate and satisfactorily 
resolve problems that may arise” in service exchange 




Perception of the competent execution of management practices 
visible to the customer Sirdeshmukh et al. (2002)  
Communication 
quality 
Perception of the quality of the information received from the 
seller regarding its products and services Mohr and Spekman (1994) 
Core product value 
satisfaction (Val-sat) 
A summary cognitive and affective reaction to the value received 
from beverages purchased Taylor and Baker (1994) 
Employee satisfaction 
(E-sat) 
A summary cognitive and affective reaction to encounters with 
employees Taylor and Baker (1994) 
Overall satisfaction An overall evaluation of the total purchase and consumption experience with a good or service overtime 
Anderson, Fornell, and 
Lehmann (1994) 
Character 
trustworthiness Perceived benevolence and integrity of the seller 




Customer confidence in the quality and reliability of the services 
and products offered 
Garbarino and Johnson 
(1999) 
Social benefits Fraternization and personal bonds that develop between customers and front-line employees 
Gwinner et al. (1998); 
Jones et al. (2000) 
Special treatment 
benefits 
Perception that a retailer treats and serves its regular customers 
better than its non-regular customers De Wulf et al. (2001) 
Confidence benefits Comfort or feeling of security that results from developing a relationship with a service provider 
Sheth and Parvatiyar 
(1995b) 
Attitudinal loyalty Behavioral intention to maintain an ongoing relationship with a service provider at the exclusion of others Carroll and Ahuvia (2006) 
Advocacy Promotion and defense of the company to significant others by the customer 
Bhattacharya and Sen 
(2003); Bendapudi and 
Berry (1997) 






marketing research to date and results from the academics’ mapping of constructs in Essay 1.  
The model will be validated using survey data from customers in the context of their 
relationships with a local coffee house chain.32 Respondents will be segmented based on their 
relationship stage, and multi-group analysis will be performed to compare models across stages.     
 Therefore, the main theoretical contribution of this essay is to provide an empirical 
examination of the evolutionary framework proposed by DSO (1987) in the retail environment.  
Specifically, it will include several relational constructs (relationship marketing behaviors, 
mediators, and customer and company outcomes), all in the same model while also examining 
their differences across relationship stages.  Managerial implications of this essay include 
highlighting the importance of segmentation by relationship stage.  By determining how current 
CRM strategies vary in impact across relationship stage segments on a set of customer outcomes 
(e.g., purchase frequency and advocacy), the most important factors in building customer loyalty 
can be identified for each stage of the relationship. 
METHOD 
The paragraphs below will outline various aspects of the research methodology involved 
in this essay.  Important overall considerations will be discussed first, followed by details of the 
research setting, sampling frame, procedure, and sample validation.  The section will conclude 
with measurement development and measurement model evaluation and will be followed with a 
presentation of the structural model results.     
Overall Considerations 
In developing the research design of the study, two key issues were addressed: the type of 
longitudinal design to be used to gather information by stage of the relationship, and the type of 
relationship to be analyzed.  Each of these issues is discussed below, with emphasis on their 
impact on the feasibility and effectiveness of the resulting research design. 
Quasi-longitudinal Design 
Empirical studies of relational exchanges most often account for the dynamic nature of 
buyer-seller relationships in one of three methods: measuring relationship age, tracking 
individuals longitudinally, and capturing the stage of a cross-section of respondents.  Serious 
concerns have been cited regarding the validity of using relationship age as an accurate measure 
of location on the relationship continuum (e.g. Palmatier 2008a; Eggert et al. 2006).  The 
velocity at which individual relationships grow varies considerably, and therefore, a relationship 
of 6-months could be in any stage.  On the other hand, gathering longitudinal data is a very 
attractive technique for analyzing dynamic phenomena. This technique, however, poses serious 
data collection problems since individual customers have to be followed for a substantial amount 
of time to capture their experience on the entire relationship continuum.  Given the varying 
circumstances of the relationship over time, controlling for these effects would be nearly 
impossible.  Moreover, a study of this nature would be extremely expensive and time consuming.   
                                                            






Therefore, Anderson (1995) proposes a quasi-longitudinal technique to studying 
relational exchanges.  This method involves gathering information on relationships cross-
sectionally, accounting for the stage of the relationships, and utilizing multi-group analysis to 
account for differences across the relationship continuum.  Other studies examining the dynamic 
nature of relational exchanges have utilized this technique; therefore, this essay adopts 
Anderson’s (1995) suggestion (Jap and Ganesan 2000; Eggert et al. 2006).   
Use of One Retailer  
Because the primary objective of this essay was to determine how structural relationships 
between core relational constructs changed over the stages of a relationship, it was necessary to 
eliminate as many contextual effects as possible.  One major source of contextual effects is the 
retailer(s) chosen by the respondent. One approach is to allow the respondent to choose the 
retailer, but this brings into play an entire set of potential contextual effects: retail type, retail 
ownership, corporate cultures, employee training, target markets, promotional efforts, and ratios 
of product to service aspects all could have substantial impacts on customer relationship 
evolution.  Controlling for all these potentially impactful extraneous variables would be nearly 
impossible.    
The alternative approach is to focus on a single retailer and gather information from 
respondents about their relationship with that retailer. By focusing on one context, the 
differences in results can be attributed to relationship stages with greater confidence. This 
approach has been used in the vast majority of studies that are primarily interested in 
understanding the dynamic nature of relationships (e.g., Jap and Ganesan 2000; Garbarino and 
Johnson 1999; Liu 2007).  Even though the relationships would be constrained to a single 
retailer, an acceptable amount of variance can be expected within relationship stages if the 
retailer is represented by multiple retail locations where customer experiences would differ. 
Given these two options, this study employs the single retailer approach, consistent with 
most other studies of relational exchanges and an approach that provides the most control over 
contextual effects.     
Research Setting 
Survey data from customers and non-customers of a large regional coffee house, Coffee 
House X, was used to test the conceptual model.  A coffee house was deemed a good context for 
the investigation of customer-retailer relationship development for several reasons.  First, coffee 
houses are a type of retailer in which both a strong product and service component exist, 
providing a unique opportunity for investigating the separate effect of both in relationship 
evolution.  Secondly, the very nature of customers’ behavior related to coffee shops makes them 
an ideal context for studying relationships of various strengths.  For example, the frequency and 
duration of visit vary substantially across customers, with some customers visiting coffee shops 
once every three months and others three times a day.  Similarly, some customers use drive-thrus 
while others visit the store for extended periods of time.  Finally, coffee houses currently serve as 
an interesting and important context of study due to the market’s saturation by Starbucks and the 






have only made understanding customer relationship development more of a necessity for these 
retailers.    
Coffee House X was chosen as the context for studying customer-retailer relationships 
because of some unique characteristics.  Coffee House X opened in 1995 as an extension of the 
nation’s largest family-owned coffee brand and serves four geographic markets with 30 
locations.  The coffee brand is a native brand that has been serving the local markets for 90 
years, paving the way for rich and deep customer relationships.  Furthermore, both the coffee 
house and the coffee brand hold a substantial percentage of the market share in the areas that it 
serves; the coffee brand’s market share is estimated at 70% (Turk 2003).  However, the coffee 
house also has at least three major competitors in the markets it serves, increasing the likelihood 
that not all relationships are of the committed type.       
Sampling Frame and Procedure 
To assure that each relationship stage was adequately represented and the sample sizes 
were large enough for multi-group analyses, a purposive sampling plan was implemented.  
Surveys were administered a number of ways to gain access to both non-customers and 
customers at all relationship stages.33  Four samples were used to solicit participants for the 
survey:  Coffee House X customers, students, a community organization, and a jury pool sample.  
Coffee House X customers were approached to reach customers at “active stages” of the 
relationship.34  The student sample was targeted to reach non-customers or customers in the early 
stages of relationship formation.  The community organization and jury pool sample were 
utilized to contact a representative adult sample of consumers that held varying levels of 
relationships with Coffee House X.   
Both online and paper versions of the questionnaire were distributed, and all respondents 
were informed of the importance and purpose of the study and that their responses would be 
anonymous.  A total of 1547 usable surveys were returned.35  With collaboration from Coffee 
House X, 624 store intercept surveys were conducted in five stores over a four-week period; 
respondents were compensated with a Coffee House X gift card valued at $5.  The researcher, 
along with four trained and paid workers, performed the intercepts.  Customers completed the 
questionnaire during their visit.  In addition, 415 undergraduate students at a large southern 
university participated in the study in return for class credit (47% responded to the questionnaire 
in a controlled research lab, while the remainder took an online version of the questionnaire).  An 
online version of the survey was emailed to members of a local community organization, 
requesting their participation in the study, and 414 adults volunteered to take the survey.  Finally, 
on two different occasions, the researcher gathered 94 responses from individuals waiting to be 
called to or released from jury duty (68% received gift cards as compensation, while the 
remainder volunteered their participation).                  
                                                            
33 Relationship stages include the following: awareness, exploration, expansion, commitment, and dissolution.  More 
information is provided in Essay 1, page 23. 
34 “Active Stages” include the exploration, expansion, and commitment stages. 
35 Ninety-two surveys (5.6% of total sample) were not included in the analysis.  Surveys were deleted due to 






The average age of the respondents was 33 (75% under 44 years old), and 48% have 
earned at least a bachelor’s degree.  Sixty-one percent of the respondents were female.  Thirty-
three percent of the respondents were full-time undergraduate students whereas professionals and 
managers made up another 34%.     
Relationship Stage and Sample Validation  
Respondents identified the stage that best described their relationship with Coffee House 
X based on brief descriptions that included key characteristics of each stage (Jap and Ganesan 
2000).  The accurate placement of respondents into relationship stage was of prime importance 
in this study.  Therefore, several steps were taken to ensure that customers could perform such a 
task.  Very few studies have thoroughly discussed relationship stages, and the ones that have are 
either conceptual in nature (c.f., DSO 1987) or in relation to the B2B relationship form (Jap and 
Ganesan 2000).  The phrasing utilized to describe relationship stages in these studies was not 
appropriate for retail customers.  Therefore, the relationship stage measure was developed 
specifically for this study using accepted procedures and established conceptualizations 
identified in the literature.  The development process began by analyzing relationship stage 
descriptors previously published (DS0 1987; Jap and Ganesan 2000; Palmatier 2008a).  Three 
focus groups (one with adults and two with students) were then conducted to build a relationship 
development framework utilizing consumers’ terms and phrases.  The consumers’ phrasing was 
then combined with academic descriptions to form the measure employed in this study.  The 
descriptions were pretested with a sample of 141 undergraduate students to ensure clarity and 
accuracy (see Appendix C, p. 158 for relationship stage measure). 
Once respondents were categorized into one of the five relationship stages, groups were 
compared on a variety of characteristics to validate this self-classification (Table 40).  The 
majority of respondents were active customers of the coffee house with 22% (n = 336) in the 
exploration stage, 42% (n = 649) in the expansion stage, and 27% (n = 420) in the commitment 
stage.  Eight percent of the sample (n = 124) had never been to Coffee House X (i.e., awareness 
stage), whereas 1% (n = 18) of respondents no longer visited the coffee shop chain (i.e., 
dissolution stage).   At least 50% of consumers in all stages were coffee drinkers, and at least 
41% of respondents in all stages drank coffee at home.  The majority of respondents in all stages 
reported drinking coffee at coffee houses (68% of exploration, 81% of expansion, 86% of 
commitment, 78% of dissolution), with the exception of the awareness stage (16%).  The 
majority of expansion and commitment stage customers reported drinking Coffee House X’s 
manufacturer label brand at home (65% and 63%, respectively), whereas only 39% of customers 
in the exploration stage drank this coffee brand at home.  Somewhat surprisingly, about 30% of 
the respondents in the awareness and dissolution stages reported drinking Coffee House X’s 
brand at home.  The average number of times that respondents visited coffee houses each month 
progressively increased for each of the stages (awareness = .98 times; exploration = 4.93; 
expansion = 7.73; commitment = 11.47; dissolution = 6.61).  Therefore, the description analysis 
supports the self-classification measure.      
In addition, to further verify the self-classification measure, one-way analyses of variance 
(ANOVAs) were conducted on two constructs that should exhibit different mean levels across 






and Ahuvia 2006).  Attractiveness of alternatives was compared across the first four stages, 
while commitment was compared across the three middle stages.36  The means and sum-scale 
ANOVA results are presented in Table 40.  The groups significantly vary on both commitment 
(F = 270.62, ρ = .000) and attractiveness of alternatives (F = 91.43, ρ = .000), and post-hoc 
analyses reveal that all groups significantly differ from each other on both constructs with one 
exception (the awareness and commitment stage groups did not significantly differ on 
attractiveness of alternatives).  The mean levels for each group vary in accordance with DSO 
(1987) (e.g., commitment increases with each stage and then sharply drops in the dissolution 
stage). 
















(%) 52 82 94 95 94 -- 
Drink coffee at 
home (%) 41 60 75 67 67 -- 
Drink coffee at 
coffee shops 
(%) 
16 68 81 86 78 -- 
Drink Coffee 
House X brand 
at home (%) 
29 39 65 63 28 -- 
Visits to coffee 
house a month 
(number)  









-- 2.15 2.89 3.50 1.69 270.62* 
    aANOVAs exclude the dissolution stage. 
     * Differences across reporting stages significant at the .000 level. 
Measure Development 
Fifty-four items were used to measure the 14 latent constructs in the model.  Because the 
constructs analyzed in the model have been studied in various contexts and relational forms, the 
literature offers a plethora of items from which to specify constructs.37  However, many of the 
measures of relational constructs in the literature are context or situation specific, making it 
necessary to adapt them to more adequately reflect the context under study.  A meeting with 
Coffee House X management helped to formulate measurement items that would be relevant to 
customers while still maintaining content and face validity, as well as generalizability.  When 
possible, published scales were utilized in their original form.  See Table 41 for an abbreviated 
                                                            
36 The dissolution stage was excluded from both analyses due to its low sample size.   






version of the items and Appendix C for the full text.  All items were measured with Likert 
scales (1 = strongly disagree to 5 = strongly agree) unless stated otherwise.     
 
In addition, to add further credence to the relationship stage measure, ANOVAs were 
conducted on all measurement items (Table 41).  Though mean differences were not specifically 
hypothesized, all items should exhibit different mean levels across the stages of a relationship.  
The items, means, and ANOVAs are presented in Table 41 (see Appendix I for standard 
deviations).  All measurement items exhibited significantly different means across relationship 
stages, and mean levels varied in the expected direction.  Means increased from the awareness to 
the commitment stage, and then sharply decreased in the dissolution stage.        
Exogenous Constructs 
The original model hypothesized five exogenous constructs: employee operational 
benevolence, employee operational competence, employee problem-solving orientation, 
management trustworthy behaviors, and communication quality.  The first four of these 
constructs come from the work of Sirdeshmukh et al. (2002) which developed the items for these 
constructs and conceptualized them as dimensions of “trustworthy behaviors” that impacted trust 
in the retail company and employees separately.  Employee trustworthy behaviors were 
conceptualized to have three dimensions.  The employee operational benevolence construct 
assessed customers’ opinion of employees’ behaviors that reflect a motivation to put the 
customers’ interest ahead of their own.  Employee operational competence assessed the 
customer’s perception of employees’ knowledge, ability, and execution of their assigned roles.  
Employee problem-solving orientation assessed customers’ opinion of employees’ motivation to 
anticipate and satisfactorily resolve problems related to customers’ service experience.  
Management trustworthy behaviors measured customers’ perception of management’s ability to 
competently execute policies, such as keep the store cleaned and organized (referred to as 
management behaviors from this point forward).  The fifth construct, communication quality, 
assessed a few aspects of the customer’s opinion of the quality of communication they have 
received from Coffee House X in regards to the products and services it offers (Mohr and 
Spekman 1994).  Communication quality was included as a construct because the results from 
Essays 1 and 2, as well as other studies (e.g., Palmatier 2008a), point to its pivotal role in 
relationship creation and evolution. 
Endogenous Constructs 
Twelve endogenous constructs were hypothesized in the conceptual model: employee 
satisfaction, core product value satisfaction, overall satisfaction, social benefits, special treatment 
benefits, confidence benefits, benevolence trustworthiness, integrity trustworthiness, competence 
trustworthiness, attitudinal loyalty, advocacy, and behavioral loyalty.  These endogenous 



































Employee operational benevolence 
Value you  3.75 4.17 4.52 3.50 120.41* 
Treat you with respect  4.00 4.44 4.68 3.78 118.32* 
Concern for needs  3.59 3.98 4.35 3.39 98.48* 
Employee operational competence
Competently handle requests  3.94 4.25 4.48 3.78 77.23* 
Perform service right first 
time 
 3.95 4.17 4.40 3.78 58.63* 
Work quickly and efficiently  3.89 4.23 4.42 3.61 61.27* 
Know what they’re doing  3.94 4.26 4.51 3.67 85.89* 
Professional appearance  3.88 4.13 4.32 3.61 47.78* 
Employee problem-solving orientation
Go out of way to solve 
problems 
 3.44 3.90 4.24 3.50 104.39* 
Solve problem without 
hesitating 
 3.75 4.12 4.44 3.72 102.27* 
Appear approachable   3.80 4.23 4.49 3.56 100.64* 
Management Trustworthy Behaviors
Clean  4.01 4.33 4.54 3.83 66.21* 
Organized  3.92 4.20 4.46 3.83 66.14* 
Checkouts staffed  3.82 4.08 4.21 3.56 33.12* 
             aItalicized items were not used in the measurement or structural models.                                            Table 41 continued 
                    bANOVAs always excluded the dissolution stage.                                                                                 






             Table 41 continued                                         
 Awareness Exploration Expansion Commitment Dissolution ANOVA 
Communication quality 
Accurate information 3.52 3.78 4.10 4.32 3.66 57.01* 
Complete information 3.40 3.56 3.86 4.16 3.50 44.78* 
Well informed 1.87 2.47 3.21 3.72 2.44 143.90* 
Employee satisfaction 
Satisfaction  3.97 4.40 4.67 3.89 93.95* 
Expectations  3.69 4.07 4.35 3.61 84.00* 
Pleasure  3.98 4.36 4.59 3.61 69.35* 
Ideal  3.64 4.04 4.37 3.44 104.37* 
Core product value satisfaction
Satisfaction  3.74 4.35 4.56 2.72 100.92* 
Expectation  3.42 3.88 4.16 2.83 100.94* 
Pleasure  3.77 4.34 4.54 2.83 95.35* 
Ideal  3.37 3.91 4.21 2.67 125.57* 
Overall satisfaction  3.72 4.46 4.75 2.72 260.62* 
Social benefits 
Enjoy talking  2.96 3.36 3.87 2.39 110.99* 
Feel like friends  2.50 2.82 3.45 2.11 107.73* 
Meaningful conversations  1.91 2.37 3.12 1.78 136.00* 
Special treatment benefits
Reward points  2.04 2.32 2.70 2.22 26.96* 
Special service  1.93 2.25 2.70 2.17 47.27* 
Priority  1.85 2.09 2.39 1.78 28.98* 
Confidence benefits 
Confidence  3.55 4.11 4.46 2.94 191.04* 
Lower anxiety  3.12 3.70 4.06 2.61 119.65* 
Know what to expect  3.54 4.15 4.52 3.44 193.61* 






              Table 41 continued 
 Awareness Exploration Expansion Commitment Dissolution ANOVA 
Benevolence Trustworthiness
Goes out of its way 3.23 3.31 3.77 4.14 3.17 69.59* 
Customer’s best interests at 
heart 3.59 3.64 3.99 4.29 3.30 50.21* 
Makes sacrifices 3.16 3.20 3.55 3.88 3.17 48.73* 
Integrity Trustworthiness
Keeps promises 3.37 3.49 3.82 4.12 3.33 49.46* 
Won’t take advantage 3.35 3.46 3.86 4.25 3.11 68.23* 
Acts ethically 3.62 3.83 4.13 4.35 3.72 43.06* 
Competence trustworthiness
Dependable 3.49 3.72 4.19 4.45 3.39 90.67* 
Makes quality coffee 3.77 3.87 4.48 4.65 2.89 115.84* 
Provides pleasant experience 3.49 3.79 4.25 4.49 3.11 93.96* 
Very knowledgeable about 
products 3.74 3.89 4.24 4.42 3.50 48.59* 
 Attitudinal loyalty 
Only visit Coffee House X  1.70 2.30 3.60 1.56 345.92* 
Don’t notice others   1.79 2.18 2.85 1.44 134.29* 
Rather “do without” than go  
elsewhere 
 1.59 1.90 2.71 1.28 148.65* 
Advocacy 
Say positive things 1.91 2.57 3.58 4.22 2.33 255.35* 
Defend Coffee House X 1.79 2.14 3.11 3.74 2.11 171.09* 
Encourage friends to go 1.81 2.20 3.32 4.02 1.61 229.44* 
Recommend to others 2.31 2.76 3.84 4.38 2.11 232.58* 
Behavioral Loyalty 
Share of visits   .35 .69 .89 .19 551.70* 
Share of wallet  .33 .66 .87 .15 255.30* 






Satisfaction was assessed both specifically and globally.  Employee and core product 
value satisfaction (referred to as E-Sat and Val-Sat from this point forward) were assessed with 
elements of traditional, semantic differential satisfaction scales (e.g., 1 = dissatisfied to 5 = 
satisfied), whereas overall satisfaction was measured with one item that evaluated customers’ 
global satisfaction with Coffee House X (Gustafsson, Johnson, and Roos 2005; Ganesan 1994; 
Fornell 1992).   
Relationship benefits included three types (Jones et al. 2000; Gwinner et al. 1998; De 
Wulf et al. 2001).  The social benefits construct assessed the respondents’ opinion of the level of 
social bonding that occurred with employees (e.g., “enjoy talking”, “employees are like 
friends”).  Special treatment benefits were measured by determining the extent to which 
customers were rewarded for their regular patronization or treated better than non-regular 
customers (e.g., “receive special service”).  Confidence benefits evaluated customers’ confidence 
and reduced anxiety from regularly dealing with Coffee House X because they knew what to 
expect (e.g., “have lower anxiety”).  
 Three dimensions of trustworthiness were captured from respondents.  Benevolence 
trustworthiness appraised respondents’ belief that Coffee House X acts in the best interest of the 
customer and values the relationship (e.g., “makes sacrifices for its customers”) (Ganesan 1994; 
Kumar, Scheer, and Steenkamp 1995).  Integrity trustworthiness assessed respondents’ belief 
that Coffee House X can be characterized as an organization that upholds ethical standards (e.g., 
“keeps its promises”) (Verhoef et al. 2002).  Competence trustworthiness evaluated respondents’ 
belief that Coffee House X is not only knowledgeable about the products and services that it 
provides, but can also execute its services effectively and dependably (e.g., “always provides a 
pleasant experience”) (Gwinner et al. 1998).   
Finally, loyalty was represented by three constructs.  Attitudinal loyalty measured 
customers’ tendency to patronize Coffee House X at the exclusion of other coffee houses (e.g., 
“only coffee house I will visit”), whereas advocacy measured respondents’ tendency to actively 
share positive information and defend negative information about Coffee House X with people 
they know (e.g., “encourage friends and relatives to go to Coffee House X”) (Too, Souchen, and 
Thirkell 2001; Carroll and Ahuvia 2006).  Behavioral loyalty was a composite measure of 
customers’ percentage of visits and amount spent at Coffee House X compared to other coffee 
houses (De Wulf et al. 2001).  Since many coffee house customers often visit a coffee house 
without making purchases, it is important to separately measure these two facets of behavioral 
loyalty.   
Measurement Model Evaluation  
To assess the unidimensionality, reliability, and validity of the items, exploratory and 
confirmatory factor analyses were was conducted.  An exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was 
conducted first.  Then a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted using structural 
equations (Anderson and Gerbing 1988) with the AMOS program, applying the maximum 
likelihood method.  A CFA was first conducted on the active stages of relationship (n = 1405), 
which excludes the awareness stage (respondents could not and did not take part in most of the 






very small).38  The measurement model was also tested for each stage separately to assure 
configural invariance, or fit for each of the groups separately (Hair et al. 2010).  The results of 
the EFA and CFAs are presented below.   
Exploratory Factor Analysis  
 Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was used as a first step to evaluate and refine the 
measures.  The communication quality, satisfaction, relational benefits, and loyalty constructs all 
retained their originally hypothesized items and exhibited internal consistency, with the 
exception of behavioral loyalty (Table 41).39  However, the employee trustworthy behaviors and 
the trustworthiness constructs did not support the three-dimensional structures proposed.  When 
items for employee operational benevolence, competence, and problem-solving orientation were 
analyzed with EFA, the results indicated only one dimension.  Therefore, items that loaded 
highly on this dimension were retained, but with weight given to choosing items that would 
reflect the various employee trustworthy behavior dimensions.  Credence was also given to 
model parsimony, so four items were retained and the construct was relabeled “employee 
trustworthy behaviors” (referred to as employee behaviors from this point forward).  Likewise, 
benevolence, integrity, and competence trustworthiness all loaded on one dimension in an EFA.  
When the structure was forced into three factors, after dropping cross-loadings, the items broke 
into two factors that reflected competence trustworthiness and a combination of integrity and 
benevolence trustworthiness.  Because the distinct role that these various trustworthiness sub-
categories played in the model was of prime interest to the study, two dimensions of 
trustworthiness were retained for analysis.  The construct that contained elements of both 
integrity and benevolence was relabeled “character trustworthiness”.     
Active Stages Measurement Model  
Table 42 reports the measurement model fit of each confirmatory factor analysis (see 
Appendix H for covariance matrix).  The CFA results for the active stages measurement model 
indicated good fit of the model to the data (χ2(730) =  2839.60 (ρ = .000), RMSEA = 0.045, CFI 
= 0.946, GFI = .901).  The chi-square is significant, a result not uncommon with large sample 
sizes (Bollen 1989).  The ratio of chi-square to degrees of freedom is within the accepted range 
of 2 to 5 (Marsh and Hovecar 1985).  The root mean square error of approximation measure 
(RMSEA) is below the suggested .08 threshold (Hu and Bentler 1999), therefore indicating good 
fit of the hypothesized model to the data.  Unidimensionality of each construct was supported by 
good model fit, loadings of at least .65 on hypothesized constructs, and exploratory factor 
analysis producing no cross-loadings above .34 (De Wulf et al. 2001).  Furthermore, examination 
of modification indices did not suggest any substantive cross-loadings between constructs.  
Convergent validity was supported by significant paths of all items on their hypothesized 
construct (ρ < .000) (Table 43).  Reliability was assessed by computing each construct’s average 
variance extracted (AVE) and composite reliability (Baumgartner and Homburg 1996; 
Steenkamp and van Trijp 1991).  Acceptable reliability is indicated by an AVE of at least 0.50 
                                                            
38 “Active stages” included those consumer groups that were current customers of Coffee House X; therefore, these 
stages excluded the awareness and dissolution stages.    
39 The share of wallet measure was dropped due to its low loading (.45) and share of visit’s extremely high loading 






and a composite reliability above .70 (Fornell and Larcker 1981).  All constructs exhibited AVEs 
above 0.50 and composite reliabilities above 0.70 (Table 43).   
Discriminant validity was assessed by three procedures: the AVE versus squared 
intercorrelation test, correlation confidence interval test, and the chi-square difference test.  The 
strongest test of discriminant validity of any pair of constructs is provided by comparing the 
AVE of each construct to that pair’s squared correlation (Fornell and Larcker 1981).  If the 
lowest AVE is higher than the squared correlation between constructs, discriminant validity is 
supported.  The rationale is that each construct should explain a greater amount of variance in the 
data than the variance shared between constructs.  All construct pairs passed this stringent 
discriminant validity with four exceptions, all involving competence trustworthiness (see Table 
44 for correlations).  The squared intercorrelation between communication quality and 
competence trustworthiness (.64) was larger than both constructs’ AVE (.61 and .51, 
respectively).  The squared intercorrelation between competence trustworthiness and advocacy 
(.52) was higher than competence trustworthiness’s AVE but not advocacy’s (.72).  Competent 
trustworthiness and confidence benefits squared intercorrelation (.62) was also higher than each 
construct’s AVE (.51 and .58).  Lastly, the squared intercorrelation between character and 
competence trustworthiness (.64) was higher than both individual AVEs.  Because of these four 
construct pairs’ failure to pass this test, they were subjected to both the correlation confidence 
interval test and the chi-square difference test.   




n = 1405 
Exploration 
n = 336 
Expansion  
n = 649 
Commitment  
n = 420 
χ2(730) 2839.60 1427.96 1656.42 1388.06 
χ2/df 3.89 1.96 2.27 1.90 
RMSEA .045 .053 .044 .046 
CFI .946 .917 .933 .923 
GFI .901 .828 .883 .865 
AGFI .878 .787 .856 .833 
The correlation confidence interval test calculates the confidence interval around the 
correlation between two constructs by multiplying the standard error of the covariance by 1.96 
and adding this to the correlation.  If the confidence interval includes 1, the constructs fail 
discriminant validity (Smith and Barclay 1997).  The four construct pairs in question passed this 
test of discriminant validity.  Though, since the large sample size produced very small standard 
errors, this test was repeated for each stage separately to see if the result would be different with 
smaller samples.  All stages separately passed this test.  Finally, the chi-square difference test 
involves running a series of nested confirmatory models in which the correlations between 
constructs of interest are constrained to one.  The differences in chi-square (1 df) of the 
constrained and unconstrained models are examined.  If the constrained model results in 
significantly worse fit (i.e., chi-square increases by 3.84), then discriminant validity between the 










Construct and Final Items Active Stages Exploration Expansion Commitment 
Employee behaviors .90/.70 .90/.69 .88/.65 .87/.62 
Value you .86 .84 .83 .83 
Concern for needs .84 .83 .84 .76 
Go out of way to solve problems .80 .78 .76 .75 
Appear approachable .84 .85 .79 .82 
Management behaviors .78/.54 .76/.52 .77/.53 .72/.46 
Clean .72 .70 .70 .65 
Organized .82 .79 .82 .78 
Checkouts staffed .65 .66 .65 .60 
Communication quality .76/.61 .73/.58 .72/.56 .77/.62 
Accurate information .75 .64 .71 .77 
Complete information .82 .87 .78 .81 
Employee satisfaction .90/.70 .91/.73 .88/.66 .84/.57 
Satisfaction .85 .89 .84 .68 
Expectations .81 .81 .77 .77 
Pleasure .88 .91 .89 .75 
Ideal .80 .80 .74 .80 
Core product value satisfaction .89/.69 .92/.74 .87/.62 .83/.56 
Satisfaction .84 .89 .81 .69 
Expectation .79 .82 .73 .72 
Pleasure .86 .90 .82 .79 
Ideal .82 .82 .77 .78 







                      Table 43 continued 
Social benefits .86/.67 .80/.57 .81/.59 .85/.66 
Enjoy talking .76 .66 .70 .76 
Feel like friends .82 .80 .79 .81 
Meaningful conversations .86 .81 .82 .86 
Special treatment benefits .87/.70 .91/.77 .88/.71 .82/.61 
Reward points .64 .71 .64 .55 
Special service .95 .96 .94 .93 
Priority .89 .95 .91 .82 
Confidence benefits .80/.58 .72/.46 .74/.49 .77/.52 
Confidence .82 .71 .80 .78 
Lower anxiety .66 .64 .57 .59 
Know what to expect .79 .70 .72 .79 
Character trustworthiness .87/.62 .82/.54 .84/.56 .86/.61 
Goes out of its way .80 .77 .75 .78 
Customers’ best interests at heart .72 .69 .67 .69 
Keeps promises .81 .78 .78 .80 
Won’t take advantage .81 .69 .80 .84 
Competence trustworthiness .76/.51 .67/.41 .68/.42 .74/.50 
Dependable .80 .73 .75 .83 
Makes quality coffee .65 .55 .53 .61 
Provides pleasant experience .69 .62 .63 .65 
Attitudinal loyalty .80/.58 .77/.53 .73/.48 .72/.46 
Only visit Coffee House X .78 .70 .63 .65 
Don’t notice other coffee houses .75 .68 .71 .70 
Would “do without” rather go elsewhere .76 .80 .74 .68 
Advocacy .80/.72 .89/.59 .86/.61 .86/.86 
Say positive things .86 .77 .79 .79 
Defend Coffee House X .80 .74 .70 .74 
Encourage friends to go .88 .83 .84 .79 






Table 44: Construct Correlations across Stages 
Construct EP CH CQ ES VS OS SB TB CB CHT CT AL WM BL 
Employee 
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          Table 44 continued 






















































































































































































































































































































passed this test.  Therefore, since these four construct pairs pass two of the three tests of 
discriminant validity, the measurement model is deemed acceptable. 
Stage Specific Results 
 To verify that measurement model fit held throughout each stage, the aforementioned 
examinations and tests were performed on each stage’s measurement model.  Each measurement 
model exhibited good model fit, with RMSEA below .05, CFI above .92, GFI above .83 (Table 
42).   Factor analysis did not reveal any large cross-loadings.  All items loaded well on their 
hypothesized construct (significant standardized loading above .60), with the exception of 
“makes quality coffee” and “reward points”, which had standardized loadings above .53 (see 
Table 43).  A few constructs did not meet the suggested thresholds for composite reliability and 
AVE (see Table 43).  Competent trustworthiness (exploration stage) was the only construct that 
did not pass the .70 test for composite reliability; though, its measure of .67 is not far from the 
recommended threshold.  Three constructs did not explain 50% of the variance in their 
hypothesized items (AVE): confidence benefits and competence trustworthiness in the 
exploration and expansion stages and attitudinal loyalty in the expansion and commitment 
stages.  However, these AVEs were all above .40.  Therefore, the unidimensionality and 
reliability of the constructs was deemed “good enough” to continue with examination of validity 
(Garbarino and Johnson 1999).      
 When the individual stage models were examined to determine discriminant validity via 
the stringent AVE versus squared intercorrelation test, five construct pairs failed the test in the 
exploration stage, three in the expansion stage, and one in the commitment stage (see Table 43 
for AVEs and Table 44 for correlations).  The competence trustworthiness/communication 
quality construct pair was the only one to fail in each stage.  Competence 
trustworthiness/character trustworthiness and competence trustworthiness /confidence benefits 
failed in both the exploration and expansion stages.  Three unique, additional construct pairs 
failed the stringent test in the exploration stage: competence trustworthiness/val-sat, competence 
trustworthiness/overall satisfaction, and attitudinal loyalty/social benefits.  Because these 
construct pairs failed this stringent test of discriminant validity, they were then subjected to both 
the correlation confidence interval test and the chi-square difference test.  None of the construct 
pairs’ correlation confidence interval included one; therefore, all constructs passed this test of 
discriminant validity.  Likewise, when correlations between questionable construct pairs were 
constrained to one, the models resulted in significantly worse fit.  Therefore, the construct pairs 
passed two of the three tests of discriminant validity, and all stages’ measurement models were 
deemed acceptable for proceeding to structural path estimation.        
RESULTS 
 To fully understand the implications of analyzing structural paths between relational 
constructs without taking into account the moderating effect of relationship stages, four 
structural models were estimated: active stages (combining the exploration, expansion and 
commitment stages) and then three individual stage models.  The structural model goodness-of-
fit results are discussed below first, followed by separate descriptions of individual model 






differences existed between the stage models and their structural paths.  The results of these 
analyses are discussed last.      
Structural Model Goodness-of-Fit 
Table 45 reports the structural model fit statistics for all four models.  The data fits the 
model well for all four groups.  The ratios of chi-square to degrees of freedom are within the 
accepted ranges of 2 to 5 for all models except the active stages model (Marsh and Hovecar 
1985).  RMSEA is below .062 for all models, therefore suggesting good fit of the hypothesized 
model to the data.  The values for CFI, GFI, and AGFI fall a little short of the recommended 
levels suggested for good model fit.  However, because the model is more confirmatory than 
exploratory in nature, these measures of fit are less useful than RMSEA (Rigdon 1997).  
Therefore, individual path results can be examined in greater detail.                
Table 45: Structural Model Fits 
Fit Statistics 
Active Stages 
n = 1405 
Exploration 
n = 336 
Expansion 
n = 649 
Commitment 
n = 420 
χ2(777) 4499.03 1780.25 2380.69 1905.08 
χ2/df 5.79 2.29 3.06 2.45 
RMSEA .058 .062 .056 .059 
CFI .905 .881 .884 .869 
GFI .851 .794 .841 .818 
AGFI .827 .761 .815 .789 
  
Structural Model Relationships 
 Key differences exist between structural paths across relationship stages (see Table 47 
and Appendix I for more detail).  Table 46 summarizes these variations, identifying the number 
of significant structural paths between sets of core relational constructs.40 The active stages 
model resulted in the most significant paths (34 out of 41).  The exploration stage had 27 
significant paths, while the expansion and commitment stage each had 24 significant paths.  Only 
three sets of core constructs had significant paths for all specific relationships throughout the 
stages: specific satisfaction and trustworthiness, communication quality and trustworthiness, and 
relationship benefits and trustworthiness.  However, several sets of core relational constructs had 
specific relationships that dissipated as the relationship evolved (i.e., the number of significant, 
specific relationships decreased across the stages).  The relationships between relationship 
benefits and overall satisfaction, specific satisfaction and relationship benefits, and 
trustworthiness and loyalty can be categorized this way.  On the other hand, two sets of core 
constructs – overall satisfaction and loyalty and specific satisfaction and trustworthiness – had 
relationships that progressed across stages (i.e., the number of significant, specific relationships 
increased across stages).  Only one set of relationships held the same percentage of significant, 
                                                            
40 Core relational constructs in the model include trustworthy behaviors, communication quality, specific 






specific paths throughout the stages: relationship benefits and loyalty.  The remaining paths were 
characterized by other patterns.   
The following paragraphs further detail the relationships described above by outlining the 
support of individual hypotheses for specific structural paths across the four models.    
Hypotheses relating performance and relational mediator constructs are described first, followed 
by those that relate to loyalty outcomes.  Results are presented separately for each model.      
Table 46: Summary of Significant Relationships between Core Constructs 
 Amount of Significant Paths 
 
    Antecedent                     Outcome 
Active 








satisfaction Half  Half Half All 
Communication 








benefits All  Most Most Most 
Specific 




satisfaction Most Most Some Some 
Relationship 
benefits Trustworthiness All  All  All  All 
Relationship 
benefits Loyalty Most Most Most Most 
Overall Satisfaction Loyalty Most None Some Most 
Trustworthiness Loyalty Half Half Some Some 
Active Stages Structural Model Paths 
The active stages model is estimated with respondents from the exploration, expansion, 
and commitment stages to illustrate the impact of analyzing all relationship stages 
simultaneously.  Of the 41 estimated structural paths, 34 hypothesized paths are significant 
(Table 47).  At least one hypothesis was supported for each set of relationships between core 
constructs, whereas six sets of core constructs had significance for all individual paths relating 
construct sub-categories.  However, H12c and H12e are both significant and in the opposite 
hypothesized direction (character trustworthiness negatively relates to both advocacy and 
behavioral loyalty).  The details of individual hypotheses are discussed below and are presented 
in Table 47.  
 Employee and management behaviors both significantly predict val-sat and e-sat (H1ab 






Both val-sat and e-sat positively relate to all relational benefits (H4a-d), though e-sat has the 
strongest impact on social benefits (H4b) whereas val-sat has the strongest impact on confidence 
benefits (H4e).  Val-sat and e-sat have relatively equal influence on special treatment benefits 
(H4c and H4d).  Overall satisfaction is most heavily impacted by val-sat (H5a), followed by 
confidence benefits (H6c), e-sat (H5b), and social benefits (H6a).  Special treatment benefits are 
not significantly related to overall satisfaction; therefore H6b is not supported.  
Attitudinal loyalty is most significantly influenced by social benefits (H11a), followed by 
confidence benefits (H11c), then special treatment benefits (H11b).  Overall satisfaction and 
character and competent trustworthiness are not significantly related to attitudinal loyalty; 
therefore H10a and H12ab are not supported.  Advocacy is significantly predicted by all 
hypothesized antecedents.  Confidence benefits are largely the most considerable predictor of 
advocacy (H11f) and behavioral loyalty (H11i).  Two proposed antecedents of behavior loyalty did 
not show significant relationships: special treatment benefits (H11h) and competent 
trustworthiness (H12f).  
Exploration Stage Structural Model Paths 
 Of the 41 hypothesized paths, 27 showed significance in the exploration stage model 
(Table 47).  At least one hypothesis was supported for each set of relationships between core 
constructs, except between overall satisfaction and loyalty which had no significant paths.  Four 
sets of core constructs had significance for all individual relationships between their construct 
sub-categories.  However, H12a and H12e are both significant and in the opposite hypothesized 
direction (character trustworthiness negatively relates to both attitudinal and behavioral loyalty).  
The details of individual hypotheses are discussed below.    
Management behaviors (H2a) and communication quality (H3a) significantly impacted 
val-sat, while both employee (H1b) and management behaviors (H2b) impacted e-sat.  Val-sat was 
not significantly predicted by employee trustworthy behaviors (H1a) and communication quality 
was not significantly related to E-sat (H3b).  Both val-sat and e-sat significantly predicted social 
(H4a and H4b) and confidence benefits (H4e and H4f), whereas e-sat was not significantly related 
to special treatment benefits (H4d).  Social benefits were influenced relatively similarly by val-sat 
and e-sat, whereas the impact of val-sat on confidence benefits was nearly twice that of e-sat.  
Special treatment benefits were impacted only by val-sat.  Overall satisfaction was significantly 
impacted by val-sat (H5a), e-sat (H5b), social benefits (H6a), and confidence benefits (H6c); thus 
H6a (special treatment benefits to overall satisfaction) was not supported.  Val-sat exhibited the 
largest influence on overall satisfaction.  All hypothesized antecedents to character and 
competent trustworthiness were supported (H7a-d, H8, and H9).  E-sat (H7c) had a slightly larger 
effect on character trustworthiness than val-sat (H7d), whereas the opposite was found for 
competent trustworthiness (H7a and H7b).  Communication quality and confidence benefits had 
the largest impact on competent trustworthiness (H8 and H9, respectively).   
Only three of the six hypothesized paths to attitudinal loyalty were significant.  Social 
benefits exhibited the largest path loading on attitudinal loyalty (H11a), followed by special 






Table 47: Standardized Structural Path Loadings 
Hypothesized Path 
 
Hyp.               Antecedent                             Consequence 
Active 
Stages 
n = 1405 
Exploration
n = 336 
Expansion 
n = 649 
Commitment
n = 420 
H1a Employee behaviors 
Core product value 
satisfaction .21 -- .23 -- 
H2a  Management behaviors 
Core product value 
satisfaction .23 .31* .13* .34* 
H3a  Communication quality 
Core product value 
satisfaction .27 .24
+ .21 + .27 + 
H1b  Employee behaviors Employee satisfaction .57 .47* .58* .53* 
H2b  Management behaviors Employee satisfaction .25 .34* .21* .23* 
H3b  Communication quality Employee satisfaction -- -- -- .11 
H4a 
Core product value 
satisfaction Social benefits .23 .28 .10 -- 
H4b  Employee satisfaction Social benefits .39 .26* .36* .38* 
H4c 
Core product value 
satisfaction Special treatment benefits .15 .13 -- -- 
H4d  Employee satisfaction Special treatment benefits .14 -- -- .15 
H4e 
Core product value 
satisfaction Confidence benefits .46 .51
+ .34+ .26+ 
H4f  Employee satisfaction Confidence benefits .36 .24* .38* .41* 
H5a 
Core product value 
satisfaction Overall satisfaction .41 .50
+ .33+ .28+ 
H5b  Employee satisfaction Overall satisfaction .12 .14+ .23+ .28+ 
H6a  Social benefits Overall satisfaction .06 .18 -- -- 
H6b  Special treatment benefits Overall satisfaction -- -- -- -- 
H6c  Confidence benefits Overall satisfaction .27 .22+ .24+ .12+ 
         Table 47 continued 
          * Moderated path: coefficients between exploration, expansion, and commitment stage models are significantly different. 








         Table 47 continued 
    Active Exploration Expansion Commitment
H7a 
Core product value 
satisfaction Competent trustworthiness .09 .16 -- -- 
H7b  Employee satisfaction Competent trustworthiness .12 .21 -- .19 
H8  Quality communication Competent trustworthiness .51 .51+ .53+ .66+ 
H9  Confidence benefits Competent trustworthiness .43 .41* .51* .22* 
H7c 
Core product value 
satisfaction Character trustworthiness .34 .32
+ .26+ .24+ 
H7d  Employee satisfaction Character trustworthiness .41 .39* .35* .45* 
H10a  Overall satisfaction Attitudinal loyalty -- -- -- -- 
H11a  Social benefits Attitudinal loyalty .49 .62+ .39+ .40+ 
H11b  Special treatment benefits Attitudinal loyalty .25 .38 .36 -- 
H11c  Confidence benefits Attitudinal loyalty .31 -- -- .28 
H12a  Character trustworthiness Attitudinal loyalty -- -.16 -- -- 
H12b  Competent trustworthiness Attitudinal loyalty -- -- -- -- 
H10b  Overall satisfaction Advocacy .08 -- .09 -- 
H11d  Social benefits Advocacy .23 .29+ .20+ .17+ 
H11e  Special treatment benefits Advocacy .05 -- -- -- 
H11f  Confidence benefits Advocacy .45 .29* .21* .57* 
H12c  Character trustworthiness Advocacy -.06 .19 .16 -- 
H12d  Competent trustworthiness Advocacy .15 -- .29 .12 
H10c  Overall satisfaction Behavioral loyalty .15 -- -- .17 
H11g  Social benefits Behavioral loyalty .23 -- .21 .16 
H11h  Special treatment benefits Behavioral loyalty -- -- -- -- 
H11i  Confidence benefits Behavioral loyalty .39 .34 -- -- 
H12e  Character trustworthiness Behavioral loyalty -.11 -.25 -- -- 






the opposite hypothesized direction (H12a).  The data did not support a significant path from 
overall satisfaction (H10a), confidence benefits (H11c), and competent trustworthiness (H12b) to 
attitudinal loyalty.  Advocacy was significantly predicted by social (H11d) and confidence 
benefits (H11f) and character trustworthiness (H12c).  The influence of social and confidence 
benefits was relatively equal and stronger than that of character trustworthiness.  Insignificant 
paths were found for the relationship between advocacy and overall satisfaction (H10b), special 
treatment benefits (H11e), and competent trustworthiness (H12d).  Finally, the only significant 
paths to behavioral loyalty were confidence benefits (H11i) and character trustworthiness (H12e); 
though, H12e was in the opposite hypothesized direction.  Therefore, H10c, H11g, H11h, and H12f 
were not supported.            
Expansion Stage Structural Model Paths 
 Twenty-four of the hypothesized 41 paths were significant in the expansion stage model; 
all paths were in the hypothesized direction (Table 47).  Of the 17 insignificant paths, 12 were 
shared with the exploration stage.  At least one hypothesis was supported for each set of core 
constructs, and four sets of core constructs had significance for each individual path.  Details of 
individual hypotheses are discussed below.     
Val-sat was significantly predicted by employee behaviors (H1a), communication quality 
(H3a), and management behaviors (H2a), with the size of path loadings corresponding to that 
order.  E-sat was significantly predicted by both employee and management behaviors (H1b and 
H2b, respectively), with the effect of employee behaviors being over twice that of management 
behavior.  Social benefits were significantly predicted by both e-sat (H4b) and val-sat (H4a), 
though the effect of e-sat was over three times that of val-sat.  Confidence benefits was relatively 
equally predicted by val-sat (H4e) and e-sat (H4f), with e-sat having a slightly larger loading.  
Special treatment had no significant predictors; thus H4c and H4d were not supported.   Overall 
satisfaction was most heavily impacted by val-sat (H5a), though confidence benefits (H6c) and e-
sat (H5b) had relatively similar loadings.  Social (H6a) and special treatment benefits (H6b) did not 
exhibit significant paths to overall satisfaction.  Character trustworthiness was significantly 
predicted by both val-sat (H7c) and e-sat (H7d), with e-sat having a slightly larger path loading.  
Competent trustworthiness was only significantly predicted by communication quality (H8) and 
confidence benefits (H9), which had relatively equal and large path loadings.  Therefore, H7a 
(val-sat to competent trustworthiness) and H7b (e-sat to competent trustworthiness) were not 
supported.   
 In the expansion stage, attitudinal loyalty is only significantly predicted by social (H11a) 
and special treatment benefits (H11b), which have relatively equal path loadings.  Therefore, H10a 
(overall satisfaction to attitudinal loyalty), H11c (confidence benefits to attitudinal loyalty), and 
H12ab (trustworthiness to attitudinal loyalty) are not supported.  Advocacy exhibited only one 
insignificant hypothesized predictor – special treatment benefits (H11e).  Competent 
trustworthiness had the strongest impact on advocacy (H12d), followed by confidence (H11f) and 
social benefits (H11d), character trustworthiness (H12c), and overall satisfaction (H10b).  Finally 
behavioral loyalty was significantly predicted by social benefits only (H11g); therefore, all other 






Commitment Stage Structural Model Paths 
 Twenty-four of the hypothesized 41 structural paths were significant in the commitment 
stage model (Table 47).  Of these 17 insignificant paths, 12 were shared with the expansion stage 
and eight were shared with the exploration stage.  At least one hypothesis was supported for each 
set of core construct relationships, and four sets of core constructs had significance for each 
individual path relating their construct sub-categories.  Details of individual hypotheses are 
discussed below.     
Val-sat was significantly predicted by management behaviors (H2a) and communication 
quality (H3a), with management behaviors exhibiting a larger path loading.  Therefore, H1a 
(employee behaviors to val-sat) was not supported.  E-sat was significantly predicted by all 
hypothesized antecedents (employee behavior, H1b; management behavior, H2b; and 
communication quality, H3b), with employee behaviors (H1b) having the highest loading.  Social 
benefits were significantly predicted only by e-sat (H4b); therefore the relationship between val-
sat and social benefits (H4a) was not supported.  Both val-sat and e-sat had significant path 
loadings to confidence benefits (H4e and H4f, respectively), with e-sat displaying the largest 
loading.  Special treatment benefits were significantly predicted by e-sat only (H4d); therefore 
H4c (val-sat to special treatment benefits) was not supported by the data.  Overall satisfaction was 
predicted equally by val-sat (H5a) and e-sat (H5b), with confidence benefits also having a 
significant path loading (H6c).  However, social (H6a) and special treatment benefits (H6b) were 
not significantly related to overall satisfaction.  Both e-sat and val-sat were significantly related 
to character trustworthiness, with e-sat (H7d) having nearly double the loading of val-sat (H7c).  
Competent trustworthiness was significantly predicted by communication quality (H8), 
confidence benefits (H9), and e-sat (H7b); therefore, the relationship between val-sat and overall 
satisfaction (H7a) was not supported.   
  In the commitment stage, attitudinal loyalty is significantly predicted by social (H11a) 
and confidence benefits (H11c), with social benefits having the larger path loading.  Overall 
satisfaction (H10a), special treatment (H11b), and both character (H12a) and competent 
trustworthiness (H12b) did not posses significant path loadings to attitudinal loyalty.  Advocacy is 
largely impacted by confidence benefits (H11f), with social benefits (H11d) and competent 
trustworthiness (H12d) also having a significant effect.  Overall satisfaction (H10b), special 
treatment (H11e), and character trustworthiness (H12c) were not significant predictors of advocacy.  
Finally, behavioral loyalty was significantly predicted, relatively equally, by overall satisfaction 
(H10c) and social benefits (H11g).  The proposed relationships between behavioral loyalty and 
special treatment benefits (H11h), confidence benefits (H11i), character trustworthiness (H12e), and 
competent trustworthiness (H12f) were not supported by the data.   
Moderation Tests 
 In order to determine whether the differences among the relationship stages reported 
above are statistically significant, it is necessary to test the moderating effect of relationship 
stage via multigroup analysis (Hair et al. 2010).  Multigroup moderation analysis involves 
comparing the chi-squares of an unconstrained model and a constrained model.  The 






freely estimated and allowed to differ across groups.  The constrained model is a compilation of 
all group models in which the structural path estimates are constrained to be equal across the 
groups (e.g., the employee trustworthy behaviors → val-sat coefficient is constrained to be equal 
in the exploration, expansion, and commitment stage models).  If the constrained model exhibits 
a significantly higher chi-square than the unconstrained model (i.e., worse fit), the assumption of 
equal structural paths across all groups cannot be supported, and therefore, moderation is 
accepted.  Specific structural paths can also be tested for moderation in this way (Hair et al. 
2010). 
 When moderation tests were performed on the models as a whole, multigroup analysis 
revealed that the exploration, expansion, and commitment stage models were significantly 
different.  The unconstrained model (χ2(2331) = 6066.58, ρ < .000; RMSEA = .034, CFI = .87) 
compared to the constrained model (χ2(2331) = 6336.05, ρ < .000; RMSEA = .034, CFI = .87) 
showed significantly better fit (∆χ2(82) = 269.47, ρ = .000).  The next step was to determine 
which structural paths were significantly different across the three groups.  Because many 
structural paths were obviously different between the stages (e.g., significant paths became 
insignificant), 17 specific moderation tests were performed on those paths that carried 
significance throughout all of the stages (e.g., store performance → val-sat).  Eight of the 17 
paths that showed significance across stages proved to be moderated by relationship stage, while 
nine paths were invariant.  Table 48 provides a summary of the moderation tests across 
relationships between core constructs.  All the relationships between two sets of core constructs 
are completely invariant (and significant) across all stages of the relationship.  The relationships 
between specific satisfaction and overall satisfaction and the relationships between 
communication quality and trustworthiness do not significantly change as the relationship 
progresses.  On the other hand, complete moderation can be found for all the individual paths in 
three sets of core construct relationships: trustworthy behaviors and specific satisfaction, 
relationship benefits and trustworthiness, and trustworthiness and loyalty.  The other 
relationships between core constructs vary in terms of moderation.  The details of the moderation 
tests are presented in Table 49 and reported below. 
Table 48: Summary of Moderation Tests  
Number  of Paths across All Stages 





Trustworthy behaviors Specific satisfaction 3 of 4 3 0 
Communication quality Specific satisfaction 1 of 2 0 1 
Specific satisfaction Overall satisfaction 2 of 2 0 2 
Relationship benefits Overall satisfaction 1 of 3 0 1 
Specific satisfaction Relationship benefits 3 of 6 2 1 
Specific satisfaction Trustworthiness 2 of 4 1 1 
Communication quality Trustworthiness 1 of 1 0 1 
Relationship benefits Trustworthiness 1 of 1 1 0 
Overall Satisfaction Loyalty 0 of 3 -- -- 
Relationship benefits Loyalty 3 of 9 1 2 
Trustworthiness Loyalty 0 of 9 -- -- 






It can be concluded that relationship stage impacts the effect of management behavior on 
val-sat (H2a), management behaviors on e-sat (H2b), employee behaviors on e-sat (H1b), e-sat on 
social benefits (H4b), e-sat on confidence benefits (H4f), confidence benefits on competent 
trustworthiness (H9), e-sat on character trustworthiness (H7d), and confidence benefits on 
advocacy (H11f).  Nine paths are invariant across the relationship stages: communication quality 
to val-sat (H3a), val-sat to confidence benefits (H4c), val-sat (H5a) and e-sat (H5b) to overall 
satisfaction, confidence benefits to overall satisfaction (H6c), val-sat to character trustworthiness 
(H7c), communication quality to competent trustworthiness (H8), social benefits to attitudinal 
loyalty (H11a) and advocacy (H11d).       
Table 49: Moderation Tests of Structural Paths 
Hypothesis Constrained Path ∆χ2 ρ-value
H2a Management behaviors → val-sat 6.14 .046 
H3a Communication quality → val-sat 1.74 .419 
H2b  Management behaviors → e-sat 6.99 .030 
H1b  Employee behaviors → e-sat 12.54 .002 
H4b  E-sat → social benefits 19.70 .000 
H4c  V-sat → confidence benefits .103 .950 
H4f  E-sat → confidence benefits 15.41 .000 
H5a  V-sat → overall satisfaction 5.57 .062 
H5b  E-sat → overall satisfaction 5.49 .064 
H6c  Confidence benefits → overall satisfaction 5.95 .051 
H7d  E-sat → character trustworthiness 14.17 .001 
H7c  Val-sat → character trustworthiness 1.44 .460 
H8  Communication quality → competent trustworthiness .460 .795 
H9  Confidence benefits → competent trustworthiness 9.404 .009 
H11a  Social benefits → attitudinal loyalty 4.81 .090 
H11d  Social benefits → advocacy 5.25 .072 
H11f  Confidence benefits → advocacy 11.701 .003 
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
 Understanding the affective, cognitive, and behavioral components of buyer-seller 
relationship evolution has been of primary interest over the last twenty years.  However, while 
researchers have believed that they gained a better understanding the complexities of relationship 
development, progress has been impeded by the lack of appropriate conceptual models and 
research techniques.  Countless numbers of studies have been published under the guise that they 
shed light on how companies can better build relationships with its customers.  Unfortunately, 
the vast majority of these studies make little, if not any, effort to adequately account for the stage 
of the relationships they study.  This essay contributes to the literature by addressing this gap in 
three specific ways.  First and foremost, a model that includes relational behaviors, mediators, 
and outcomes (both customer and company) is tested and compared across relationship stage 
segments.  The differences in the structural paths between core relational constructs become 
evident, yet no prior studies have accounted for these differences in a B2C context.  Secondly, 






predicting customer and company outcome variables.  Not only does this essay allow us to see 
how core constructs evolve over the relationship, but it provides practitioners with more concrete 
recommendations for driving customer loyalty.  Finally, this essay contributes to the literature by 
illustrating the implications of analyzing relational data without taking customer stage into 
consideration and therefore, adds to the evidence presented in Essays 1 and 2 to support the 
contention that analyzing relational data from a static perspective is a serious research flaw.   
Differences across Relationship Stages 
 With respect to the first research question, extreme differences existed in structural 
relationships across the three relationship stages tested.  Only 17 of the original hypothesized 
paths held significance throughout all relationship stage models, and only nine of those paths 
were invariant across stages.  On the other hand, only six paths never showed significance across 
any of the stages.  Therefore, the final models for each stage showed drastic differences and 
illustrated interesting changes that occur across relationship stages.  See Table 50 for a summary 
of the findings, organized around core relational constructs.  A few notable differences will be 
discussed here by organizing the discussion around sub-sets of the model.  Predictors of 
satisfaction, relational benefits, trustworthiness, and loyalty constructs will be discussed 
separately.  First, a summary of relationships between core constructs will be presented, followed 
by a discussion of relationships between construct sub-categories. 
What Drives Satisfaction across the Stages?  
Specific satisfaction is predicted by both trustworthy behaviors and communication.  
Specific satisfaction is consistently predicted by most of the sub-categories of trustworthy 
behaviors throughout the stages of a relationship.  In addition, communication quality positively 
effects specific satisfaction regardless of relationship stage.  Overall satisfaction is predicted by 
both specific satisfaction and relationship benefits.  All specific satisfaction sub-categories 
predict overall satisfaction throughout the evolution of the relationship, whereas only some of the 
relationship benefit sub-categories do so.  These specific relationships are discussed below.  
An interesting story is told when the predictors of the core product value satisfaction (val-
sat) are compared across stages.  Early in the relationship, val-sat is largely determine by 
management trustworthy behaviors (e.g., keeping the store clean) and communication quality 
(i.e., accurate and complete information about the products and services).  In the expansion 
stage, employee trustworthy behaviors (e.g., show concern, solve problems) and communication 
quality become the primary predictors of satisfaction with the value of the core product, only for 
communication quality and management behaviors to return as heavy predictors in the 
commitment stage of the relationship.  Therefore, when it comes to creating satisfaction 
perceptions in the value of the core product, the same relationship building activities are 
important in the beginning and latter stages of a relationship, but change in the middle stage.  
This difference shows us that new and committed customers get their value in the core product 
largely from the expectations formed from communication from the company and the 
management’s ability to effectively manage its in-store atmosphere.  On the other hand, 
customers that prefer the retailer, but have not yet committed to it, receive their value in the core 






The effect of employee and management behaviors on val-sat is significantly moderated across 
stages, while communication quality’s effect is invariant.     
Table 50: Summary of Significant Relationships between Core Constructs 
 Number of Significant Paths 
 Active 




















benefits √ 5 of 6 4 of 6 4 of 6 
Specific 
satisfaction Trustworthiness √ √ 2 of 4 3 of 4 
Communication 
quality Trustworthiness √ √ √ √ 
Relationship 
benefits Trustworthiness √ √ √ √ 
Overall Satisfaction Loyalty 2 of 3 X 1 of 3 2 of 3 
Relationship 
benefits Loyalty 8 of 9 5 of 9 5 of 9 5 of 9 
Trustworthiness Loyalty 3 of 6 3 of 6 2 of 6 1 of 6 
   Note: A check signifies that all specific structural paths were significant.  
When predictors of employee satisfaction are compared across relationship stages, 
another important conclusion can be made.  Early in a relationship, management behaviors are 
more important in explaining e-sat than employee behaviors.  However, this relative comparison 
switches as the relationship develops.  Therefore, for new customers, the in-store atmosphere 
created by management policies and practices is more important in driving the satisfaction of 
employee encounters than the actual employee behaviors themselves.  As the relationship 
develops, customers still put weight on the in-store atmosphere created by management in 
determining their satisfaction with the people element, but much more weight is given to the 
actual behaviors of the employees.  The effect of both management and employee behaviors on 
e-sat significantly changes across the stages.   
What Drives Relational Benefits across the Stages? 
At least some form of specific satisfaction predicts relationship benefits across the 
relationship stages.  Most of the hypothesized paths between specific satisfaction and 
relationship benefits constructs are significant throughout the evolution of the relationship.  






Early in the relationship, satisfaction with the value of the core product (val-sat) is what 
heavily drives relational benefits (social, confidence, and special treatment benefits).  However, 
as the relationship progresses, satisfaction with the employee encounters becomes relatively 
more important in driving relational benefits.  Consider social benefits specifically: in the 
awareness stage, e-sat and val-sat equally influence customers’ social benefits (e.g., enjoyment in 
talking to employees).  Even if employees are well trained and execute their responsibilities well, 
satisfaction with the value of the core product is still going to partially determine if new 
relational customers develop social bonds or fraternize with employees.  On the other hand, as 
the relationship develops through the expansion and commitment stages, val-sat diminishes to an 
insignificant effect, while e-sat’s effect increases.  Therefore, customers at latter stages of a 
relationship still might bond with employees regardless of their level of satisfaction with the 
value of the core product.   
On the other hand, both val-sat and e-sat significantly predict confidence benefits (e.g., 
confidence and knowing what to expect) as the relationship develops.  However, only the 
relationship between employee satisfaction and confidence benefits changes significantly across 
stages, while the effect of satisfaction in the value of the core product on confidence benefits is 
statistically the same throughout the relationship.  Though, by examining the paths, it is 
interesting to note that in the beginning of the relationship, the influence of value satisfaction is 
nearly twice that of employee satisfaction in predicting confidence benefits.  The relative effect 
of val-sat decreases as the relationship continues (though, the path is as a whole invariant) and 
the effect of e-sat on confidence benefits increases.  For new customers, the degree to which they 
feel less anxiety and confidence in the service and products provided by the retailer is heavily 
dependent on their satisfaction in the value of the core product.  As the relationship develops, 
this confidence and lack of anxiety is more heavily influenced by their satisfaction with 
employees.  Again, these relationships illustrate the varying role that core product value 
satisfaction and employee satisfaction play as the relationship evolves. 
The model does not do as good of a job explaining the level of special treatment benefits 
across the stages.  Interestingly, though not surprising, in the early stages of a relationship, 
satisfaction with the value of the core product is what influences customer’s perception of special 
treatment (e.g., receiving priority or special service and reward points).  For customers in a 
committed relationship, it was the satisfaction with employees that drove their perception of 
special treatment.  However, the results related to special treatment benefits should be considered 
conservatively for several reasons.  Unlike the other relational benefits, special treatment benefits 
were extremely low across all relationship stages (Table 41).  Even though the means of the 
items were statistically different across the stages and the mean levels increased across the 
relationship, the highest mean only reached a marginal level of 2.70 (on a five-point scale) in the 
commitment stage.  Therefore, we see that no customer groups really perceive that they receive 
special or priority treatment from this coffee chain.  In fact, even though the retailer has a reward 
program in place, customers are not receiving these benefits.  Information gathered from the 
survey reveals that the reason this is likely happening is because only 36% of the customers in 






committed customers use the loyalty card to accumulate reward points.41  Hopefully, this level of 
awareness is atypical for most retailer loyalty programs. 
What Drives Trustworthiness across the Stages? 
The relationships between trustworthiness constructs and their antecedents are the most 
consistent across the stages of all hypothesized relationships.  Communication quality and 
relationship benefits are constant predictors of trustworthiness.  The hypothesized path between 
communication quality and competence trustworthiness holds significance as the relationship 
evolves.  Likewise, the hypothesized path between confidence benefits and competence 
trustworthiness carries significance across the stages.  Specific satisfaction is a fairly constant 
predictor of trustworthiness as most of the individual paths are significant across relationship 
stages.  These specific relationships are discussed below.  
The predictors of character trustworthiness exhibit probably the least amount of 
difference across the stages of all the construct relationships considered.  Both satisfaction with 
the employees and the value of the core product influence a customer’s perception of the 
retailer’s benevolence (e.g., valuing the customer) and integrity (e.g., upholding ethical 
standards), with e-sat always having a stronger influence.  However, the relative weight of these 
paths changes across the relationship.  The impact of val-sat consistently drops throughout the 
relationship (though the path is statistically invariant), with the path loading of e-sat increasing in 
the expansion stage, but dropping slightly in the commitment stage (these changes have overall 
significance).  Therefore, both types of satisfaction are important in creating perceptions of 
retailer character trustworthiness (benevolence and integrity) throughout the relationship, with 
val-sat being more important early than later in a relationship.     
Competent trustworthiness, on the other hand, has a variety of influences across the 
relationship stages.  In the awareness stage, customers rely on a number of cues to form their 
perception of the retailer’s competence in reliably executing relevant services (e.g., making 
quality coffee and providing pleasant experience): their satisfaction with the value of the core 
product and employees, their experience of confidence benefits (e.g., less anxiety), and 
communication quality (e.g., feeling well informed about the retailer’s products and services).  In 
this stage of the relationship, they have not yet had ample experience with any one particular 
element of the relationship, so multiple sources are drawn upon to form perceptions of the 
retailer’s competence.  However, as a relationship progresses, satisfaction (val-sat and e-sat) no 
longer becomes important in driving competent trustworthiness.  Communication quality and 
confidence benefits solely and equally drive customers’ perceptions of retailer competence in the 
expansion stage.  Interestingly, as the customers gains more experience with the retailer, their 
perception of the retailer’s competence is a combination of the retailer’s own behavior 
(communication) and the customer’s own confidence that’s developed in the retailer (confidence 
benefits).  However, communication quality becomes the overwhelmingly main driving force in 
forming customer’s perceptions of retailer competence in the commitment stage, with 
satisfaction with employees and a customer’s own perception of confidence benefits also 
                                                            
41 Only 28% of all “active” customers of Coffee House X have heard of the program, and only 11% of “active” 






impacting their perceptions of competent trustworthiness.  Interestingly, the effect of 
communication quality on competent trustworthiness is strong and invariant all the way through 
the relationship process; it is the most influential of all predictors.  Though employee and value 
satisfaction do matter, it is the customer’s perception of the retailer’s ability to provide accurate 
and complete information about its products and services that determines their corresponding 
perception of the retailer’s competence.  Therefore, the easiest way for Coffee House X to 
substantially improve customers’ perceptions of competence trustworthiness is to improve its 
communication efforts regarding its products and services.  Currently, Coffee House X does not 
engage in much substantial mass advertising outside of its stores.          
What Drives Loyalty across the Stages? 
Of all relational core constructs, loyalty has the least amount of supported, hypothesized 
antecedents.  Overall satisfaction does not predict loyalty at all in the early stages of a 
relationship, but predicts most loyalty sub-categories by the commitment stage.  The opposite 
trend is found for trustworthiness’ effect on loyalty.  Relationships exist between trustworthiness 
and loyalty at the beginning of the relationship, but these associations disappear as the 
relationship evolves.  On the other hand, relational benefits are a consistent predictor of loyalty, 
with most of the hypothesized paths between the two core constructs being significant in all the 
stages.  These specific relationships are discussed below.  
Arguably most important for practitioners are the differences that we see across the 
relationship stages in terms of influential predictors of loyalty behaviors.  Attitudinal loyalty was 
conceptualized in this study as a customer’s intention to maintain an ongoing relationship with a 
service provider at the exclusion of others.  This conceptualization of attitudinal loyalty is on the 
extreme continuum of loyalty attitudes and behaviors (Oliver 1999), but provides a good 
measure of the extent to which customers really are exclusively committed to one particular 
retailer.  In the awareness and expansion stages, social benefits and special treatment benefits are 
both large predictors of attitudinal loyalty.42  Both social benefits and special treatment benefits 
are a result of positive interactions with front-line employees.  As the relationship reaches the 
commitment stage, social and confidence benefits drive attitudinal loyalty.  Therefore, for those 
customers that claim to be committed to the retailer, exclusive patronization is not only 
influenced by the bonds and fraternization they develop with employees, but also by the 
confidence they have acquired in the retailer to deliver a consistent, quality experience.  To 
summarize, customers need to feel special and form bonds with employees early in a relationship 
for attitudinal loyalty to develop.  Later in the relationship, customer’s confidence in the retailer 
and the social bonds developed with employees are important in driving their exclusive loyalty 
behavior.  Notably, the only path that remained invariant across all relationship stages in 
predicting attitudinal loyalty was social benefits.  In addition, social benefits were the largest 
predictor in each stage.  Therefore, this study supports the work of Jones et al. (2000) who found 
that interpersonal bonds developed between boundary-spanning employees and customers act as 
a switching barrier, helping prevent deflection.      
                                                            
42 Character trustworthiness was also a significant predictor of attitudinal loyalty in the awareness Stage.  However, 






 Advocacy has a wide variety of predictors across relationship stages.  Early in the 
relationship, social and confidence benefits carry nearly equal weight in predicting customers’ 
promotion and defense of the retailer to significant others.  The customer’s perception of the 
retailer’s benevolence and integrity (character trustworthiness) also influences advocacy of 
Coffee House X.  As the relationship develops, not only do all these relationships hold (stay 
significant), but other factors also begin to determine advocacy behaviors.  During the expansion 
stage, many things drive advocacy behaviors.  The customer’s perception of the retailer’s 
competence becomes the largest driving force in sharing positive information about the retailer 
with others.  Maybe this path appears in the expansion stage because customers have had ample 
time to make concluding judgments about the retailer’s capability.  In addition, overall 
satisfaction with the retailer significantly predicts advocacy behavior in this middle stage.  
However, as the relationship progresses to the commitment stage, we see a reversal back to the 
predictors of the awareness stage, with a few exceptions.  Confidence benefits (i.e., customer’s 
confidence in retailer to consistently provide a quality experience) overwhelmingly predict 
advocacy behaviors, whereas social benefits and competent trustworthiness (opposed to 
character trustworthiness in the awareness stage) also are influential.  Since committed 
customers are the most likely and best suited to promote and defend the retailer, encouraging 
their advocacy behaviors by ensuring consistent service is imperative.  Therefore, as a 
relationship grows, the influence of character trustworthiness on advocacy behaviors diminishes 
and is replaced by competent trustworthiness.  Social and confidence benefits remain influential 
throughout the relationship, but confidence benefits majorly increases in effect in the 
commitment stage to become the overwhelmingly largest predictor.  The effect of social benefits 
on advocacy is invariant, while the effect of confidence benefits is moderated by stage.    
 Lastly, customers’ patronization behavior (i.e., behavioral loyalty) is predicted by 
different constructs across relationship stages.  At the beginning of the relationship, confidence 
benefits are what predict the percentage of times that a customer visits Coffee House X when 
going to a coffee house.43  Though, at the beginning stage of a relationship it is difficult to have 
developed confidence relational benefits; therefore, it is customers’ low confidence in the retailer 
that drives their low behavioral loyalty.  Therefore, providing a more consistent product and 
service experience would increase new customers’ behavioral loyalty.  As the relationship 
develops, confidence benefits no longer influence behavioral loyalty; their effect is replaced by 
social benefits.  Social benefits are the only predictor of behavioral loyalty in the expansion 
stage, and one of two in the commitment stage.  The bonding of employees and customers is 
extremely important in driving customers to visit a retail store.  These results show that for 
customers that prefer Coffee House X the only significant driver of their visits to the coffee 
house is the relationships that they have established with the employees.  This result speaks to 
the power that connections developed between employees and customers can have on building 
loyal customers (e.g., Price and Arnould 1999).  This study also supports the work of Palmatier 
et al. (2006b), which found that social programs have the largest potential of relationship 
marketing building activities to produce tangible financial results for companies.  The positive 
effect of social benefits continues into the commitment stage, but overall satisfaction appears as 
a predictor and has a nearly equal effect on behavioral loyalty as do social benefits.  This result is 
                                                            
43 Character trustworthiness also is significantly related to behavioral loyalty in the awareness stage, though the path 






interesting in that a few studies point out that the effect of overall satisfaction on loyalty 
behaviors diminishes as the relationship progresses (e.g., Garbarino and Johnson 1999) and is 
replaced by relational mediators like trust.   
Differences in Effects of Construct Sub-Categories 
 A second key research objective was to assess the differences in effects of specific 
construct sub-categories across the model and across relationship stage.  The results demonstrate 
the importance of not only including global measures of satisfaction, trust, or loyalty, but also 
measuring specific components of these constructs.  Rust, Zahorik, and Keiningham (1995) point 
out that specific dimensions of satisfaction should be measured to help focus on the precise 
elements that need attention.  Not only does including specificity facilitate managerial 
application, but theoretically it allows for nuances in the relationship evolution process to be 
brought to light.  For example, relational benefits are largely predicted by satisfaction in the 
value of the core product early in the relationship, but this effect diminishes as the relationship 
progresses and employee satisfaction becomes much more influential.  Character trustworthiness 
is influenced by core product value and employee satisfaction throughout the relationship.  
However, competence trustworthiness is more heavily predicted by communication quality and 
confidence benefits than satisfaction constructs.  Lastly, while character trustworthiness is 
somewhat important in driving loyalty early in the relationship, this effect diminishes.  
Competence trustworthiness becomes more important as the relationship develops.  This study 
demonstrates the varying role specific dimensions of constructs play in relationship evolution.     
 
Consequences of a Static Perspective 
 Finally, support was found for the third major research objective of this essay.  The 
results of this essay empirically support the results presented in Essays 1 and 2 and highlight the 
differences in structural paths between the active stages model and the individual relationship 
stage models.  The differences in structural paths across the four models can be seen in Table 47 
and Figure 16.  In Figure 16, each of the 41 structural paths is colored-coded to reflect its 
membership in one of 10 categories: invariant and significant across all four models (nine paths), 
variant and significant across all four models (eight paths), paths unique to the exploration stage 
(six paths), paths unique to the expansion stage (two paths), paths unique to the commitment 
stage (four paths), paths that appear in the exploration and expansion stages, but disappear in 
commitment (three paths), paths that appear in the latter parts of the relationship but not in the 
exploration stage (two paths), paths that appear early in the relationship then disappear and 
reappear in the commitment stage (one path), paths that are insignificant in all models (five 
paths), and paths that are only significant when the total sample is analyzed (one path).44  
Therefore, this essay confirms, in a B2C context, the conclusions made by Jap and Ganesan 
(2000) in their study of B2B relationships: “The contrast in results from the total sample to the 
phase-by-phase analysis underscores the powerful effect of the relationship context 
                                                            
44 Paths are considered unique to a stage if they do not appear in any other specific stage.  However, any path that is 
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             Invariant significant paths across all stages 
             Insignificant paths across all models 
             Variant significant paths across all models 
             Significant paths that appear in Exploration Stage only 
             Significant paths that appear in Expansion Stage only 
             Significant paths that appear in Commitment Stage only 
             Significant paths that appear in Exploration and Expansion Stages only 
             Significant paths that appear in Expansion and Commitment Stages only 
             Significant paths that appear in Exploration and Commitment Stages only 
             Significant path in Active Stages model only 
            OUTCOMES 
 
 






in determining key relationship outcomes and highlights the need for tailoring 
interorganizational strategies according to the relationship phase” (p. 41).   
 
Relationship Marketing Implications  
 The main managerial contribution of this essay is to highlight the importance of 
considering relationship stage as an important segmentation variable, especially for companies 
that currently implement or plan to implement RM practices.  Most retailers, like Coffee House 
X, devise CRM strategies ranging from loyalty programs to employee training without 
consideration of relationship stage segmentation.  Therefore new customers are treated the same 
as committed customers.  The results of this essay provide evidence that the relative impact of 
retailer and employee behavior and communication on customer loyalty varies across 
relationship stage.  However, the results also show that certain relationships hold across all 
relationship stages.  Therefore, practitioners are left with a choice – implement relationship stage 
segmentation to maximize the potential of CRM strategies or treat all customers similarly by 
focusing on the core relationships that hold throughout the relationship continuum.   
  
 While the results of this study overwhelmingly support the relationship stage 
segmentation avenue, its feasibility for many companies is questionable.  Therefore, 
understanding the relationships that hold throughout relationship evolution provides a “better 
than nothing” scenario for many companies.   Nine structural paths proved to be invariant across 
relationship stage models.  Communication quality and core product value satisfaction are the 
two most important antecedents across all relationship stages, whereas social benefits is the only 
consistent predictor of loyalty (attitudinal and advocacy).  Therefore, retail managers can use 
mass advertising to positively affect its communication quality, and properly train front-line 
employees to engage customers in conversation and develop relational bonds.  These two CRM 
practices show positive effects on customer satisfaction, trust, relational benefits, and loyalty 
behaviors no matter what stage of the relationship customers are.  Specifically, communication 
was the only constant predictor of satisfaction.  Core product value satisfaction was the only 
constant predictor of character trustworthiness and confidence benefits, and communication 
quality was the only constant antecedent of competence trustworthiness.   
 
   If relationship stage segmentation is feasible for companies, then the various intricacies 
of each relationship stage model can be used to develop and implement CRM strategies that are 
customized for at least “early” and “late” relationship stage customers.  Employees can be 
trained in conversation techniques to distinguish between early and late stage customers.   Once 
customers are segmented, specific techniques can be utilized during the service experience to 
help influence the relational behaviors of each customer group.  For example, exploration stage 
customers’ loyalty behavior is heavily influenced by confidence benefits, which in turn are 
influenced mostly by core product value satisfaction.  Val-sat is heavily influenced by 
management trustworthy behaviors and communication.  While in-store atmosphere cannot be 
heavily specialized for certain customers, perceptions of it can be manipulated.  For example, if 
the retailer discovers that a customer is in the exploration stage (i.e., a “new” customer), their 
order can be given priority over other orders to lessen their wait time and increase their 






focus on making sure that new customers receive accurate and complete information about the 
current products and services that the retailer provides.  Furthermore, this advertising needs to 
take place outside of the retail environment, since exploration stage customers only visit Coffee 
House X 36% of the time.  Customers in the latter stages of relationship development share 
many similarities.  Most of their loyalty behaviors are predicted by relational benefits (social and 
confidence benefits), which are indirectly influenced by the trustworthy behaviors of employees 
and employee encounters.  Therefore, employees need to be specially trained to deal with 
customers in the latter stages of development by developing behaviors that reflect concern and 
value for the customer, behaviors that increase approachability, and values that reflect a 
problem-solving orientation.  Likewise, creative strategies can be developed to encourage the 
social bonding of employees with customers.  Communication also plays an important role in the 
development of loyalty behaviors in these consumers, and since employee interactions are also a 
source of relational behavior, management can integrate the roles that communication quality 
and employees play in driving loyalty.  Employees can be trained to communication information 
about the retailer’s products and services during regular interaction with customers in latter 
stages.    
 
Limitations  
One of the largest limitations of this research is the limited generalizability of the results 
to other contexts.  As discussed in Essay 1, the application of constructs, measures, and results 
across relational forms and contexts is often inappropriate (Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002).  Therefore, 
these results should only be considered in their context and applied in studies investigating 
similar B2C contexts.  Another limitation of the results is the reliability and validity issues that 
were presented in the “Measurement Model Evaluation” section.  A small number of constructs 
(competent trustworthiness, confidence benefits, and attitudinal loyalty) exhibited low average 
variance extracted in the individual models.  However, to maintain measurement model 
consistency across the relationship stage and increase comparability, troublesome items were 
retained (Garbarino and Johnson 1999).  Another limiting issue of the analysis is the occurrence 
of two negative paths in the exploration stage model.  The correlations between the individual 
items are significantly positive, and negative structural paths are counterintuitive and anti-
theoretical.  One possible explanation for this inconsistency is that the intercorrelations between 
the constructs are so high that the complexity of the model forces these paths negative so that the 
indirect and direct effects equal the interitem correlation.  However, tolerance and variance 
inflation factors (VIFs) were in acceptable ranges, so multicollinearity does not seem to be a 
problem.  Another possible limitation in the analysis was the utilization of two single-item 
measures (i.e., behavioral loyalty and overall satisfaction.  While, overall satisfaction does not 
play an extremely important role in the model, behavioral loyalty does.  Therefore, the weakness 
of the construct’s measurement should be taken into consideration when evaluating 
corresponding structural paths.      










This essay supports the contention that studies examining relational exchange should 
consider relationship stages.  Strong differences occur in the empirical model across relationship 
stages that have important implications for both theory development and managerial application.  
These differences were supported by comparison of structural paths across relationship stages as 
well as multi-group moderation analysis.   One of the most notable conclusions that can be made 
is the strong impact that communication quality has in creating satisfaction and competence 
trustworthiness throughout the relationship process.  This result supports the recent work of 
Palmatier, who states, “communication appears to be the most universally positive antecedent in 
terms of strengthening initial levels of trust and commitment, as well as relating to positive 
growth rates in the future” (2008a, p. 62).  On the other hand, one key difference in relationship 
development discovered by this study is that in-store atmosphere and the value of the core 
product are critical components early in the relationship, but are replaced in importance by 
employee encounters as the relationship progresses.  Another important difference is the 
decreasing influence trustworthiness constructs had and the increasing influence overall 
satisfaction had on loyalty constructs as the relationship progressed.  Lastly, social and 
confidence benefits are the two biggest factors in driving loyalty behaviors across all relationship 
stages.  Customers need consistency and social interaction with front-line employees regardless 
of where they find themselves along the relationship continuum.  Therefore, differences exist in 
structural relationships depending on the stage under investigation.  The goal of this essay was to 
study and empirically support the need to consider relationship stage when analyzing relational 
exchange data.  It is the hope of the researcher that this essay convinces future researchers to do 
just that.   

























SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
A leading B2C author sampled in Essay 1 concludes, “The best work in the field brings 
in all three of the disciplines that inform relationships, rather than arguing for an exclusive or 
predominant focus on one outlook”.  The integrative framework presented here does just that and 
combines the most influential studies across all domains to provide a comprehensive depiction of 
relationship definition, creation, and evolution over distinct stages.  Essay 1 validates the 
framework with the opinions of the field’s leading scholars, while Essay 2 applies the framework 
to the customer-retailer relational form by gathering the perspectives of each of the relevant 
parties in the relationship.  Essay 3 takes a more focused approach and investigates differences in 
an empirical model across relationship stages in one customer-retailer context.  A few notable 
broad conclusions are discussed below.  
 
Between Essays 1 and 2, a consensus relationship definition is produced, which includes 
three elements: A relationship is at least one interaction or exchange between two parties that 
share information and expect to interact in the future.  However, the relationship creation issue 
carries much less agreement between academic and practitioner respondents.  Academics 
identify information sharing and cooperation as the only two necessary elements for the creation 
of a relationship, whereas the practitioner respondents have a long list of elements they agree 
upon for relationship creation.  In general, academics hold a much less restricted view of buyer-
seller relationships than retail employees and customers. 
 
All of the essays shed light on how a relationship evolves over DSO’s (1987) relationship 
continuum.  The development of core constructs and construct sub-categories is evident across 
relationship stages.  One of the most notable findings across all studies is the significant role that 
communication plays in not only relationship creation, but also evolution.  Essay 1 confirms that 
communication is important even before interaction begins; Essay 2 illustrates that 
communication related to exchange issues is vital at first, but its importance is then replaced by 
communication regarding partners’ personal issues.  Essay 3’s empirical results demonstrate that 
the positive effect of communication on satisfaction and trustworthiness holds across active 
relationship stages.  Likewise, all essays point to the role that the core product’s value and 
performance have early in a relationship and the increasing role that employees and social 
interactions play later in the relationship.  In addition, both Essays 1 and 3 illustrate the role that 
relationship benefits play throughout the stages of a relationship.  In particular, relationship 
benefits drive loyalty regardless of the relationship stage.            
 
The framework formulated and tested in this dissertation provides an organized review of 
the past 20 years of RM research and outlines relationship definition, creation, and evolution 
across multiple perspectives and relational forms.  It is the most exhaustive RM framework to-
date and one of the first in the field to incorporate current reflection on past research, while also 
being one of the few formulated from the opinions of scholarly experts, practitioners, and 
customers.  This dissertation illustrates the importance of accounting for relational form when 
extending constructs and conceptualizations across studies.  The findings also support the 
contention that studies examining relational exchange should incorporate relationship stages into 






researchers in a variety of ways to better design and implement relational exchange studies.  Not 
only does this research help clarify the relationship concept, but also it sets the stage for in-depth 
empirical examinations of relationship creation and evolution.  For practitioners, it highlights 
important elements of relationship creation, and provides findings that support the use of 
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ESSAY 1 CITATION ANALYSIS RESULTS (TOP-50) 
 
Table 51: Citation Analysis Results of the Top-50 
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 Satisfaction is the most studied construct in the sampling frame and has been 
conceptualized a variety of ways over the last twenty years (see Table 10 for categories).  
Satisfaction is generally conceptualized as an attitude-like evaluation of an entity (e.g., product) 
or a series of interactions (e.g., relationship satisfaction).  A lot of attention has been devoted to 
understanding the components or antecedents of the satisfaction evaluation; three of these 
antecedents are discussed briefly below.  The most common component of attitude formation is 
the disconfirmation of expectations model, which posits that individuals compare performance 
outcomes to expectations.  Positive disconfirmation occurs when performance exceeds 
expectations, and negative disconfirmation occurs when performance does not meet 
expectations.  Individuals are said to be satisfied whenever performance meets or exceeds 
expectations (e.g., Oliver 1980).  Researchers have also included affective components, both 
positive and negative, as instrumental in the development of satisfaction (e.g., Westbrook 1987).  
Two main explanations for the influence of emotion on satisfaction judgments have been 
proposed: (1) consumption elicits emotion that leaves traces in memory that consumers retrieve 
when formulating satisfaction judgments; and (2) consumers attribute the outcome of a 
consumption experience to internal, external, or situational factors, and depending on the 
experience and the attribution source, certain emotions are created that feed into satisfaction 
judgments (Oliver 1983).  Both disconfirmation and affect have been shown to have strong 
relationships with satisfaction (e.g., Szymanski and Henard 2001).  Satisfaction is also modeled 
as a direct outcome of equity, the judgment consumers make in regard to the benefits they 
receive compared to others (e.g.., Oliver 1997; Bolton and Lemon 1999; Singh and Sirdeshmukh 
2000).  In a meta-analysis, Szymanski and Henard (2001) found that disconfirmation and equity 
had the strongest correlation with satisfaction of all antecedents.   
 
 Satisfaction has also shown to be an important driver in relational exchange.  Bolton and 
Lemon (1999) found that overall satisfaction led to actual continued usage in the next time 
period.  De Wulf et al. (2001) found that satisfaction plays a key role in relationship quality, 
which has a strong relationship with behavioral loyalty.  Satisfaction was found to be the primary 
direct driver of future intentions for transactional customers (Garbarino and Johnson 1999).  
Impressive effects of satisfaction on firm performance have also been documented in the 
literature.  Findings include a strong, positive relationship with repurchase intentions (e.g., 
Szymanski and Henard 2001; Jones et al. 2000) and an antecedent relationship to customer 




 Trust is key driver of committed buyer-seller relationships (Morgan and Hunt 1994).  
Trust is conceptualized many different ways in the literature (see Table 11 for its sub-categories).  






et al. 1993).  The belief component (often referred to as trustworthiness) focuses on the 
confidence that a partner has in the dependability and reliability of the other partner 
(Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002), integrity of the other partner (Morgan and Hunt 1994), and the belief 
that the other partner will act in the best interest of the partnership (e.g., Anderson and Narus 
1990).  Trustworthiness is formed based on several characteristics of the partner, such as their 
expertise, sincerity, integrity, tactfulness, timeliness, confidentiality, congeniality (Moorman et 
al. 1993),  benevolence, credibility (Ganesan 1994), competence, and problem-solving 
orientation (Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002).   The behavioral aspect of trust (often referred to as 
trusting behaviors) includes willingness by the partner to accept vulnerability and rely on the 
other party in the face of uncertainty (Moorman et al. 1992).   Trusting behaviors can include 
relationship investment, communication openness, and forbearance from opportunism (Smith 
and Barclay 1997), and are a manifestation of trustworthiness.  Combining both the belief and 
behavioral components of trust, Moorman et al. (1992, p. 315) define trust as “a willingness to 
rely on an exchange partner in whom one has confidence”.         
 
   Trust is an integral component of relational exchange models.  Countless empirical 
studies have been devoted to determining the antecedents and consequences of trust.  For 
example, Anderson and Narus (1990) found that cooperation was influential in driving trust.  
Several effects of trust on relationship quality and behaviors have also been found.  Trust 
positively influences relationship satisfaction (Anderson and Narus 1990), commitment 
(Moorman et al. 1992; Morgan and Hunt 1994), and future intentions (Garbarino and Johnson 
1999).  Specific findings of trust include the following: (1) relationship value was found to 
partially mediate the trust-loyalty relationship (Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002); (2) when compared to 
trusting behaviors, trustworthiness had the larger effect on the mutual satisfaction felt by both 
partners in the relationship (Smith and Barclay 1997); and (3) evidence was found that credibility 
trust, as opposed to benevolence trust, leads to long-term orientation (Ganesan 1994); and (4) 
brand trust positively affects both purchase loyalty and attitudinal loyalty (Chaudhuri and 




Loyalty is a rather new relational construct, not appearing in any of the articles studying 
interfirm relationships; in a sense, loyalty is analogous to commitment in the B2C context.  
Loyalty is similar to trust and satisfaction, in the sense that the majority of conceptualizations 
can be categorized into various components (see Table 12 for sub-categories).  Loyalty is 
typically defined either from a behavioral or affective perspective.  For example, behavioral 
loyalty is conceptualized by the diverse set of behaviors that signify that a customer has a 
relationship with a firm – positive word-of-mouth, repeat purchasing, and intentions for future 
interaction (e.g., Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002; Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001).  Affective loyalty 
(sometimes referred to as attitudinal loyalty) reflects a customer’s emotion, attitude, attachment, 
or degree of disposition with the firm or brand (e.g., Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001).  
Researchers sometimes conceptualize loyalty as only one dimension (e.g., Singh and 
Sirdeshmukh 2000), two separate dimensions (e.g., Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001), or a 






and Basu (1994) define loyalty as the strength of the relationship between an individual’s relative 
attitude and their repeat patronage.    
 
A great deal of attention has been devoted to debating the conceptualization of loyalty.  
Researchers argue that behavioral loyalty alone is simply a reflection of spurious behavior or 
inertia on the part of the consumer.  However, attitudinal loyalty is akin to preference.  Oliver 
(1999) describes the progression of loyalty through phases, in which he proposes that most 
conceptualizations of loyalty are not “true” loyalty, but rather a stage of preference.  The 
“phases” perspective proposes that loyalty progresses from occurring in a cognitive, then an 
affective, and then a conative fashion before consumers become loyal with their actions (Oliver 
1997).  Oliver (1997, p. 392) defines this last loyalty phase as “a deeply held commitment to 
rebuy or repatronize a preferred product/service consistently in the future, thereby causing 
repetitive same-brand or same brand-set purchasing, despite situational influences and marketing 
efforts having the potential to cause switching behavior.”  This loyalty, also referred to as “action 
loyalty”, is the last stage in a sequence of phases of loyalty development.  He goes further to 
describe a state of “ultimate loyalty” in which the consumer will “have no other” and will pursue 
the object “against all odds and at all costs.”  This stage of loyalty is also typically characterized 
by full immersion in a social community surrounding the object and identification with the object 
as part of oneself (Oliver 1999).  
 
In light of the confusing terminology and conceptualization of loyalty in the literature, 
evidence exists for the important role that loyalty plays in relational exchanges.  Much support 
exists for the role that trust plays in driving loyalty.  Chaudhuri and Holbrook (2001) found that 
both brand affect and brand trust positively influence loyalty.  Singh and Sirdeshmukh (2000) 
propose that trust is an antecedent of loyalty as well.  Though, evidence exists that the trust-
loyalty relationship is partially mediated by relationship value (Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002).  
Evidence has been found that loyalty leads to higher market share and relative price (Chaudhuri 
and Holbrook 2001).  Likewise, the literature has proposed that loyalty also increases 
consumers’ positive word-of-mouth and resistance to counterpersuasion, as well as lowers their 




 Commitment and loyalty are two closely related constructs.  Confusion exists as to the 
exact difference between loyalty and commitment, as each are included in the definitions of the 
other (see Table 13 for sub-categories).  Like the other main relational constructs, commitment 
has also been conceptualized many different ways and often is characterized by several 
dimensions.  One of the most prevalent definitions of commitment is “an enduring desire to 
maintain a valued relationship” (Moorman et al. 1992, p. 316).  In addition, several types of 
commitment are noted in the literature: continuance commitment (a bond to the entity based on 
the perceived costs of leaving the relationship), normative commitment (a bond to the entity 
based on perceived obligations to it), and affective commitment (a bond to the entity due to the 
positive feelings evoked by it) (Gruen et al. 2000).  Likewise, Bendapudi and Berry (1997) 
distinguish between a dedication-based (the partner genuinely wants to maintain the relationship) 






relationship) motivation to continue a relationship.  Furthermore, Gundlach et al. (1995) found 
evidence that it is not commitment alone that determines the quality of the relationship, but 
rather the structure of the commitment.  When commitment is characterized by large and equal 
idiosyncratic investments between partners, long-term commitment increases. 
   
 Commitment is one of the most important determinants of buyer-seller relationships (e.g., 
DSO 1987).  Therefore, many antecedents have been studied in the literature.  Of all antecedents, 
trust is the most important antecedent of relational commitment (e.g., Morgan and Hunt 1994).  
Dependence is also proposed to positively influence constraint based relationship maintenance 
(Bendapudi and Berry 1997).   Anderson and Weitz (1992) found evidence that commitment is 
affected by idiosyncratic investments made by the firm, their perception of their partner’s level 
of idiosyncratic investments, exclusivity exhibited by the partner firm, and the relationship’s 
history of relational conflict.  Likewise, in a B2C context, perceived relationship investment by 
customers affected their perceptions of relationship quality (overall assessment of the strength of 
the relationship based on relationship satisfaction, trust, and commitment) (De Wulf et al. 2001).  
Other antecedents include relational norms (e.g., Gundlach et al. 1995) and collaborative 
communication (e.g., Mohr et al. 1996).  
 
 Outcomes of relational commitment in a B2C context include positive behaviors on the 
part of the customer – relationship enhancement, identity with firm, advocacy by customer, 
cooperation and acquiescence, and less interest in alternatives (Bendapudi and Berry 1997).   For 
transactional customers, commitment does not translate into future intentions, but for relational 
customers, Garbarino and Johnson (1999) found that commitment led to future purchase 
intentions.  Affective commitment is a driver of customer retention and customer share (Verhoef 
2003), and evidence was found that commitment plays a role in developing behavioral loyalty as 
well (De Wulf et al. 2001).  Different outcomes have also been found for different types of 
commitment.  Affective commitment positively influences participation and coproduction in the 
relationship, whereas continuance commitment fosters participation and normative commitment 
leads to coproduction (Gruen et al. 2000).  However, some evidence does exist that shows that 
commitment does not always translate into positive exchange performance (Moorman et al. 




 Relational norms are usually studied in a B2B context and are an important part of 
relationship development (DSO 1987).  Norms are expected patterns of behavior that govern a 
relationship (Heide and John 1992).  Various relational norms have been proposed over the 
lifetime of relational exchange research.  The sample produces five main categories of relational 
norms: cooperation, coordination, flexibility, management, adaptation, and solidarity.  
Management is a term created for the purpose of collectively describing norms that include the 
following: forbearance from opportunism, functionality of conflict, noncoercive content, and 
mutuality.  These norms are all actions that illustrate the partners’ management of their behaviors 
– proactively not doing wrong, but right.  Heide and John (1992) proposed three categories: 
flexibility, information exchange, and solidarity (i.e., high value placed on the relationship).  






trust), flexibility, role integrity (i.e., parties’ responsibilities extend beyond simple roles), and 
harmonization of conflict as important relational norms.  Relational norms can also include 
coordination (e.g., Mohr et al. 1996), cooperation (e.g., Cannon and Perreault 1999), forbearance 
from opportunism (e.g., Smith and Barclay), and shared values and goals (e.g., Morgan and 
Hunt; DSO 1987).  Relational norms are essential for long-lasting relationships (e.g., Gundlach 
et al. 1995).  For example, Palmatier et al. (2006a) found that conflict had the greatest effect on 
relational quality of all relationship drivers, therefore, illustrating the importance of 
harmonization of conflict in relationship building.   
      
Communication and Information Sharing 
 
Communication and information sharing constructs can be collapsed into five main 
categories: information sharing, bidirectional communication or dialogue, confidential 
information sharing, formal/informal communication, and frequency of communication.  
Information sharing is the expectation that both parties will provide information useful to the 
other party (e.g., Cannon and Perreault 1999).  Bidirectional communication and dialogue center 
on the two-way flow of information between both parties (e.g., Vargo and Lusch 2004).  
Confidential information sharing focuses on the private content of shared information (e.g., 
Doney and Cannon 1997), whereas formal/informal communication focuses on the delivery 
mechanism (e.g., Mohr and Nevin 1990).  Communication and information sharing are noted as 
a key driver of relational exchanges (e.g., DSO 1987).  In fact, Palmatier (2008a, p. 62) states 
that, “communication appears to be the most universally positive antecedent in terms of 
strengthening initial levels of trust and commitment, as well as relating to positive growth rates 
in the future.”  
 
Power and Dependence 
 
 Power and dependence theory was studied heavily at the commencement of relational 
exchange research, and focused on understanding how the power of one party created the 
dependence of the other which then bonded the dependent party to the powerful partner.  Power 
is defined as the ability of one partner to influence the other and get it to do something it 
normally would not do (Wilson 1995; Mohr et al. 1996).  When a partner exercises its power in 
the form of influence, control results (Mohr et al. 1996).  Dependence on another party arises 
when the focal partner recognizes the need to continue the relationship because the outcomes 
gained are better than alternatives and are needed to achieve goals; therefore, the partner 
becomes irreplaceable (e.g., Heide and John 1988; Ganesan 1994).  While dependence is a driver 
of relationship quality (i.e., satisfaction, trust, and commitment) (Palmatier et al. 2006a), the 
application of “unjust” or coercive power can lead to the termination of a relationship.  However, 
the successful exercise of just power may be the crucial factor in progressing to the expansion 




 Idiosyncratic investments have been heavily studied in both B2B and B2C contexts, and 






1997), transaction-specific assets (e.g., Heide and John 1992), transaction-specific investments 
(e.g., Heide and John 1988), nonretrievable investments (e.g., Wilson 1995), relationship-
specific adaptations (e.g., Cannon and Perreault 1999), and inputs (e.g., Gundlach et al. 1995).  
Whatever the label, these investments include resources, assets, effort, time, people, and 
attention devoted to the relationship that have no value outside the relationship (e.g., Smith and 
Barclay 1997).  Constructs related to idiosyncratic investments can be broken into three main 
categories: the resources devoted, the bonds created, or the structure of the investments.  
Idiosyncratic investments are key at bonding partners together by creating interdependence (e.g., 
Bendapudi and Berry 1997).  Idiosyncratic investments also send strong signals that a partner is 
serious about the relationship (Anderson and Weitz 1992) and is trustworthy (Smith and Barclay 
1997), therefore, positively affecting relationship satisfaction, trust, and commitment (e.g., De 
Wulf et al. 2001).  However, Palmatier et al. (2006a) found that the relationship between seller 
investments and commitment is limited.   
 
Selling Partner Characteristics 
 
 Selling partner characteristics can be broken into four main categories: expertise and 
competence, motivation in serving the customer, integrity and character, and interactional 
personality.  Expertise and competence addresses the knowledge and ability of the relationship 
partner to perform (e.g., Moorman et al. 1993).  The second category focuses on the selling 
partner’s motivation to resolve problems for the customer, reduce uncertainty, and place the 
customer’s interest ahead of their own (e.g., Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002).  A selling partner’s 
integrity regards his honesty, ability to keep promises, guarding of proprietary information, and 
moral character (e.g., Ganesan 1994).  Lastly, interactional personality addresses such things as 
the partner’s cooperative behavior, tactfulness, similarity, friendliness, and responsiveness (e.g., 
Moorman et al. 1993).  Positive selling partner characteristics signal to the customer that the 
partner is trustworthy, which has a direct effect on relationship satisfaction (Smith and Barclay 
1997) and trust (Sirdeshmukh et al. 2002; Crosby et al. 1997).  Specifically, a partner’s 
competence has the greatest positive impact of all antecedents on relationship quality across all 
relational forms (Palmatier et al. 2006a).   
 
Coproduction and Involvement 
 
 Coproduction has probably received the least amount of attention in the literature of all 
relational constructs.  The involvement of the customer in the production process is a relatively 
new concept, and researchers argue that coproduction enhances the value of the firm’s offering 
(e.g., Vargo and Lusch).  Specifically, customers can be involved in the design, development, 
and marketing processes of an organization, helping customize the firm’s offerings to their own 
individual needs (Sheth and Parvatiyar 1995b).  Gruen et al. (2000) show that both normative 










Emotion and Identity 
 
 This category of constructs includes two separate and distinct concepts.  Emotion 
includes both positive and negative affective reactions to the consumption process.  Both positive 
and negative emotion have been found to play a role in satisfaction (e.g., Oliver 1993), loyalty 
(e.g., Dick and Basu 1994; Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001), and relationship evolution (e.g., 
Fournier 1998).  For example, Fournier and Mick (1999) discovered that affect plays a much 
larger role in satisfaction than previously thought, evident by various themes that emerged from 
their research (e.g., satisfaction as pleasure).  Jeep owners expressed pride, love, and joy in their 
vehicles (McAlexander et al. 2002).  Likewise, Fournier (1998) proposed that brand relationship 
quality is measured by such facets as love and passion.   
 
 Identity involves the central role that a brand or organization plays in the development of 
a consumer’s identity, the embeddedness of the consumer in the company, or the consideration 
of the partner in proprietorial terms (e.g., my hairdresser).  Identifying with a firm is proposed as 
an outcome of dedication-based commitment (Bendapudi and Berry 1997), as well as the 
attractiveness of the identity and the salience of the identity to the customer (Bhattacharya and 
Sen 2003).  Proposed outcomes of consumer-company identification include company loyalty, 
company promotion, company recruitment, and resilience to negative information (Bhattacharya 
and Sen 2003).  Identifying with the brand is also a key ingredient to customer-brand 




 Customer benefits are receiving increasing attention in relational exchange research.  
Five main types of benefits can be found in the literature: tangible rewards, preferential 
treatment, customization/personalization, social bonding, and confidence (see Table 3).  Tangible 
rewards include economic incentives, such as price breaks.  Regular customers receive 
preferential treatment and are given special consideration.   Customization and personalization 
are specialized offerings based on the customer’s individual needs and preferences.  Social 
bonding includes the benefits that arise from friendship development and fraternization between 
customers and sellers.  Confidence benefits include such things as risk reduction (Sheth and 
Parvatiyar 1995b), time savings, and reduced anxiety (Gwinner et al. 1998).  Customer benefits 
are obviously vital in relationship development, as most relationships will cease to exist if they 
are not mutually beneficial.  In fact, Palmatier et al. (2006a) found that customer benefits have a 




While addressing relationship costs in a B2C context is a relatively new topic in the 
literature, many B2B papers recognize the importance of the negative aspects of relationship 
evolution.  The most popular type of relationship cost addressed in the Top-50 is switching and 
termination costs, which include financial, psychological, and time-related costs involved with 
having to find a new relationship partner (e.g., Jones et al. 2000; Bitner 1995).  Very early on, 






opportunity costs and time and resources devoted towards relational maintenance.  In addition, 
Ulaga and Eggert (2006) and Cannon and Homburg (2001) also focused on three types of 
relationship costs incurred in business relationships: (1) direct costs, (2) acquisition costs, and (3) 
operation costs.  Whereas switching and termination costs and investments bind the partners 
together, some relationship costs (i.e., upkeep, time, and privacy issues) cause consumers to opt 




 Performance constructs include a wide variety of concepts that relate to the outcomes of 
the relationship, service experience, or product consumption.  Five subcategories of performance 
were found in the sample: price equity, relationship performance, service/product performance, 
superior performance, and desired outcomes.  Price equity includes constructs that measure the 
fairness of the price paid for services or products based on the benefits received (e.g., Bolton and 
Lemon 1999).  Relationship performance constructs capture the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the relationship in meeting objectives (e.g., Mohr and Nevin 1990).  Service/product 
performance include constructs related to the performance of product and service attributes (e.g., 
Spreng et al. 1996), whereas superior performance constructs relate to the superiority of the 
product or service relative to the competition (e.g., Bolton et al. 1999).   Desired outcomes 
constructs focus on whether the offering matched consumers’ desires, needs, or wants (e.g., 
Szymanski and Henard 2001).  Core service performance is instrumental for relationship 
evolution, especially at early stages (Singh and Sirdeshmukh 2000).  For example, perceived task 
performance plays a key role in satisfaction development (Spreng et al. 1996; Smith and Barclay 
1997).  In addition, Gruen et al. (2000) found that core services performance was the only 




 Relational behaviors are reactions, on the part of customers, to engaging in beneficial 
relationships with a seller (see Table 1).  The reactions in the Top-50 can be broken into four 
main categories: promotion and recruitment, protection from cognitive dissonance, behavioral 
intentions, and exclusive behavior.  Promotion and recruitment include the spread of positive 
word-of-mouth as well as the active recruitment of other customers for the selling partner (e.g., 
Szymanski and Henard 2001).  Protection from cognitive dissonance includes constructs such as 
“resilience to negative information” (Bhattacharya and Sen 2003), “resistance to 
counterpersuasion” (Dick and Basu 1994), “postpurchase rationalization” (Sheth and Parvatiyar 
1995b), and “individual fortitude” (Oliver 1999), and relates to the disregard of negative 
information and competitive pressures.  Behavioral intentions include a wide variety of 
constructs that measure consumers’ intentions to engage in relational behaviors, such as repeat 
purchasing, recommending, and interacting, in the future (e.g., Doney and Cannon 1997).   
Finally, exclusive behavior includes both forfeiting alternative partners as well as a decreased 
interest in these alternatives (e.g., Anderson and Weitz 1992; Bendapudi and Berry 1997).  These 
relational behaviors are important outcomes of relationship maintenance (e.g., Bendapudi and 









 Constructs included in the RM category include direct mail and loyalty program 
membership.  Only 11 percent of the Top-50 included RM constructs in their study.  As 
mentioned previously, the effects of RM programs, such as direct mail and loyalty programs are 
uncertain.  Verhoef (2003) found that both loyalty programs and direct mail led to customer 
share development, whereas only loyalty programs led to customer retention.  On the other hand, 
Bolton et al. (2000) found that loyalty programs did not increase subsequent repatronage 
















ESSAY 1 EXHAUSTIVE RELATIONSHIP EVOLUTION FRAMEWORK 
Table 52: Exhaustive Relationship Evolution Framework from Top-50 
Construct Definition Type Stage ABC Form ID
Coproduction Involvement of the customer in the production of value 6-Coproduction Awareness ABC All 17 
Perceived quality of 
interaction Users view user-researcher interactions as productive 
1-Relationship 
performance Awareness ABC 1 12 
Positive word-of-mouth  4-Promotion Awareness ABC All 20 
Frequent Communication High contact between channel members 8-Frequency Awareness B 1 10 
Affective commitment Emotions elicited during consumption 7-Affective commitment Awareness A All 20 
Bidirectional 
communication Two-way vertical flows of communication in the channel 8-Bidrectional Awareness ABC 1 10 
Dialogue/two-way 
communication 
Promotion characterized by dialogue, asking and answering 
questions 8-Bidirectional Awareness BC All 17 
Dissemination of 
organizational knowledge 
Distribution of info to members about the organization's 
goals and values, culture, and politics, processes, and 
personnel 
8-Information 
sharing Awareness C 2 6 
Information sharing A bilateral expectation that parties will proactively provide information useful to the partner 
8-Information 
sharing Awareness BC 1 19 
Information exchange Expectations of open sharing of information that may be useful to both parties 
8-Information 
sharing Awareness B 1 45 
Solidarity A bilateral expectation that a high value is placed on the relationship 9-Solidarity Awareness BC 1 19 
Cooperative norms 
Expectations that the two exchanging parties have about 
working together to achieve mutual and individual goals 
jointly 
9-Cooperation Awareness B 1 45 
Noncoercive content Use of influence strategies based on information sharing, in which compliance is not mediated by the other party 9-Management Awareness B 1 10 






Table 52 continued 
Flexibility A bilateral expectation of willingness to make adaptations as circumstances change 9-Flexibility Awareness BC 1 19
Vertical control Defined operationally as the buyer's control over supplier decisions 10-Power Awareness BC 1 19
Dependence Lack of the replaceability of the exchange partner 10-Dependence Awareness BC 1 18
Dependence 
Arises from investments in specific assets because they make 
the focal exchange partner irreplaceable, or replaceable only at 
a cost 
10-Dependence Awareness BC 1 19
Expertise Partner's mastery of relevant competencies in service delivery 12-Expertise Awareness ABC All 2 
Perceived expertise Customer's perception that the service provider has knowledge and technical competence 12-Expertise Awareness C All 11
Salesperson expertise Perceptions by the customer that the supplier salesperson has expert power 12-Expertise Awareness C 1,3,4 46
Perceived willingness to 
decrease uncertainty 
Customer's perception that the service provider is motivated to 
assist in reducing uncertainty for the customer 
12-Motivation 




The customer's perception that the service provider is honest 
and someone who makes promises with the intention to keep 
them 
12-Integrity Awareness C All 11
Perceived dependability Customer's perception that the service provider is predictable 12-Integrity Awareness C All 11
Perceived integrity 
Customer's perception that the service provider is unwilling to 
sacrifice ethical standards to achieve individual or 
organizational objectives 
12-Integrity Awareness C All 11
Perceived confidentiality Customer's perception that the service provider is willing to keep proprietary information safe from competitors 12-Integrity Awareness C All 11
Perceived tactfulness Customer's perception that the service provider displays etiquette during exchanges 12-Personality Awareness C All 11
Perceived collective 
orientation 
Customer's perception that the service provider is willing to 









Table 52 continued 
Perceived timeliness Customer's perception that the service provider is efficient in responding to his needs 12-Personality Awareness C All 11
Perceived congeniality Customer's perception that the service provider is friendly, courteous, and positively disposed 12-Personality Awareness C All 11
Service provider 
familiarity 
Customer's preference for service employees with 
which they are familiar 12-Personality Awareness C 2 22
Salesperson likability 
The buyer's assessment that the supplier 
salesperson is friendly, nice, and pleasant to be 
around 
12-Personality Awareness A 1,2,3,4 46
Frequent business contact 
between salesperson and 
firm 
 17-Miscellaneous Awareness B 1 46
Frequent social contact 
between salesperson and 
firm 
 17-Miscellaneous Awareness B 1 46
Operational linkages 
Systems, procedures, and routines of the buying 
and selling organizations are linked to facilitate 
operations 
14-Resources Awareness B _____ 45
Specific investment in 
relationship 
Human and physical assets required to support 
exchange and which are specialized to the 
exchange relationship 
14-Resources Awareness BC 1 18
Transaction-specific assets 
Assets dedicated to a particular relationship and 
involve sunk costs that would be nonrecoverable in 
the event of termination 
14-Resources Awareness BC 1 19
Offsetting investments Actions that develop close bonds with the customer 14-Bonds Awareness BC 1 18
Satisfaction Customer's satisfaction with past experiences 15-Overall satisfaction Awareness ABC _____ 2 
Satisfaction as surprise  15-Miscellaneous Awareness AC 2 5 
Satisfaction as novelty A satisfaction based on the serendipitous discovery of benefits over time 15-Miscellaneous Awareness AC 2 5 
Satisfaction as awe 
Satisfaction from respect combined with a state of 
wonder; hedonically intense and culturally 
significant 







Table 52 continued 
Buyer trust in 
supplier Perceived credibility and benevolence of the supplier firm 16-Benevolent trust Awareness C 1 46
Trustworthy 
character 
Partners perceive each other to have personal attributes of 
integrity, responsibility, dependability, consistency, and 
discreteness 
16-Benevolent trust Awareness ABC All 15
Buyer trust in 
salesperson Perceived credibility and benevolence of the salesperson 16-Benevolent trust Awareness C All 46
Trust Willingness to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has confidence 16-Confident trust Awareness C _____ 11
Trust A willingness to rely on an exchange partner in whom one has confidence 16-Confident trust Awareness ABC 1 12
Customer trust of 
supplier  16-Confident trust Awareness C _____ 45
Trustworthy role 
competence 
Partners perceive each other as having the skills, abilities, and 
knowledge necessary for effective task performance 16-Expertise trust Awareness ABC 1 15
Perceived task 
performance 
Both selling partners perceive that their relationship has been 
effective in realizing performance objectives 
1-Relationship 
performance Exploration BC 1 15
Positive product 
performance 
Beliefs regarding the product attributes, levels of attributes, or 
outcomes 
1-Service/product 
performance Exploration BC 2,3 16
Preferential 
treatment Specialized treatment that other customers don't receive 
2-Preferential 
treatment Exploration AC 1,2,4 8 
Additional 
consideration Getting the benefit of the doubt or special consideration 
2-Preferential 




personalization Exploration ABC All 17
Reduced anxiety A customer's comfort or feeling of security in having developed a relationship 2-Miscellaneous Exploration AC 1,2,4 8 
Time savings Due to quicker service and no need to search for a new service provider 2-Miscellaneous Exploration BC 2,4 8 
History 
development 
The benefit that results from knowledge the service provider 







 Table 52 continued 
Perceived switching 
costs 
Consumer's perception of the time, money, and effort 
associated with changing service providers 3-Costs Exploration C 2 9 
Researcher involvement 
When users feel the importance of involving researchers in 
the design, production, and use of market research 
information 
6-Coproduction Exploration ABC 1 12
Customer involvement 
in customization  6-Coproduction Exploration ABC All 17
Mutual communication 
openness 
Formal and informal sharing of timely info between 
partners and is concerned with the mutual disclosure of 
plans, programs, expectations, goals, motives, and 
evaluation criteria 
8-Formal and 
informal Exploration BC 1 15
Communication Open-sharing of information through frequent two-way interchanges 8-Bidirectional Exploration B 1 1 
Harmonization of 
conflict 
Conflict resolution is tempered with situation appraisal and 
compromise 9-Management Exploration ABC All 7 
Mutuality Monitoring of individual transactions is tempered by trust 9-Management Exploration ABC All 7 
Mutual influence 
acceptance 
When exchange partners voluntarily change their strategies 
or behaviors to accommodate the desires of the other 9-Adaptation Exploration BC 1 15
Role integrity Dyadic roles are seen as complex and extending beyond transactions 
9-
Miscellaneous Exploration ABC All 7 
Flexibility Exchange arrangements can be modified if changes require it 9-Flexibility Exploration ABC All 7 
Cooperation Working together to achieve mutual goals 9-Cooperation Exploration ABC All 2 
Coordination Refers to different parties in the relationship working well together in accomplishing a collective set of tasks 9-Cooperation Exploration BC 1 10
Mutual control 
reduction 
Exchange partners withhold the use of power in their 
relationship 9-Management Exploration BC 1 15
Mutual forbearance 
from opportunism 
Acting in the spirit of cooperation, not cheating, and not 
withholding helpful action 9-Management Exploration ABC 1 15
Solidarity Unity or fellowship arising from common responsibilities and interests dominates the relationship 9-Solidarity Exploration ABC All 7 
Power Ability of one party to influence another 10-Power Exploration BC 1 10






Table 52 continued 
Control The result of power; influence of a partner's actions to achieve desired outcomes 10-Power Exploration BC 1 10
Dependence Exists when customer believes that she must remain in the relationship, but doesn't necessarily want to 10-Dependence Exploration BC 2 24
Direct mail Personally customized offers on products or services that the customer currently does not purchase 11-RM Exploration B 
1,2,
3 23




The buying firm's belief that the supplier salesperson is 
capable of providing buyer outcomes that match what the 
salesperson says or promises 
12-Personality Exploration B 1,2,3,4 46
Frequent interaction  17-Miscellaneous Exploration ABC All 2 
Conflict Disagreement between the parties 17-Miscellaneous Exploration BC 1 10
Credible inputs Sizable and idiosyncratic resources pledged by both partners 14-Structure Exploration BC All 7 
Relationship-specific 
investments – customer Time and effort devoted by customers 14-Resources Exploration ABC  2 
Proportional inputs Matching commitments by both partners 14-Structure Exploration BC All 7 
Mutual relationship 
investment 
Resources, efforts, and attention that are devoted to the 
relationship that don't have outside value and can't be 
recovered if the relationship is terminated 
14-Resources Exploration BC 1 15
Relationship-specific 
adaptations by seller 
Investments in adaptations to process, product, or 
procedures specific to the needs or capabilities of an 
exchange partner 
14-Resources Exploration B 1 45
Relationship-specific 
adaptations by buyer 
Investments in adaptations to process, product, or 
procedures specific to the needs or capabilities of an 
exchange partner 
14-Resources Exploration B 1 45
Relationship 
enhancement 
Broadening and deepening of the relational bonds with the 












Table 52 continued 
Satisfaction Dealer's evaluation of the characteristics of the channel relationship 
15-Relationship 
satisfaction Exploration AC 1 10
Mutual satisfaction Both partners in a relationship are satisfied 15- Relationship satisfaction Exploration ABC 1 15
Satisfaction The emotional state that occurs as a result of a customer's interactions with the firm over time 
15-Overall 
satisfaction Exploration C ____ 23
Satisfaction with 
locational convenience 
Satisfaction with how close the bank is to the customer's 
home, work, and route to work 
15-Specific 
satisfaction Exploration C 2 24
Satisfaction with ease 
of transaction 
Satisfaction with the number of ATMs, availability of tellers 
and convenient banking hours 
15-Specific 
satisfaction Exploration C 2 24
Customer satisfaction 
with supplier  
15-Service provider 
satisfaction Exploration C ____ 45
Satisfaction as relief  15-Miscellaneous Exploration AC 2 5 
Satisfaction as 
pleasure  15-Miscellaneous Exploration A 2 5 
Satisfaction From fulfillment of desires flowing from dominant life themes 15-Miscellaneous Exploration ABC 2 5 
Trustworthy motives Partners perceive the purpose or agenda behind the other's actions as being benevolent or benign 16-Benevolent trust Exploration AC All 15
Trustworthy judgment Belief that each partner is able to decide and act in a manner appropriate for furthering the joint interests of the partnership 16-Benevolent trust Exploration AC All 15
Trust 
The customer's willingness to rely on an exchange partner in 
whom he has confidence; confidence in the service provider's 
reliability and integrity 
16-Confident trust Exploration ABC ____ 2 
Trust/confidence A customer's trust or confidence in the service provider 16-Confident trust Exploration AC 1 8 
Payment Equity 
The customer's perception of the fairness of the exchange of 
payment for service usage including a comparison of benefits 
to costs 
1-Price equity Expansion C 2 3 
Core services 
performance 
Quality and quantity of the planning and delivery of the 
association's primary services 
1-Service/product 
performance Expansion C 2 6 
Desires congruency Subjective assessment of the comparison between customer's desires and the performance received 
1-Desired 







Table 52 continued 
Performance The offering provides the consumer what they need, want, or desire 
1-Desired 
outcomes Expansion ABC 
1,2,3
4 20
Equity Fairness, rightness, or deservingness judgment that consumers make in reference to what others receive 1-Miscellaneous Expansion AC 1,2,4 20
Supplier willingness to 
customize 
Investments that could include specialized equipment or 
adaptation of production processes to meet the buyer's needs 
2-Customize/ 
Personalize Expansion B All 46
Social bonding Both intra-role and extra-role interactions between the customer and service provider 2-Social bonding Expansion ABC All 2 
Fraternization A type of social benefit b/w the customer & service provider 2-Social bonding Expansion AC 2,4,5 8 
Friendship A type of social benefit b/w the customer & service provider 2-Social bonding Expansion AC 2,4,5 8 
Interpersonal 
relationships 
Personal bonds that develop between customers and their 
service employees 2-Social bonding Expansion AC  9 
Termination costs Costs (e.g., inconvenience) for ending the relationship 3-Costs Expansion ABC All 2 
Buyer’s anticipation of 
future interaction  4-Intentions Expansion B All 46
Manufacturer 
exclusivity 
Giving exclusive rights to the partner to distribute the 
manufacturer's product 4-Exclusivity Expansion B 1 1 
Lack of interest in 
alternatives Customer's lack of interest in other service providers 4-Exclusivity Expansion ABC All 2 
Identity When the customer thinks of the relationship partnership as a team and considers the partner in proprietorial terms 5-Identity Expansion ABC All 2 
Embeddedness 
When customers are close to the center of the social network 
embodied by the company, making them feel more integrated 
in the network 
5-Identity Expansion B 2,3 21
Coproduction Involvement of member in the production of the association's products, services, and/or marketing 6-Coproduction Expansion B 2 6 
Attitudinal 
commitment 
A partisan, affective attachment to the goals and values of an 
organization, to one's role in relation to the goals and values, 
and to the organization for its own sake, apart from its purely 
instrumental worth 
7-Affective 
commitment Expansion A All 7 
Commitment The desire or intention to maintain a valued relationship into the future 
7-Desire for 







Table 52 continued 
Confidential 
information sharing 
Involves the sharing by suppliers of private information with 
their customers 8-Confidential Expansion BC 1 46
Acquiescence Partner accepts or adheres to another's specific requests or policies 9-Adaptation Expansion ABC All 2 
Dependence 
Party A's dependence on a partner is a function of whether A 
believes the outcomes from the relationship are valuable in 
general and in comparison to other relationships' outcomes 
10-Dependence Expansion ABC All 2 
Loyalty programs  11-RM Expansion --- 1,2,3 23
Repeat purchasing Consumer buys the offering again; repeat usage 13-Behavioral loyalty Expansion AC 
1,2,3
4 20
Customer share Percentage of the customer’s product category purchases that come from the company 
13-Behavioral 
loyalty Expansion B 1,2,3 23
Passive loyalty Customer's lack of plans to switch service providers or patronize a competitor in the event of a price increase 13-Miscellaneous Expansion C 2 24
Idiosyncratic 
investments Investments specific to the channel relationship 14-Resources Expansion B 1 1 
Relationship-specific 
investments – partner 
Investments the partner makes in the relationship that are not 








Performance exceeds expectations 15-Disconfirmation satisfaction Expansion BC 3,4 16
Positive 
disconfirmation Actual outcomes exceed expectations 
15- Disconfirmation 
satisfaction Expansion ABC 4 20
Core services 
satisfaction 









satisfaction Expansion AC 3 24
Overall satisfaction  15-Overall satisfaction Expansion A 2 3 
Attribute satisfaction The consumer's subjective satisfaction judgment resulting from observations of attribute performance 
15-Specific 






Table 52 continued 
Information 
satisfaction 
Subjective satisfaction judgment of the information used in 
choosing a product 
15-Specific 
satisfaction Expansion A 3,4 16
Facility satisfaction feelings of satisfaction in relation to the physical environment of the service provision 
15-Specific 




satisfaction Expansion C 2 24
Satisfaction as 
contentment  15-Miscellaneous Expansion A 2 5 
Satisfaction as love Satisfaction from passion, feelings of uniqueness, a sense of caring, obsessive attachment, and overlapping selves 15-Miscellaneous Expansion ABC 2 5 
Satisfaction as trust  15-Miscellaneous Expansion ABC 2 5 
Satisfaction as 
resignation 
Involves passive submission and unresisting acceptance of that 
which is imposed 15-Miscellaneous Expansion ABC 2 5 
Advocacy The customer's promotion and defense of the service to others 4-Promotion Commitment ABC All 2 
Company promotion Promotion and defense of the company to significant others by the customer 4-Promotion Commitment ABC 2,3 21
Customer 
recruitment 
The recruitment of new customers for the company by the 
customer 4-Promotion Commitment ABC 2,3 21
Resilience to 
negative information 
Consumer overlooks and downplays any negative information he 
may receive 4-Protection Commitment ABC 2,3 21
Consumer-company 
identification 
Consumers' identification with the companies that help them 
satisfy one or more self-definitional needs 5-Identity Commitment C 2,3 21
Ego involvement When the product is important to the individual and to the individual's self concept, values, and ego 5-Identity Commitment A 
2,3,
4 24
Strong claim on the 
company  5-Identity Commitment ABC 2,3 21
Affective 
commitment 
When the member is psychologically bonded to the organization 
on the basis of how favorable it feels about the organization 
7-Affective 
commitment Commitment A 2 6 
Commitment Personal identification with the firm, psychological attachment, concern for the future welfare of the firm, and loyalty 
7-Affective 
commitment Commitment B 2 22
Affective 
commitment 
Psychological attachment, based on loyalty and affiliation, of one 
exchange partner to the other 
7-Affective 







Table 52 continued 
Commitment A desire to develop a stable relationship, a willingness to make short-term sacrifices to maintain it, and a confidence in the stability of it 
7-Desire for 
continuity Commitment A 1 1 
Commitment to the 
relationship Enduring desire to maintain a valued relationship 
7-Desire for 
continuity Commitment ABC All 12
Commitment Occurs when customer is motivated to maintain the relationship because they genuinely want to 
7-Desire for 
continuity Commitment ABC 
2,3,
4 24
Commitment The extent to which different parties in the relationship work well together in accomplishing a collective set of tasks 
7-
Miscellaneous Commitment ABC 1 10
Normative 
commitment 
When the member is psychologically bonded to the organization on 
the basis of the perceived moral obligation to maintain the 
relationship with the organization 
7-
Miscellaneous Commitment C 2 6 
Continuance 
commitment 
When the member is psychologically bonded to the organization on 
the basis of perceived costs associated with leaving the organization 
7-
Miscellaneous Commitment B 2 1 
Action loyalty Customer's willingness to spread positive word of mouth and their intentions to use more of the bank's services 
13-Behavioral 
loyalty Commitment AB 2,3 24
Overall satisfaction An overall evaluation of the total purchase and consumption experience with a good or service overtime 
15-Overall 
satisfaction Commitment A 2 22
Service provider 
satisfaction 





Commitment A 2 22
Satisfaction with 
people 





Commitment AC 2,4 24
Identity 
trustworthiness 
Consumer's trust in the identity of the company, including the 
company's motives in defining itself 
16-Benevolent 
trust Commitment C 2,3 21
Trust Customer confidence in the quality and reliability of the services offered 
16-Confident 





Consumer's evaluation of management motivations to anticipate and 
satisfactorily resolve problems that may arise during and after a 
service exchange 
12-Motivation 












Consumer's evaluation of FLE motivations to anticipate and 
satisfactorily resolve problems that may arise during and after a 
service exchange 
12-Motivation to 





Behaviors that reflect an underlying motivation to place the 
consumer's interest ahead of self-interest 
12-Motivation to 
serve _____ B 1,2 14
Front-line operational 
benevolence 
Behaviors that reflect an underlying motivation to place the 
consumer's interest ahead of self 
12-Motivation to 
serve _____ B 4 14
Interpersonal 
communication 
Consumer's perception that a retailer interacts with its regular 
customers in a warm and personable way 12-Personality 
_____ 
 A 2 4 
Loyalty 
Intention by the customer to perform a diverse set of behaviors that 
signal a motivation to maintain a relationship with the focal firm, 
including increased share of wallet, positive word-of-mouth, and 
repeat purchasing 
13-Behavioral 
loyalty _____ AC All 14






Consumer's perception that the retailer offers tangible benefits such 
as pricing or gift incentives to its regular customers in return for 
their loyalty 
2-Tangible rewards _____ B 2 4 
Preferential treatment Consumer's perception that a retailer treats and serves its regular customers better than its non-regular customers 
2-Preferential 
treatment _____ AB 2 4 
Relationship 
commitment 
Consumer's enduring desire to continue a relationship with a retailer 
accompanied by this consumer's willingness to make efforts at 
maintaining it 
7-Desire for 
continuity _____ A 2 4 




Consumer's perception that the retailer devotes resources, efforts, 
and attention at maintaining or enhancing relationships with regular 
customers that don't have outside value and can't be recovered if 
relationships are terminated 










Table 52 continued 
Relationship 
satisfaction 
Consumer's affective state resulting from an overall appraisal of his 
relationship with a retailer 
15-Relationship 
Satisfaction ____ A 2 4 
Post-purchase 
benevolence trust 
Consumer perceives that the provider is motivated by a genuine 
concern to place his interests ahead of his manifest profit motive 16-Pre/Post trust _____ C ___ 13
Pre-encounter 
competence trust  16-Pre/Post trust _____ C ___ 13
Pre-encounter 
benevolence trust  16-Pre/Post trust _____ C ___ 13
Trust A consumer's confidence in a retailer's reliability and integrity 16-Confident trust _____ A 2 4 
Post-purchase 
competence 
Consumer perceives that the focal partner has an intention and 
ability to keep its promises; the fulfillment of the promised service 
performance in a reliable and honest manner 
16-Confident trust _____ C ___ 13
Trust in management 
policies and practices 
Expectations held by the consumer that the service provider is 
dependable and can be relied upon to deliver its promises, as it 
relates to management's policies and practices 
16-Confident trust _____ AC All 14
Trust in front-line 
employee (FLE) 
Expectations held by the consumer that the service provider is 
dependable and can be relied upon to deliver its promises, as it 
relates to the observable behaviors exhibited by FLEs 




Customer's perception of the competent execution of visible policies 
and practices 12-Expertise _____ B 1,2 14
Front-line employee 
competence 
Customer's perception of the competent execution of visible 
behaviors 12-Expertise _____ B 4 14
Note: Type 1 = value/performance; Type 2 = customer benefits; Type 3 = relational costs; Type 4 = relational behaviors; Type 5 = 
emotion/identity; Type 6 = coproduction/involvement; Type 7 = commitment; Type 8 = communication/information sharing; Type 9 = 
relational norms; Type 10 = power/dependence; Type 11 = relationship marketing; Type 12 = selling partner characteristics; Type 13 
= loyalty; Type 14 = idiosyncratic investments; Type 15 = satisfaction; Type 16 = trust; A = affective component; B = behavioral 
component; C = cognitive component; Form 1 = B2B; Form 2 = Customer-Organization; Form 3 = Customer-Object; Form 4 = 







ESSAY 1 ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
 
Table 53: Percentage of All Respondents Identifying Necessary Creation Elements 







Formal communication 50 27  23 
Informal communication 46 4  50 
Frequent communication 84 8  8 
Personal contact 73   27 
Expression of gratitude 79 17  4 
Sacrifice short-term goals for long-term goals 56 28  16 
Forgiveness of mistakes or errors in judgment 44 4 12 40 
Engagement in helpful activities outside of normal role 72 16  12 
Sharing resources 69 8  23 
Joint problem-solving 64 4  32 
Solve problems for other party 58 31  11 
Sharing confidential/private information with other party 81 4 11 4 
Spreading positive word-of-mouth 88  12  





Sharing risk 52 12  36 
Cooperation 32 8 4 56 
Goal-sharing 48 9 4 39 
Exclusivity with partner 100    
Solidarity 80   20 
Mutuality 68   32 
Flexibility 52 4  44 
Information sharing 32 8 8 52 
Harmonization of conflict 69 12  19 




 Relationship-specific investments 50 15  35 
Monitoring costs 67 9  24 
Continual maintenance costs 42 11  47 
Activities to safeguard the relationship 50 15  35 
 
Table 54: Percentage of Firm-Firm Respondents Identifying Necessary Creation Elements 







Formal communication 82   18 
Informal communication 33   67 
Frequent communication 91   9 
Personal contact 55   45 
Expression of gratitude 90   10 
Sacrifice short-term goals for long-term goals 55 9  36 
Forgiveness of mistakes or errors in judgment 27 9  64 













Engagement in helpful activities outside of normal role 73 9  18 
Sharing resources 55 9  36 
Joint problem-solving 36 9  55 
Solve problems for other party 55 27  18 
Sharing confidential/private information with other party 82 9  9 
Spreading positive word-of-mouth 100    





Sharing risk 46 8  46 
Cooperation 18   82 
Goal-sharing 50   50 
Exclusivity with partner 100    
Solidarity 64   36 
Mutuality 36   64 
Flexibility 27 9  64 
Information sharing 27   73 
Harmonization of conflict 64   36 




 Relationship-specific investments 60   40 
Monitoring costs 60   40 
Continual maintenance costs 33   67 
Activities to safeguard the relationship 30 10  60 
 
Table 55: Percentage of Customer-Organization Respondents Identifying Necessary 
Creation Elements 







Formal communication 30 40  30 
Informal communication 50 10  40 
Frequent communication 80 10  10 
Personal contact 80   20 
Expression of gratitude 70  30  
Sacrifice short-term goals for long-term goals 60 40   
Forgiveness of mistakes or errors in judgment 60  30 10 
Engagement in helpful activities outside of normal role 70 30   
Sharing resources 90   10 
Joint problem-solving 90   10 
Solve problems for other party 70 30   
Sharing confidential/private information with other party 80   20 
Spreading positive WOM 78  22  





Sharing risk 60 10  30 
Cooperation 50 10 10 30 
Goal-sharing 50 20  30 
Exclusivity with partner 100    
Solidarity 100    











Mutuality 100    
Flexibility 80   20 
Information sharing 40 10 20 30 
Harmonization of conflict 90 10   




 Relationship-specific investments 57 14  29 
Monitoring costs 74 13  13 
Continual maintenance costs 50 25  25 
Activities to safeguard the relationship 74 13  13 
Table 56: Percentage of Customer-Object Respondents Identifying Necessary Creation 
Elements 







Formal communication  100   
Informal communication 100    
Frequent communication 100    
Personal contact 100    
Expression of gratitude 100    
Sacrifice short-term goals for long-term goals 50 50   
Forgiveness of mistakes or errors in judgment 50   50 
Engagement in helpful activities outside of normal role 100    
Sharing resources 100    
Joint problem-solving 100    
Solve problems for other party 50 50   
Sharing confidential/private information with other party 100    
Spreading positive word-of-mouth 100    





Sharing risk 50   50 
Cooperation 50 50   
Goal-sharing 50   50 
Exclusivity with partner 100    
Solidarity 100    
Mutuality 100    
Flexibility 50   50 
Information sharing 50 50   
Harmonization of conflict 50 50   




 Relationship-specific investments  100   
Monitoring costs 100    
Continual maintenance costs 100    









Table 57: Customer-Individual Respondent’s Necessary Creation Elements 







Formal communication    X 
Informal communication X    
Frequent communication X    
Personal contact X    
Expression of gratitude X    
Sacrifice short-term goals for long-term goals X    
Forgiveness of mistakes or errors in judgment X    
Engagement in helpful activities outside of normal role X    
Sharing resources     
Joint problem-solving     
Solve problems for other party  X   
Sharing confidential/private information with other party X    
Spreading positive word-of-mouth X    





Sharing risk  X   
Cooperation    X 
Goal-sharing     
Exclusivity with partner X    
Solidarity X    
Mutuality X    
Flexibility X    
Information sharing    X 
Harmonization of conflict  X   




 Relationship-specific investments    X 
Monitoring costs X    
Continual maintenance costs    X 

















ESSAY 2 ADDITIONAL RESULTS 
Table 58: Percentage of Each Respondent Group Identifying Necessary Creation Elements across Stages 
 Managers Sales-Associates Customers 
 None Some None Some None Some 
Requirement 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Information 
sharing 0 20 33 100 80 67 25 11 38 75 89 63 0 16 7 100 84 93 
Cooperation 0 0 0 100 100 100 25 0 38 75 100 63 0 11 0 100 89 100 
Continual 
maintenance costs 0 40 11 100 60 89 0 33 0 100 67 100 50 11 20 50 89 80 
Sharing risk 0 20 56 100 80 44 25 44 88 75 56 12 100 58 60 0 42 40 
Formal 
communication 0 60 56 100 40 44 25 56 63 75 44 37 0 58 80 100 42 20 
Goal-sharing 100 0 33 0 100 67 50 22 63 50 78 37 50 42 13 50 58 87 
Forgiveness of 




0 20 44 100 80 56 75 78 50 25 22 50 0 58 73 100 42 27 
Informal 
communication 50 60 11 50 40 89 50 11 13 50 89 87 0 32 47 100 68 53 
Restraint in the 




50 40 56 50 60 44 0 67 38 100 33 62 50 42 20 50 58 50 
Solve problems 
for other party 50 40 33 50 60 67 100 44 50 0 56 50 50 74 53 50 26 47 
Flexibility 0 0 11 100 100 89 25 56 0 75 44 100 100 37 33 0 63 67 
Harmonization of 
conflict 50 40 44 50 60 56 50 22 38 50 78 62 100 32 73 0 68 27 






        Table 58 continued 
Mutuality 50 60 44 50 40 56 50 33 50 50 67 50 100 26 33 0 74 67 
Sacrifice  0 20 11 100 80 89 75 11 13 25 89 87 50 53 40 50 47 60 
Joint problem-
solving 0 0 22 100 100 78 50 22 38 50 78 62 50 37 33 50 63 67 
Sharing resources 0 0 22 100 100 78 50 11 38 50 89 62 0 32 13 100 68 87 
Monitoring costs 0 25 0 100 75 100 20 22 37 50 67 50 100 26 33 0 74 67 
Personal contact 0 20 0 100 80 100 25 33 38 75 67 62 50 53 53 50 47 50 
Engagement in 
helpful activities  0 40 33 100 60 67 50 44 38 50 56 62 0 58 67 100 42 33 
Expression of 
gratitude 0 20 11 100 80 89 25 11 25 75 89 75 0 26 33 100 74 67 
Frequent 




100 100 89 0 0 11 100 100 88 0 0 12 100 89 93 0 11 7 
Solidarity 0 40 22 100 60 78 50 56 25 50 44 50 0 47 53 100 53 47 
Spreading positive 
WOM 0 40 11 100 60 89 25 80 38 75 20 62 50 53 40 50 47 60 
Defending the 
other party 0 40 56 100 60 44 0 33 50 100 67 50 100 58 47 0 42 53 
Exclusivity with 
partner 100 80 89 0 20 11 100 100 75 0 0 25 50 89 80 50 11 20 
         Note: Values represent the percentage of respondents representing the corresponding stage that identified the element as a  
         responsibility of either “none” of the relationship parties or at least one party (i.e., “some”).  For example, 20% of managers  
         discussing a relationship in the expansion stage reported that information sharing is not a responsibility for either party, whereas  
         80% reported that it was a responsibility for at least one party.    









Table 59: Percent of Each Respondent Group Identifying Partner Responsibilities across Stages 
                                    
           
Note: + signifies 100% of respondents in this group and stage identified the element as necessary for the corresponding  




 Managers (n = 2, 5, 9) Sales-Associates (n = 4, 9, 8) Customers (n = 2, 19, 15) 
 Seller Buyer Both Seller Buyer Both Seller Buyer Both 
 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
Info + 80 67 50 80 67 50 80 67 50 89 63 75 56 63 50 56 63 + 84 93 + 68 87 + 68 87 
Forg  + + 78 + 80 56 + 80 56 + + + 50 78 88 50 78 88 50 95 87 50 74 87 50 74 80 
Jntp + + 78 50 80 56 50 80 56 50 78 63 50 56 50 50 56 50 50 63 67 50 53 60 50 53 60 
Cont + 80 89 + 40 78 + 40 67 75 67 50 50 44 50 50 44 38 50 47 40 50 26 40 50 26 33 
Sold + 60 67 + 40 67 + 40 56 50 33 75 50 33 63 50 22 63 + 53 47 + 32 47 + 32 47 
Wom 50 60 67 + 40 56 50 40 33 75 44 38 75 44 50 75 33 25 50 32 47 50 37 60 50 22 47 
FrqC 50 + + 50 60 77 50 60 78 + 67 63 + 44 50 + 44 50 50 47 47 + 26 27 50 22 27 
RPow 50 80 78 0 60 78 0 60 67 75 89 63 + 67 50 75 67 38 50 89 93 0 84 87 0 84 87 
Grat + 80 77 50 20 67 50 20 56 75 89 63 25 44 63 25 44 50 + 58 67 + 53 53 + 37 53 
Main + 60 89 + 20 33 + 50 33 + 56 88 0 11 + 0 0 88 50 89 80 50 21 47 50 21 47 
Shar + + 67 + 80 44 + 80 33 50 89 63 0 44 38 0 44 38 + 68 87 + 37 40 + 37 40 
Goal 0 + 67 0 60 44 0 60 44 50 78 38 50 56 25 50 56 25 50 53 87 0 53 67 0 47 67 
Safe 50 60 44 0 20 11 0 20 11 + 33 50 25 0 25 25 0 13 50 58 80 50 5 33 50 5 33 
Flex + 80 89 + 60 33 + 40 33 50 44 + 25 22 63 0 22 63 0 58 67 0 37 47 0 32 47 
Sacr  + 80 89 + 0 22 + 0 22 25 67 63 0 33 50 0 11 25 50 42 60 50 5 53 50 0 53 
Help  + 60 67 50 20 0 50 20 0 50 33 63 0 22 0 0 0 0 + 42 33 50 11 20 50 11 20 
Risk + 80 44 50 20 0 50 25 0 75 56 13 50 11 13 50 11 13 0 42 40 0 11 20 0 11 20 
Fcom + 20 33 50 20 11 50 20 0 75 44 38 25 11 13 25 11 13 + 42 20 50 26 7 50 26 7 
RSI + 80 56 50 40 0 50 40 0 25 22 25 0 0 38 0 0 13 + 42 27 0 0 7 0 0 7 
Solv 50 60 67 0 20 0 0 20 0 0 44 50 0 11 25 0 0 25 50 26 47 0 0 7 0 0 7 
Mut 50 40 44 0 20 22 0 20 11 50 56 38 25 33 50 25 22 38 0 58 53 0 53 60 0 37 47 
Conf 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 7 0 11 7 0 0 7 
Defd + 60 22 50 40 33 50 40 11 75 56 50 + 44 13 75 33 13 0 21 47 0 26 53 0 6 47 
ICom 50 40 89 50 40 78 50 40 78 50 89 88 50 78 63 50 78 63 + 68 53 + 68 53 + 58 53 
Harm + + 78 + 40 67 + 40 75 + 89 + 50 89 88 50 78 88 + 84 93 + 47 80 + 47 80 
Coop + + + + 40 56 + 40 56 75 + 63 50 56 25 50 56 25 + 89 93 50 32 73 50 32 67 






Table 60: Creation Elements Agreed Upon by All Respondent Groups across Stages 
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Continual maintenance costs 
Activities to safeguard the  
  relationship 
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Sharing resources 












































Table 61: Relationship Creation Requirements across Stages for All Respondents 
 
 Exploration Expansion Commitment 
Information sharing √ √ √ 
Cooperation √ √ √ 
Continual maintenance costs √ √ √ 
Forgiveness of mistakes  √ √ √ 
Restraint in the use of power √ √ √ 
  Joint problem-solving √ √ √ 
Sharing resources √ √ √ 
Expression of gratitude √ √ √ 
Informal communication √  √ 
Frequent communication √ √  
Spreading positive WOM √  √ 
Personal contact √  √ 
Monitoring costs  √ √ 
Formal communication √   
Activities to safeguard the 
relationship √   
Engagement in helpful activities  √   
Solidarity √   
Goal-sharing  √  
Harmonization of conflict  √  
Flexibility   √ 
Mutuality   √ 
Sacrifice    √ 











ESSAY 3 ADDITIONAL RESULTS 




Adv Outway Depend 
Qual 
Coffe Exper Acct Info 
Compl 
info SlvPrb Concern Value 
Take Adv 0.66  
Outway 0.44 0.71  
Depend 0.30 0.32 0.51  
QualtCoff 0.21 0.24 0.26 0.55  
Exper 0.24 0.30 0.29 0.25 0.52  
Acct Info 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.20 0.19 0.45  
ComplInf 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.21 0.25 0.32 0.60  
SolvePrb 0.32 0.38 0.26 0.18 0.24 0.16 0.24 0.65  
Concern 0.29 0.34 0.25 0.16 0.24 0.17 0.24 0.46 0.64  
Value 0.27 0.32 0.24 0.17 0.24 0.15 0.22 0.39 0.41 0.54 
Approach 0.24 0.29 0.23 0.15 0.22 0.14 0.21 0.36 0.41 0.40 
Checkout 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.11 0.15 0.10 0.13 0.21 0.20 0.19 
Clean 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.13 0.19 0.12 0.15 0.23 0.22 0.23 
Organiz 0.19 0.18 0.19 0.14 0.18 0.14 0.16 0.23 0.24 0.23 
Heart 0.35 0.37 0.26 0.23 0.24 0.25 0.28 0.25 0.25 0.23 
Promis 0.45 0.40 0.30 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.29 0.29 0.26 0.25 
Expect 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.23 0.22 0.18 0.19 0.25 0.26 0.24 
Anxiety 0.22 0.26 0.26 0.22 0.20 0.17 0.18 0.26 0.26 0.25 
Confid 0.25 0.26 0.28 0.23 0.23 0.18 0.20 0.26 0.26 0.25 
Reward 0.14 0.19 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.17 0.12 0.12 






   Table 62 continued 
Spec Srv 0.19 0.28 0.14 0.12 0.11 0.08 0.14 0.23 0.18 0.17 
Priority 0.13 0.20 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.12 0.16 0.10 0.10 
Convers 0.33 0.38 0.21 0.21 0.17 0.13 0.20 0.34 0.31 0.30 
Friends 0.29 0.35 0.20 0.20 0.19 0.15 0.21 0.32 0.29 0.27 
Talking 0.30 0.34 0.23 0.21 0.21 0.15 0.21 0.33 0.31 0.30 
Defend 0.41 0.45 0.37 0.35 0.29 0.26 0.31 0.40 0.35 0.34 
Encourge 0.39 0.45 0.37 0.37 0.34 0.28 0.32 0.40 0.38 0.35 
Saypos 0.37 0.42 0.37 0.37 0.35 0.28 0.32 0.37 0.36 0.33 
Recomm 0.35 0.40 0.38 0.41 0.32 0.26 0.29 0.36 0.35 0.34 
Perctimes 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.08 
Notice 0.22 0.23 0.17 0.17 0.15 0.11 0.15 0.21 0.20 0.17 
Only visit 0.31 0.35 0.30 0.28 0.25 0.19 0.26 0.34 0.32 0.27 
Do w/out 0.22 0.21 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.11 0.14 0.21 0.19 0.16 
Empl4 0.23 0.25 0.21 0.15 0.21 0.13 0.18 0.29 0.29 0.27 
 
Take 
Adv Outway Depend 
Qual 
Coffe Exper Acct Info 
Compl 
info SlvPrb Concern Value 
Empl-3 0.21 0.23 0.22 0.15 0.23 0.13 0.16 0.29 0.30 0.29 
Empl-2 0.21 0.25 0.20 0.14 0.21 0.12 0.17 0.28 0.29 0.27 
Empl-1 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.17 0.23 0.13 0.17 0.30 0.31 0.30 
Val4 0.22 0.23 0.20 0.26 0.19 0.15 0.21 0.23 0.21 0.19 
Val3 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.28 0.22 0.15 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.21 
Val2 0.21 0.23 0.19 0.23 0.19 0.14 0.18 0.22 0.20 0.18 
Val1 0.24 0.24 0.25 0.29 0.23 0.17 0.22 0.25 0.23 0.23 
Oversat 0.24 0.28 0.25 0.28 0.26 0.17 0.20 0.27 0.26 0.27 
Apprch Checkout Clean Organiz Heart Promise Expect Anxiety Confident Reward 
Approach 0.52  






  Table 62 continued 
Clean 0.20 0.19 0.43  
Organiz 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.45  
Heart 0.22 0.13 0.15 0.15 0.57  
Promis 0.21 0.14 0.15 0.17 0.32 0.59  
Expect 0.24 0.14 0.19 0.21 0.20 0.21 0.59  
Anxiety 0.23 0.15 0.16 0.19 0.19 0.22 0.38 0.80  
Confid 0.23 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.23 0.36 0.33 0.514  
Reward 0.11 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.09 0.14 0.11 0.13 0.099 1.58 
Spec Srv 0.13 0.03 0.07 0.06 0.15 0.17 0.12 0.16 0.098 0.865 
Priority 0.08 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.11 0.11 0.08 0.12 0.055 0.689 
Convers 0.25 0.11 0.15 0.14 0.25 0.29 0.26 0.30 0.219 0.501 
Friends 0.24 0.12 0.13 0.15 0.23 0.28 0.22 0.26 0.209 0.366 
Talking 0.28 0.14 0.17 0.17 0.23 0.27 0.24 0.26 0.231 0.269 
Defend 0.32 0.22 0.22 0.25 0.35 0.40 0.40 0.46 0.407 0.323 
Encourge 0.32 0.22 0.25 0.26 0.36 0.40 0.44 0.50 0.423 0.364 
Saypos 0.30 0.21 0.25 0.27 0.34 0.36 0.41 0.44 0.396 0.306 
Recomm 0.31 0.21 0.25 0.26 0.31 0.35 0.44 0.46 0.435 0.247 
Perctimes 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.10 0.10 0.092 0.062 
Notice 0.16 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.15 0.17 0.20 0.28 0.183 0.319 
Only visit 0.26 0.13 0.16 0.20 0.26 0.27 0.31 0.37 0.327 0.56 
Do w/out 0.15 0.10 0.10 0.11 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.26 0.174 0.351 
Empl4 0.26 0.15 0.18 0.19 0.17 0.19 0.20 0.19 0.199 0.116 
Apprch Checkout Clean Organiz Heart Promise Expect Anxiety Confident Reward 
Empl-3 0.29 0.18 0.21 0.22 0.17 0.18 0.22 0.21 0.216 0.059 
Empl-2 0.26 0.15 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.20 0.202 0.103 
Empl-1 0.28 0.19 0.21 0.22 0.18 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.226 0.086 






   Table 62 continued 
Val4 0.17 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.20 0.20 0.23 0.24 0.238 0.165 
Val3 0.18 0.15 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.20 0.25 0.25 0.263 0.118 
Val2 0.16 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.17 
Val1 0.19 0.16 0.18 0.19 0.22 0.22 0.27 0.29 0.281 0.111 
Oversat 0.23 0.16 0.20 0.20 0.22 0.22 0.29 0.29 0.291 0.158 
Specserv Priority Convers Friends Talking Defend Encourage Saypos Recomm PertimesCC 
Spec Srv 1.29  
Priority 0.95 0.98  
Convers 0.64 0.50 1.28  
Friends 0.50 0.38 0.81 1  
Talking 0.35 0.25 0.66 0.58 0.83  
Defend 0.33 0.25 0.54 0.46 0.46 1.31  
Encourge 0.37 0.29 0.58 0.50 0.49 0.98 1.41  
Saypos 0.29 0.22 0.47 0.40 0.41 0.83 0.98 1.14  
Recomm 0.24 0.18 0.45 0.39 0.43 0.81 0.94 0.82 1.12  
Perctimes 0.06 0.04 0.12 0.10 0.09 0.14 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.09 
Notice 0.35 0.32 0.53 0.43 0.30 0.40 0.46 0.36 0.36 0.12 
Only visit 0.57 0.50 0.66 0.51 0.43 0.62 0.74 0.60 0.61 0.21 
Do w/out 0.40 0.36 0.61 0.44 0.33 0.47 0.51 0.40 0.39 0.11 
Empl4 0.18 0.12 0.28 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.30 0.28 0.07 
Specserv Priority Convers Friends Talking Defend Encourage Saypos Recomm PertimesCC 
Empl-3 0.10 0.05 0.21 0.20 0.26 0.28 0.28 0.26 0.28 0.07 
Empl-2 0.16 0.11 0.27 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.28 0.27 0.07 
Empl-1 0.12 0.07 0.22 0.22 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.28 0.29 0.08 
Val4 0.18 0.15 0.28 0.24 0.24 0.37 0.39 0.35 0.38 0.07 
Val3 0.10 0.08 0.20 0.19 0.20 0.34 0.38 0.34 0.38 0.08 






   Table 62 continued 
Val2 0.17 0.15 0.25 0.22 0.21 0.33 0.37 0.32 0.32 0.07 
Val1 0.13 0.11 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.38 0.43 0.38 0.42 0.09 
Oversat 0.18 0.13 0.30 0.26 0.29 0.43 0.46 0.42 0.45 0.11 
Notice Only visit Do w/out Empl-4 Empl-3 Empl-2 Empl-1 Val4 Val3 Val2 
Notice 0.99  
Only visit 0.69 1.61  
Do w/out 0.66 0.75 1.10  
Empl4 0.17 0.26 0.19 0.54  
Notice Only visit Do w/out Empl-4 Empl-3 Empl-2 Empl-1 Val4 Val3 Val2 
Empl-3 0.13 0.19 0.11 0.38 0.56 0.54 0.55  
Empl-2 0.15 0.26 0.18 0.41 0.37 0.35 0.22 0.62  
Empl-1 0.15 0.22 0.14 0.34 0.44 0.25 0.27 0.46 0.71  
Val4 0.23 0.33 0.26 0.27 0.22 0.21 0.22 0.44 0.42 0.59 
Val3 0.20 0.29 0.20 0.22 0.27 0.26 0.29 0.45 0.56 0.42 
Val2 0.19 0.30 0.23 0.24 0.21 0.23 0.30 0.32 0.37 0.30 
Val1 0.23 0.32 0.21 0.21 0.26 0.24 0.55  
Oversat 0.24 0.36 0.23 0.24 0.28 0.54 0.22 0.62  
Val1 Oversat  
Val1 0.76  








































     
Value you  3.75 (.78) 4.17 (.66) 4.52 (.62) 3.50 (.79) 
Treat you with respect  4.00 (.76) 4.44 (.58) 4.68 (.49) 3.78 (.55) 
Concern for needs  3.59 (.81) 3.98 (.75) 4.35 (.70) 3.39 (.78) 
Employee operational 
competence 
     
Competently handle requests  3.94 (.65) 4.25 (.57) 4.48 (.57) 3.78 (.65) 
Perform service right first time  3.95 (.60) 4.17 (.55) 4.40 (.55) 3.78 (.55) 
Work quickly and efficiently  3.89 (.76) 4.23 (.64) 4.42 (.62) 3.61 (.70) 
Know what they’re doing  3.94 (.68) 4.26 (.57) 4.51 (.57) 3.67 (.59) 
Professional appearance  3.88 (.60) 4.13 (.61) 4.32 (.63) 3.61 (.70) 
Employee problem-solving 
orientation 
     
Go out of way to solve problems  3.44 (.79) 3.90 (.74) 4.24 (.74) 3.50 (.62) 
Solve problem without hesitating  3.75 (.73) 4.12 (.65) 4.44 (.61) 3.72 (.67) 
Appear approachable   3.80 (.75) 4.23 (.66) 4.49 (.64) 3.56 (.78) 
Management behaviors      
Clean  4.01 (.70) 4.33 (.62) 4.54 (.58) 3.83 (.62) 
Organized  3.92 (.68) 4.20 (.64) 4.46 (.60) 3.83 (.71) 
Checkouts staffed  3.82 (.69) 4.08 (.62) 4.21 (.68) 3.56 (.71) 
Communication quality      
Accurate information 3.52 (.66) 3.78 (.63) 4.10 (.64) 4.32 (.65) 3.66 (.59) 
Complete information 3.40 (.65) 3.56 (.73) 3.86 (.71) 4.16 (.81) 3.50 (.71) 
Well informed 1.87 (1.15) 2.47 (.84) 3.21 (.91) 3.72 (.96) 2.44 (.92) 






                    Table 63 continued 
Employee encounter 
satisfaction 
     
Satisfaction  3.97 (.87) 4.40 (.70) 4.67 (.52) 3.89 (.96) 
Expectations  3.69 (.74) 4.07 (.72) 4.35 (.60) 3.61 (.78) 
Pleasure  3.98 (.87) 4.36 (.71) 4.59 (.56) 3.61 (.78) 
Ideal  3.64 (.75) 4.04 (.69) 4.37 (.63) 3.44 (.98) 
Core product value satisfaction      
Satisfaction  3.74 (1.07) 4.35 (.75) 4.56 (.66) 2.72 (1.27) 
Expectation  3.42 (.80) 3.88 (.70) 4.16 (.67) 2.83 (1.20) 
Pleasure  3.77 (.99) 4.34 (.75) 4.54 (.66) 2.83 (1.25) 
Ideal  3.37 (.83) 3.91 (.72) 4.21 (.66) 2.67 (1.14) 
Overall satisfaction  3.72 (.82) 4.46 (.62) 4.75 (.46) 2.72 (1.27) 
Social benefits      
Enjoy talking  2.96 (.89) 3.36 (.80) 3.87 (.88) 2.39 (1.29) 
Feel like friends  2.50 (.85) 2.82 (.88) 3.45 (1.07) 2.11 (1.18) 
Meaningful conversations  1.91 (.89) 2.37 (1.00) 3.12 (1.12) 1.78 (1.17) 
Special treatment benefits      
Reward points  2.04 (1.11) 2.32 (1.17) 2.70 (1.43) 2.22 (1.44) 
Special service  1.93 (1.01) 2.25 (1.06) 2.70 (1.22) 2.17 (1.43) 
Priority  1.85 (.92) 2.09 (.93) 2.39 (1.07) 1.78 (.94) 
Confidence benefits      
Confidence  3.55 (.73) 4.11 (.61) 4.46 (.59) 2.94 (1.16) 
Lower anxiety  3.12 (.76) 3.70 (.81) 4.06 (.90) 2.61 (.78) 
Know what to expect  3.54 (.82) 4.15 (.66) 4.52 (.58) 3.44 (.98) 
Benevolence Trustworthiness      
Goes out of its way 3.23 (.59) 3.31 (.78) 3.77 (.78) 4.14 (.81) 3.17 (.79) 
Customers’ best interests at heart 3.59 (.77) 3.64 (.73) 3.99 (.69) 4.29 (.75) 3.30 (.59) 
Makes sacrifices 3.16 (.56) 3.20 (.65) 3.55 (.74) 3.88 (.85) 3.17 (.52) 
Integrity Trustworthiness      
Keeps promises 3.37 (.69) 3.49 (.66) 3.82 (.72) 4.12 (.79) 3.33 (.59) 
Won’t take advantage 3.35 (.72) 3.46 (.744) 3.86 (.76) 4.25 (.78) 3.11 (.76) 







                    Table 63 continued 
Competence trustworthiness      
Dependable 3.49 (.68) 3.72 (.73) 4.19 (.64) 4.45 (.63) 3.39 (.61) 
Makes quality coffee 3.77 (.81)     
Provides pleasant experience 3.49 (.61) 3.79 (.77) 4.25 (.64) 4.49 (.64) 3.11 (.83) 
Very knowledgeable about 
products 3.74 (.80) 3.89 (.68) 4.24 (.63) 4.42 (.68) 3.50 (.62) 
Attitudinal loyalty      
Only visit Coffee House X  1.70 (.90) 2.30 (.96) 3.60 (1.24) 1.56 (.92) 
Don’t notice other coffee houses  1.79 (.81) 2.18 (.84) 2.85 (1.09) 1.44 (.62) 
Would “do without” rather go 
elsewhere  1.59 (.71) 1.90 (.87) 2.71 (1.21) 1.28 (.46) 
Advocacy      
Say positive things 1.91 (1.08) 2.57 (.94) 3.58 (.90) 4.22 (.81) 2.33 (1.03) 
Defend Coffee House X 1.79 (1.08) 2.14 (.92) 3.11 (.99) 3.74 (1.03) 2.11 (.90) 
Encourage friends to go 1.81 (1.11) 2.20 (.98) 3.32 (1.00) 4.02 (.97) 1.61 (.70) 
Recommend to others 2.31 (1.28) 2.76 (.96) 3.84 (.89) 4.38 (.77) 2.11 (1.02) 
Behavioral Loyalty      
Share of visits   .35 (.25) .69 (.24) .89 (.11) .19 (.31) 
Share of wallet  .33 (.27) .66 (.40) .87 (.22) .15 (.28) 
                                                                                                                                     




Hyp.                    Antecedent                             Consequence 
Active 
Stages 
n = 1405 
Exploration 
Stage 
n = 336 
Expansion 
Stage 
n = 649 
Commitment 
Stage 




Core product value 




Core product value 
satisfaction .23 (.06) .31 (.15) .13 (.07) .34 (.10) 
H3a  Communication quality 
Core product value 
satisfaction .27 (.04) .24 (.10) .21 (.06) .27 (.05) 











satisfaction .57 (.04) .47 (.08) .58 (.06) .53 (.05) 





satisfaction .25 (.04) .34 (.10) .21 (.06) .23 (.06) 
H3b  Communication quality 
Employee encounter 
satisfaction -- -- -- .11 (.03) 
H4a  Core product value satisfaction Social benefits .23 (.04) .28 (.05) .10 (.06) -- 
H4b 
Employee encounter 
satisfaction Social benefits .39 (.05) .26 (.06) .36 (.07) .38 (.18) 
H4c  Core product value satisfaction Special treatment benefits .15 (.04) .13 (.06) -- -- 
H4d 
Employee encounter 
satisfaction Special treatment benefits .14 (.05) -- -- .15 (.15) 
H4e  Core product value satisfaction Confidence benefits .46 (.02) .51 (.04) .34 (.04) .26 (.06) 
H4f 
Employee encounter 
satisfaction Confidence benefits .36 (.03) .24 (.04) .38 (.04) .41 (.08) 
H5a  Core product value satisfaction Overall satisfaction .41 (.03) .50 (.05) .33 (.04) .28 (.05) 
H5b 
Employee encounter 
satisfaction Overall satisfaction .12 (.03) .14 (.05) .23 (.05) .28 (.08) 
H6a  Social benefits Overall satisfaction .06 (.02) .18 (.05) -- -- 
H6b  Special treatment benefits Overall satisfaction -- -- -- -- 
H6c  Confidence benefits Overall satisfaction .27 (.04) .22 (.10) .24 (.06) .12 (.06) 
H7a  Core product value satisfaction 
Competent 





trustworthiness .12 (.02) .21 (.04) -- .19 (.07) 
H8  Communication quality 
Competent 
trustworthiness .51 (.03) .51 (.06) .53 (.04) .66 (.05) 
H9  Confidence benefits 
Competent 
trustworthiness .43 (.03) .41 (.08) .51 (.05) .22 (.06) 
H7c  Core product value satisfaction Character trustworthiness .34 (.03) .32 (.04) .26 (.04) .24 (.08) 
H7d 
Employee encounter 
satisfaction Character trustworthiness .41 (.03) .39 (.05) .35 (.04) .45 (.11) 






          Table 64 continued 
H11a  Social benefits Attitudinal loyalty .49 (.03) .62 (.06) .39 (.04) .40 (.05) 
H11b  Special treatment benefits Attitudinal loyalty .25 (.02) .38 (.03) .36 (.03) -- 
H11c  Confidence benefits Attitudinal loyalty .31 (.07) -- -- .28 (.14) 
H12a   Character trustworthiness Attitudinal loyalty -- -.16 (.06) -- -- 
H12b  Competent trustworthiness Attitudinal loyalty -- -- -- -- 
H10b  Overall satisfaction Advocacy .08 (.03) -- .09 (.05) -- 
H11d  Social benefits Advocacy .23 (.02) .29 (.06) .20 (.04) .17 (.03) 
H11e  Special treatment benefits Advocacy .05 (.02) -- -- -- 
H11f  Confidence benefits Advocacy .45 (.06) .29 (.14) .21 (.10) .57 (.09) 
H12c  Character trustworthiness Advocacy -.06 (.03) .19 (.08) .16 (.05) -- 
H12d  Competent trustworthiness Advocacy .15 (.07) -- .29 (.12) .12 (.09) 
H10c  Overall satisfaction Behavioral loyalty .15 (.01) -- -- .17 (.02) 
H11g  Social benefits Behavioral loyalty .23 (.01) -- .21 (.01) .16 (.01) 
H11h  Special treatment benefits Behavioral loyalty -- -- -- -- 
H11i  Confidence benefits Behavioral loyalty .39 (.02) .34 (.05) -- -- 
H12e  Character trustworthiness Behavioral loyalty -.11 (.01) -.25 (.03) -- -- 
H12f  Competent trustworthiness Behavioral loyalty -- -- -- -- 
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